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THE DESIGNATION OF FOREIGN TERRITORY
IN ASSYRIAN ROYAL INSCRIPTIONS
OF THE
SARGONID PERIOD
by Richard Lederman
ABSTRACT
The work is divided into two parts.

Part I pertains to

issues of territoriality involving the characterization and
delimitation of territory in Assyrian royal inscriptions.
In Chapter One, we discuss use of topographic features in
the delimitation of territory and the demarcation of
boundaries.
Chapter Two deals with topographic characterizations
defined as "generic" in that they describe a particular
territory in terms of its general location, i.e., on the
coast of the sea, in the mountains, in the desert, etc.
These terms reflect an attempt to identify and locate
territory topographically.
Chapter Three deals with the terminology of borders in
Assyrian royal inscriptions.

The inscriptions of Sargon

indicate a concern with the demarcation of boundaries--in
the southeast with Elam, in the central Zagros, in the
northeast with Urartu, as well as the internal boundaries of
the Urartian kingdom.
In Chapter Four, the border-forming quality of
topography is explicated by way of the terminology of
riverine boundaries.

The discussion focuses on the riverine

division of territory in southern Mesopotamia
Chapter Five expands on the concept of topographic
borders by focusing on terminology applied to the mountains
of the northern Zagros in the inscriptions of Sargon.
Passages are adduced which point to the border-forming
character of mountains.

In addition, it is our contention

that other descriptions of the landscape, such as flora,
fauna, and meterological conditions, also serve to identify,
locate, and delimit particular territorial units.
Part II of the work involves the issues of the transfer
of territory.

Chapter Six deals with the issue of the

seizure of territory, particularly the seizure of Assyrian
or allied territory by an enemy.

The terminology of seizure

involves the use of the term ekeau.

It is noted that the

term is used most frequently of enemy seizure, and that this
enemy seizure generally results in some form of restitution.
Chapter Seven deals with the question of Assyrian
control and organization of conquered territory.

It is

noted that certain regions lay outside the sphere of direct
Assyrian rule, consistently leading to methods of control
involving the use of proxy or puppet kings.
The focus of the discussion in Chapter Seven involves
the issues of annexation and province formation.

The

terminologyu is identified, and a regional analysis is
untertaken.
In certain instances, Assyrian control is expressed in
terms of restoring a sense of order and balance in an

internally troubled land.

Chapter Eight addresses the

subject of the extension of Assyrian control in conquered
territory which does not involve direct political control in
terms of annexation or province formation.
Having concluded the discussion of territoriality in
Assyrian royal inscriptions, Chapter Nine takes up the
discussion of sovereignty.

One conclusion that emerges from

the discussion of territory is that territorial issues are
most prevalent in the inscriptions of Sargon, but only
rarely attested in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon and
Ashurbanipal.
With respect to the subject of foreign sovereignty,
however, the situation is reversed.

The inscriptions of

Sargon show little regard for foreign sovereignty, while the
inscriptions of Ashurbanipal abound with the language of
foreign sovereignty.

This can be seen in the use of royal

titles applied to foreign rulers, as well as in the
maintenance of foreign dynasties.
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INTRODUCTION
This study is based on an examination of a category of
texts referred to as Assyrian royal inscriptions.
Discovered over the past one hundred fifty years amid ruins
located along or near the Tigris River north of the upper
Zab, the Assyrian heartland, and in various locations
representing the expansion of Assyrian power in western
Asia, the inscriptions cover roughly thirteen centuries of
written record culminating in the collapse of the Assyrian
Empire at the end of the seventh century B.C.E.
In some respects, the term Assyrian royal inscriptions
is a misnomer.

In Assyria, as in much of the ancient world,

the art of writing was restricted to specialists attached to
the palace or the temples and under the control of the
central government headed by the king.

In this regard, much

of the written record in Assyria was commissioned by the
king and could, therefore, be considered under the rubric of
royal inscriptions.
However, the category of Assyrian royal inscriptions
has traditionally been analyzed in terms of the development
of a particular corpus of Assyrian texts.

While this

development is rather complex, involving several types of
documents, a preliminary definition of Assyrian royal
inscriptions should be offered.

An Assyrian royal

inscription is an Assyrian text written in commemoration of

1

2

or dedicated to the king~s role in construction projects
and/or his military campaigns.

As a rule, the text

describes the action of the king by means of a first person
narration, though there are a few examples of third person

.

narra t ion.

1

From the earliest period of Assyrian history, Assyrian
kings commemorated important state occasions, particularly
related to construction work on temples and palaces.
short dedicatory inscription,

~
4

A

listing the king~s titles,

epithets, and genealogy, along with a description of the
particular project being commemorated, was inscribed on a
variety of objects.

Short inscriptions were often written

on clay bricks, which were then built into the walls of the
building.

Longer, more detailed accounts of building

activity could be written on tablets of stone, clay, and
metal, as well as conical-shaped clay forms, which were then
buried in the foundations of buildings. 3
During the latter half of the first millenium B.C.E.,
an important development took place in the composition of
Assyrian royal inscriptions.

In addition to the king~s

accomplishments in construction, the scribes began to insert
passages concerning the king~s military campaigns, also
written, for the most part, in the first person.

Eventually

an attempt was made to fashion these military narratives
into a chronological framework,
of historical annals.

leading to the development

Archeological excavations at Assyrian

sites have unearthed hundreds of documents containing .pa

3

extensive narrations of the military campaigns of Assyrian
kings.
As the narratives grew longer and more complex, larger
objects were fashioned to contain the expanded text.

Like

the early commemorative inscriptions, many of these objects
served as foundation deposits--clay tablets, prisms, and
cylinders buried in the foundations or built into the walls
of public buildings. 4

In other instances, royal

inscriptions were written on the walls of palaces, on
colossal bulls and lions, which guarded the palace gates, as
well as on floor slabs, royal thrones, and in other
monumental or architectural contexts.
With their extensive military narrations, Assyrian
royal inscriptions focus a good deal of attention on foreign
territory and foreign rulers.

The current study began as an

attempt to classify thematically the language, or
terminology, of Assyrian royal inscriptions as it related to
the enemy and the enemy~s territory.

It was quickly

discovered that there is a certain thematic symmetry to
these narrations involving the justification for conquest on
the one hand and the consequences of conquest on the other.
With regard to the enemy himself,

justification for

conquest generally involves statements regarding the crimes
or misdeeds of the enemy.

The enemy is hostile, aggressive,

disloyal, disobedient, or slanderous.

The consequences of

conquest involve the often brutal punishment of the enemy
and his allies.

The enemy army is massacred and the corpses

4

mutilated.

The enemy ruler is captured or forced to flee.

The ruler is often killed and his corpse mutilated, or he is
brought to Assyria as a kind of trophy, displayed in some
humiliating fashion before the Assyrian public.
With regard to territory, justification for conquest
often involves the enemy's seizure of Assyrian or allied
territory.

The consequences of an enemy's hostile behavior

frequently include the complete ruination of enemy
territory.

Cities and fields are burned and looted, while

the population is taken captive.

In addition, there are

consequences involving the final political disposition of
conquered territory.

Frequently, conquered territory is

annexed and incorporated into the Assyrian provincial
system.

In some instances, however, Assyrian kings choose

not to bring conquered territory under direct Assyrian
control, establishing puppet regimes instead.
In addition, Assyrian royal inscriptions include
characterizations of foreign territory which, while not
serving as aspects of the justification for conquest, appear
as a prelude to conquest.

These characterizations include

what might be termed political or geopolitical expressions,
which characterize territory in terms of borders, or as
assigned to some larger political or territorial unit.
Moreover, as part of the prelude to conquest, Assyrian
royal inscriptions often include characterizations of
territory in terms of geography and topography.

These

expressions range from simple generic characterizations--for

5

instance, that a particular territory is located on the
coast or in the mountains--to highly elaborate
characterizations, which include graphic depictions of
topography, flora,

fauna, resources, and meteorological

conditions.
This study is divided into two parts.

The first part

focuses on the characterization of territory, which serves
as a prelude to conquest.

Terminology used to describe

territory in terms of topographic characterizations,
borders, and geopolitical connections will be examined.

It

is our contention that topographic characterizations in
Assyrian royal inscriptions function within the context of
political geography.

That is, topographic features serve to

delimit territory and demarcate boundaries.
The second part of the study is concerned with issues
of the exchange of territory.

This includes the seizure of

Assyrian or allied territory by an enemy, as well as the
capture of territory by the Assyrian army.

In the latter

case, the analysis deals with the political organization of
conquered teritory, including the annexation of conquered
territory and its incorporation into the Assyrian provincial
system.

Moreover, a third category is posited, whereby

Assyrian control of conquered territory is expressed in
terms of the re-establishement of order and balance in an
internally troubled land.
Before proceeding, however, it is important to place
our discussion within a methodological framework.

Since our

6

work is based on an examination of terminology, it could be
called a linguistic study.

However, it is not a lexical

study in the sense of classical philology.

There are few

discussions of etymology or morphology.
Rather, as noted, the discussion ensues from an attempt
to recognize the literary/thematic significance of
terminology.

The definition of certain terms as topographic

characterizations, border terms, terms of annexation, etc.,
emerges from the thematic classification of terms.

By

isolating certain themes and identifying the specific
terminology related to those themes, the work aims at an
understanding of the way in which terminology is used to
describe certain political circumstances related to the
Assyrian king~s military campaigns.
Any analysis of Assyrian royal inscriptions must begin
with an understanding of the nature of the sources.
Naturally, the attempt to relate the terminology to actual
political issues and circumstances is based on the theory
that the language of Assyrian royal inscriptions is
deliberate, that is, it reflects a conscious attempt, on the
part of the Assyrian scribes, to come to grips with the
political issues involved.
The view that the language of Assyrian royal
inscriptions represents a deliberate attempt to express
certain ideas current in the Assyrian court is by no means
self-evident.

In 1923, S. Mowinckel was among the first

scholars to deal with the nature of Assyrian royal

7

inscriptions, particularly their literary quality. 5

In his

literary critique, Mowinckel found the royal inscriptions
stilted and wooden, comparing the narrative style to a
Russian icon, beautifully ornamented, but stiff. 6

The basic

material can be broken down, shuffled and recombined,
producing the same literary and aesthetic effect.

7

There is

no overall organization, no level of meaning above the
individual phrase.

The heroic campaigns of Assyrian kings,

their great victories, are treated more in the fashion of
descriptive accounts <Rufzahlungen) than true narratives
~

CErzahlungen).

8

Thus, Mowinckel~s analysis of the deeper

meaning of Assyrian royal inscriptions was largely negative.
That is, the inscriptions represented a rather haphazard
arrangement of dry literary formulas.
Since Mowinckel, and, indeed, beginning before
Mowinckel~s article appeared, Assyriologists have grappled
with the nature and significance of Assyrian royal
inscriptions.

Naturally, with their wealth of historical

material, the primary problem has been that of historical
reliability.

To what extent do the inscriptions present an

accurate account of the events which they cover?

In some

inscriptions, the military campaigns are undated and seem to
reflect a geographical or topical arrangement.

Of those in

which the campaign material is arranged in a chronological
format,

the veracity of the chronology is often

questionable.

Moreover, since royal inscriptions appear in

successive editions promulgated at different points in the

8

king~s reign, the problem of source reliability involves the
question of textual variants and the editorial procedures
which engendered them.
Related to the issues of editing and textual variants
is the question regarding the sources of royal inscriptions.
How did the Assyrian scribe gain access to the information
which he included in the inscription, and what, if any, were
the compositional principles which he followed?
Moreover, an understanding of Assyrian royal
inscriptions involves not merely the researcher~s ability to
determine the course of events as they transipired, but also
the ideas reflected in a particular corpus or document.
Assyrian royal inscriptions were not written simply for the
sake of allowing modern historians to reconstruct events.
Like all history-writing, Assyrian royal inscriptions were
meant to place events into a certain interpretive framework.
As the study of Assyrian royal inscriptions has progressed,
scholars have begun to ponder their significance as
reflections of an Assyrian world view, an Assyrian
understanding of the idea of history, or as statements of an
ongoing development of Assyrian foreign policy.

As A.L.

Oppenheim has written, Assyrian royal inscriptions
functioned as instruments of communication, as
••• a mirror of how these kings saw
themselves, and what they wanted their
"image" to be in the eyes of their
subjects and enemies ••• they reflect a
dialogue ••• at the court of the king
between the ruler and those who helped
him de~ermine the policies of the
realm.

9

Thus, for example, the inscriptions which place
military campaigns within a formal, chronological framework,
reveal a certain progression in the use of various systems
of dating the campaigns.

The question arises as to the

motivation which prompted the use of these various systems.
Indeed, the issues of textual variants and editorial
procedures lead beyond the question of source reliability to
the meaning and function of the revisions found in
successive editions of Assyrian royal inscriptions.
All told, these questions have led, in recent times, to
discussions regarding the "ideological" background
underlying the development of Assyrian royal inscriptions.
The search for a royal ideology has led scholars away from
Mowinckel~s position that the composition of royal
inscriptions was a stiff, artificial process involving the
haphazard arrangement of stock expressions.

Rather, the

composition and editing of royal inscriptions is seen as a
conscious process meant ta express a broader world view
which developed within the Assyrian royal court.

While we

are reluctant to dabble with a subject as elusive as
ideology, it is our contention that the language of
territoriality in Assyrian royal inscriptions is designed to
address specific policy issues.
We shall now proceed to trace in more detail the
development of these issues in Assyriological research.
discussion is not meant ta be comprehensive, but will
concentrate on the mast significant contributions with

The

10

regard to the literary style of Assyrian royal inscriptions,
the questions of composition and editorial variants, and the
broader issue of the nature and meaning of royal
inscriptions.

Genres of ~ssyrian Royal Inscriptions

One of the first issues addressed in Assyriological
research concerned the various genres of royal inscriptions.
In general, scholars distinguish annals, in which the
military narrative is arranged according to a chronological
format, from display inscriptions, which exclude the formal
chronological structure and appear to be arranged
geographically.

The distinction is perhaps best exemplified

by the inscriptions of King Sargon (722-705 B.C.E.).
In 1843, P.E. Botta, who was serving as the French
Vice-Consul to the Ottoman Empire in the city of Mosul, the
site of ancient Nineveh, began excavations in the city of
Khorsabad,

14 km. to the north-northeast.

This turned out

to be the site of Sargon~s palace at Dur-Sarruken.

In the

fourteen rooms excavated, Botta discovered walls covered
with stone slabs, which had been decorated with bas-relief
sculptures and numerous inscriptions.

In 1849, Botta, along

with V. Place, presented hand copies of the scuptures and
inscriptions in the first publication of material from
Khorsabad. 10
It was soon discovered that the fourteen rooms at
Khorsabad actually contained various copies and recensions

11

.
. t·ions. 11
o f t wo separa t e 1nscr1p

In 1863, J. Oppert and J.

Menant were able to publish what has come to be known as
Sargon~s Display Inscription, which they called,
alternately , Grande Inscription and 1~1nscription des fastes
(records).

12

This inscription presents a survey of the

king~s military campaigns, which are reported as having been
undertaken between the king~s first and fifteenth regnal
years.

Other than this summary date formula, which appears

in the inscription~s introductory passage, the campaign
narratives proceed with no indication of chronology.
Rat her, the arrangement of narratives appears to be
geographic/topical.
Several years later, Oppert published a number of other
inscriptions from Khorsabad. 13

A presentation of what has

come to be known as the Annals inscription was offered in
French translation only, with reference to the particular
hall of the palace from which the text derived, as well as
the page reference in Botta~s work on which the original
could be found.

The campaign narratives of the Annals are

arranged according to the king~s regnal years, apparently
beginning with the accession year and terminating with an
account of the campaigns of the thirteenth regnal year.
When H. Winckler presented his edition of the
inscriptions of Sargon,

14

the work included the Annals, as

well as the so-called Display Inscription, which he called
Prunkinschrift, or "ornamented inscription."
1916,

Writing in

A.T. Olmstead was the first to employ the term Display

12

Inscription in referring to this non-chronological account
.
15
•
o f S argon·s
mi·1·t
i ary campaigns.

According to Olmstead,

Sargon's Display Inscription "gives the data of the Annals
in briefer form and in geographical order."

16

In general,

Olmstead maintained that inscriptions of the display type
"are usually on slabs of stone and are intended for
architectural adornment." 17
Since Olmstead, scholars have continued to grapple with
the definitions of the genres of Assyrian royal
inscriptions.

In 1973, H. Tadmor treated three historical

inscriptions of Adad-nirari III
steles.

18

(810-783 B.C.E.> written on

Tadmor designated the three short accounts of the

kings campaigns as "summary inscriptions"--a designation he
attributes to Schrader--but identified his classification
with the German Prunkinschriften and Olmstead's "Display
Inscriptions."

He defines this type of royal inscription as

representing "the condensation of early with later events
into one geographically but not chronologically coherent
narrative."
Most recently, P. Gerardi, examining the inscriptions
of Ashurbanipal

(669-626 B.C.E.), places all building

inscriptions--those commemorating the king's accomplishments
in construction--which contain military narratives, whether
or not they are arranged chronologically, under the rubric
"annals."

The term "summary inscription" is applied to

"building inscriptions which contain military narratives
arranged geographically and which are summaries of

13

campaigns."

Gerardi reserves the designation "display

inscription" for inscriptions which were actually displayed,
in contrast to foundation deposits. 19
Despite these attempts to redefine the genres, the
classification of Assyrian royal inscriptions in terms of
annals and display inscriptions persists.

In surveying

Assyrian historical texts, A.K. Grayson recently analyzed
Assyrian royal inscriptions in terms of four categories.
One of these categories was labeled "Commemorative Texts,"
which Grayson further distinguished in terms of "Annalistic
Texts" and "Display Texts.» 20

According to Grayson, the

former "contain narration of military campaigns arranged in
chronological order ••• "

In display texts, military

narration is generally "grouped according to geography."
Unfortunatley, the entire question of the literary
classification of Assyrian royal inscriptions is confounded
by the corollary issues of the media upon which the
inscriptions were written--stone slabs, colossal bulls and
lions, clay tablets, cylinders, and prisms--as well as the
function of each inscription--monumental, i.e., meant for
display, and foundation deposits.

A detailed examination of

the relationships between these features would help to
c 1 ari. f y th e 1.1 t erary f arms. 21

Until such time as these

relationships are analyzed, i t seems appropriate to remain
with what has become standard terminology.

Therefore, we

gener ally refer to military narrations arranged in a
chronolog i cal format as "annals," while those not arranged

14

chronologically are referred to as "display inscriptions."
In addition to annals and display inscriptions, there
is a third type of Assyrian royal inscriptions which is
important to our study of the language of territory.

This

type is represented by documents which have been described
as "Letters to Gods."

The classic example of this genre

is a document from the reign of King Sargon.
In 1912, F. Thureau-Dangin published a rather large and
well-preserved clay tablet inscribed with the account of a
military campaign undertaken by King Sargon to the northern
Zagros.
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Dated by li•u
to the year 714 B.C.E., the

account was connected, in terms of content and dating, with
the campaign of the eighth regnal year as reported in the
Annals from Khorsabad.

Also noted by Thureau-Dangin was the
-:,4

epistolary style of the document.-

The text begins with a

salutation to the god Ashur and other gods, the city of
Ashur, its residents, as well as the king himself.

The

epistolary style has given rise to the characterization of
this and other documents as "Letters to Gods."
Since the publication of the HuitiJ•e Ca•pagne, several
other documents of this type have been noted, including one
written during the reign of Esarhaddon. 25

Also included is

a document dated to the reign of Sargon by Tadmor, who
states that it "may well belong to the type of ~Letters to
G0 d s.

~

.,26

Since the first line of the document, which would

have contained the epistolary salutation, is missing, Tadmor
bases his classification on the "poetic style" of the
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narrative.

The same document is definitively assigned to

this genre by N. Na'aman, who dates it to the reign of
.

Sennacherib.

27

Again, the "fine literary style" of the

document is the basis for the classification.

A document of

this type attributed to Ashurbanipal has recently been
- h e db y We1pper.
t 28
pu bl 1s

In this case, the text opens with

the expression atta tide,

"you have known," followed by

mention of the gods Ashur and Enlil and the accusation of
hostile activity applied to Haza'ilu of Arabia.
The literary style of the so-called letters to the
gods, mentioned by Tadmor and Na'aman, often involves the
rather elaborate description of foreign territory,
particularly topographic features.

In 1960, A. Oppenheim

wrote what has become a classic statement on the meaning and
,
29
function of the Huitie•e Ca•pagne.

He determined that the

topographic detail, the graphic presentations of the nature
of the terrain, including natural phenomena--meteorological
conditions, flora, fauna--were all part of an artistic
·
en d eavor t o h o Id th e a tt en t ion
o f a 1 1ve
au d"1ence. 3 o

This

gathering, according to Oppenheim, was "part of a specific
ceremony of a communal nature ••• [which] marked the end of
each of the institutionaiized annual campaigns ••• " 31
Included in the ceremony was the king's official report.
The basic notion that the document represents a detailed,
colorful account of the eighth campaign read to a live
audience at same sort of formal gathering has been generally
~?

accepted by scholars.v-
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Sources and Co•position of Royal Inscriptions
Naturally, a study of the literary style of Assyrian
royal inscriptions, including the development of various
genres, should take into account the sources of the
inscriptions.

That is, one would wish to determine the

manner in which the Assyrian scribe gained access to the
i nformation related in the inscription.

It is unlikely that

the scribe simply invented his narrative out of thin air.
The narrative details, including the protagonists involved
in each campaign, the course of the campaign, the cities
conquered, booty and prisoners taken, must have been
conveyed to the scribe through some process of reporting.
Unfortunately, little has been undertaken in this area,
aside from a few preliminary suggestions.

The available

material has been summarized recently in A.K. Grayson's
study of Assyrian historiography. 33

As noted by Grayson,

scholars have been aware, for some time, of the existence of
lists of tribute and booty taken in the course of a military
.
34
campaign.

The instances in which the narrative of a

military campaign switches from first to third person
narration when reporting the receipt of booty is taken as an
indication that these booty lists, written in the third
person. could simply be inserted into the account of a
.

campaign.

35

Grayson also dealt with the question of the existence
of campaign diaries or itineraries, which may have been used
in compiling royal inscriptions.

Two examples of this genre
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are noted by Grayson, characterized by the description of
the movement of an expedition from place to place, wherein
the distance between each station is reported.

One of these

is a fragmentary clay tablet from Ashur which Grayson dates
to the reign of Adad-nerari II

(911-891 B.C.E.>.

36

The

other is derived from the administrative documents published
by Johns.
repor t

of

37

The latter, according to Grayson, is not a

a roya 1 expe d 1· t·ion. 38

Grayson goes on to note the existence of itinerarystyle passages in royal inscriptions from the reign of Adadnerari II, Tukulti-Ninurta II
Ashurnasirpal

II

(890-884 B.C.E.) and

(883-859 B.C.E.).

These inscriptions

include reports of military campaigns, in the style of royal
inscriptions, bracketed by statements regarding the movement
of the army from place to place.

39

Particularly in the

annals of Tukulti-Ninurta II, the itinerary-style passages
often display the fluctuation from first to third person
narration noted with regard to the lists of tribute and
booty.

40

However, the dearth of evidence for the existence of
independent campaign diaries or itineraries lead Grayson to
reject the notion that these documents were used in the
compilation of royal inscriptions.

Rather, the fluctuation

between first and third person narration could be explained
on the basis of the fact that some campaigns were often lead
by military officers other than the king.
are narrated in the third person.

These campaigns

Campaigns undertaken in
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the thirtieth and thirty-first years of Shalmaneser III
(858-824 B.C.E.) are examples of this feature. 41
Grayson also noted the possibility that texts of the
type referred to as "Letters to Gods" may have been used
in the composition of royal inscriptions.

However, the

special rhetorical features of these documents lead Grayson
to reject this connection.

Rather, he concluded, the two

types of documents were compiled from the same sources.
A somewhat more intriguing question is the relationship
between the royal inscriptions and the hundreds of
correspondences, reports, and dispatches that are contained
in the Assyrian epistolary literature. 42

Many of these

represent reports of military and political affairs received
by the king from his officers in the field.

In a recent

analysis of the nature and distribution of these documents,
S. Parpola made the following statement with regard to the
connection between the epistolary material and royal
inscriptions:
The fact is that even though we know
that letters were used in the
compilation of royal inscriptions, even
quoted verbatim in them, they do not
usually deal with 4 ~atters presented in
the inscriptions. ~
Unfortunately, Parpola does not indicate the specific
instances in which letters are quoted verbatim in royal
inscriptions.

Recently, however, Gerardi has remarked on

the correspondence between material in the letters of Belibni to King Ashurbanipal and one of the Elamite campaign
narratives found in Ashurbanipal~s annals.

Gerardi noted
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the additions to the Elamite narrative in Prisms F and A of
Ashurbanipal, maintaining that this new material hints at a
separate army, presumably lead by Bel-ibni, which attacked
from the south, supplementing the main Assyrian army, which
a t tacked from the north •
••. the close correspondence between the
contents of Bel-ibni's letters and some
of the newly inserted campaign accounts
suggests that Bel-ibni's letters were
the source of at least some of the new
material which were added to t~e
accounts of editions F and A.
In addition to the problem of the sources of royal
inscriptions, Grayson offered some remarks regarding what he
called "the mechanics of composition. 1145

Noting the

existence of clay tablets containing material normally
associated with royal inscriptions but lacking the building
section, Grayson suggested that these represent text
prototypes, which the scribes used in the preparation of
royal inscriptions.
Tadmor,

46

Noting a suggestion offered by

Grayson observed that scribes working in stone

made use of stock phrases to fill space.
While the comments made by Grayson and others have, to
some degree, increased our understanding of the methods
involved in the production of Assyrian royal inscriptions,
the issues of policy and ideology remain.

These issues were

first addressed on a broad scale in terms of an attempt to
understand the impetus which lead Assyrian scribes to the
practice of history-writing.
E.A. Speiser was the first to discuss the understanding
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of history reflected in Assyrian royal inscriptions in terms
of the original impetus toward history-writing in Assyria. 47
He suggested that the annals of Assyrian kings could be
traced to the "Letters to Gods" literature, such as the
famous account of Sargon's eighth campaign.

These letters,

which represented the Assyrian version of the annual report,
became the basis for the composition of the annals.

That is

not to say that the "Letters to Gods" represent the
compositional sources of royal inscriptions.

Rather,

Speiser maintained that the idea of recording the annual
campaigns of the king emerged from the procedure of issuing
these annual reports.
J.J. Finkelstein, on the other hand, working with Old
Akkadian sources, traced Mesopotamian historical
consciousness to the omen tradition, that is, the attempt to
predict future events based on past events. 48

Following the

definition of history offered by the Dutch historian, Johan
Huizinga, Finkelstein described the omen texts as fulfilling
the criterion of "an intellectual form in which the
civilization renders account to itself of the past." 49
According to this scholar, the significance of past events
lay in their 'exemplificative' value.

50

Since coincidence

implied causality, and moments of time were repeatable, the
more details that could be accumulated regarding a
particular historical event, the more precise the
prognostication could be. 51

Thus, the omen tradition

represents the primary source of Mesopotamian
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historiography.
Writing several years later, William Hallo focused on
the Assyrian king lists, suggesting that these lists were
compiled in an effort to present the history of Assyria as a
continuous succession of native kings going back to the
initial Amorite invasion of Mesopotamia, and to conceal any
.

Assyrian subservience to non-native kings.

52

The

compilation of the lists represent the original impetus
toward history-writing in Assyria.
Grayson also discussed the idea of history in Assyrian
and Babylonian historical inscriptions. 53

Grayson focused

on the "propagandistic and didactic" nature of the texts-their image of the king as a "superhero."

Echoing

Finkelstein, he noted what he called "the practical use of
history" as represented by the omen and astrological
literature, as well as the desire to render to posterity the
heroic deeds of the king.
These contributions address the question of meaning in
royal inscriptions from the broad perspective of the
development of history-writing in Assyria and elsewhere in
the ancient Near East.

However, the specific issues with

regard to the manner in which the development of Assyrian
policy and ideology find expression in Assyrian royal
inscriptions must still be addressed.
The development of Assyrian annals is of particular
interest in this regard.

This is due to the fact that the

history of research concerning the development of annals has
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led scholars to confront other important issues arising from
the study of Assyrian royal inscriptions.

Among these are

the issues of the various systems of dating the campaigns,
as well as the principles underlying successive editions of
the annals of individual kings.

Attempts to understand

these features have contributed to a better understanding of
the specific policy considerations underlying the
composition of Assyrian royal inscriptions.

Rssyrian Rnnals
Before proceeding with our discussion regarding the
issues of dating and editing in Assyrian annals, we must
refine our understanding of what constitues an annals-style
inscription.

As noted, annals are defined as commemorative

building inscriptions containing military campaign naratives
arranged in a chronological framework.

In order to fully

understand this development, a brief sketch of the
appearance of military narration in Assyrian royal
inscriptions, as well as the advent of chronological

. nee d ed. 54
sys t ems, is
When the simple dedicatory texts of Assyrian kings were
first expanded to include a section commemorating the king~s
building acitivities, the commemorative narrative was often
attached to the introductory part of the inscription by
means of a temporal clause introduced by enu•a,

inu.•ila, "at that time."

"when," or

The inclusion of military

narration followed the same pattern.

The first significant example of military narration in
a royal inscription appears on a stele belonging to Adadnarari I

<1307-1275 B.C.E.>.

55

The inscription opens with

a short introduction consisting of the king's titularies and
genealogy.

Beginning with enu.11a, "when," the next fifty

lines describe the rebellion of Shattuara of the land of
~anigalbat, located in the Taurus Mountains, and the
Assyrian king's subsequent stuggle with the rulers of that
region.
The appearance of true annals, that is, military
narrations arranged chronologically, is generally assigned
to the reign of Tiglath-Pilesar I

(1114-1076 B.C.E.>.

In

the Ashur Prism of Tiglath-Pileser I, five campaign
narratives are separated from one another by passages
praising the valor of the king.

While the individual

campaign narratives are undated, a summary statement at the
end of the military narration dates the five campaigns
according to palu, or "regnal year": istu res larr'ii.tiya adi

""
5 paliya,

"from the beginning of my reign until my fifth

regnal year."

56

Beginning in the tenth century B.C.E., Assyrian scribes
experimented with another sytem of dating.

This involved

the dating of campaigns according to eponym <Assyrian IiJ»u),
a method that had been employed for some time in the dating
of administrative documents.

Each year was named for a high

administrative official, and lists of eponyms were
maintained.

Known to Assyriologists as the Eponym Canon,
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the lists were divided into columns, with one column
containing the name of the official and another his
administrative title.

One exemplar, known as the Eponym

Chronicle, includes a column containing information
regarding an important event which occurred during that
year.

This is generally in the form of either important

construction work or a military campaign.
An early example of eponym dating in Assyrian royal
inscriptions occurs in an inscription of Adad-nerari II. 57
Ten eponym-date formulas appear in this inscription, each
preceded by a ruled line.

The system continues in use

during the reigns of the two successors to Adad-nerari,
Tukulti-Ninurta II 58 and Ashurnasirpal II. 59
Beginning with inscriptions from around the middle of
the reign of Shalmaneser III

(858-824 B.C.E.), the successor

to Ashurnasirpal II, a new experiment was undertaken in the

.
d a t ing
of

.
60
campaigns.

~

palu, or "regnal year."

This involved the use of the term
Unlike the use of paJj in the

summary statement of the Assur Prism of Tiglath-Pileser I,
the pain formula is used in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser
III to date individually each successive campaign.

This

system was also employed in the inscriptions of TiglathPilesar III

(745-727 B.C.E.) and Sargon II.

With the reign of Sargon~s successor, Sennacherib (705681 B.C.E.), another system was devised, whereby each
successive campaign (Assyrian girru) was assigned a number-first girru, second girru, etc.

This system was also
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employed in the annals of Ashurbanipal

(669-626 B.C.E.).

A corollary to the development of chronological systems
in Assyrian royal inscriptions involves the assignment of
events to the beginning of the king~s reign. 61
the stele inscription of Adad-narari I

As noted,

62

(1306-1274 B.C.E.)

includes a report of the king~s military campaigns
introduced by the temporal pronoun, enu•a,

"when."

In a

number of inscriptions of Adad-narari~s successor,
Shalmaneser I

(1274-1245 B.C.E.>, the temporal clause is

significantly expanded.

enu•a Rf;ur belu ana palaoI1u kinis
utanni•a ana 1usur ~al•at qaqqadi hatta
kakka u iipirra iddina ag~ kina 1a
beluti isruka ina u•e~u•a ina ~urru
langutiya •at Uruairi ibbalkituni••a
When Ashur, the lord, faithfully chose
me for his worshipper, gave me the
scepter, weapon, and staff to (rule)
properly the black-headed people, and
granted me the true crown of lordship;
at that time, in my accession year, ~~e
land of Uruatri rebelled against me.
The inscriptions proceed with a series of campaign
narratives, each introduced by either enii•a,

inu.1aisu,

"when," or

"at that time. 1164

The expression lurru 1angtltTya, literally "the
consecration of my priesthood," is used to refer to the
king~s accession year, and all military activity is
ostensibly assigned to that year.

In subsequent reigns, the

expression 1urra 1arrn.tlya, "the consecration of my
kingship," comes into more general use and is, itself,
replaced, in the eighth century, with the Babylonian form,
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J. •
res surru~2ya,

1165
"th e b eg1nn1ng
·
h ip.
·
o f my •·r-ings

The campaign narratives of the Ashur Prism of TiglathPileser I are likewise introduced with the expression ina
'I/

.,,

-

.,.

surru sarru-t.2ya,

"at the consecration of my kingship."

As

noted, the system of dating military campaigns according to
palB, or the king~s regnal year, is generally traced to this

.
. t·ion. 66
1nscr1p

However, the term palu appears as early as

the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I
successor of Shalmaneser I.

(1244-1208 B.C.E.>, the

Here, the campaign narratives

are introduced by the formula ina ~urru CkussiJ ~arru-t.iya
Cina •ahr;
pal:yaJ.. "at the consecration of the [throne] of
.,
my kingship, [in my first regnal year]."

67

In this instance

as well, all of the king's campaigns are included under the
formula, suggesting that they all took place at the
beginning of the king~s reign.
The expression ina l urru larru-t.i ya in •a!Jrf pal ;ya, "at
the consecration of my kingship, in my first regnal year,"
or variants thereof, becomes a frequently used formula in
subsequent reigns, including instances in which campaigns
are generally dated by means of one of the other prevalent
systems.

For instance, in the Annals of Ashurnasirpal II,

all but the first campaign are dated according to eponym.
The first campaign is introduced by the accession year
formula,

ina surr~-t. larru-t.iya ina •a~ri pal:ya. 68

Thus, the development of Assyrian annals involves two
chronological features: the evolution of the various systems
of dating, as well as the special treatment often applied to
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the beginning of the king~s reign.

In the search for an

understanding of the meaning and purpose of these two
features, the work of Tadmor offers several insights.
Tadmor argues that the two features served separate literary
and i deological functions.

According to Tadmor, the attempt

to consolidate events under the king~s accession year was
based on an "epic-heroic convention."
The central, ideologically conditioned
motif, is that of the warrior king who
performs mighty deeds in a single year,
which ha 69 to be his first "term of
office."
Alongside the epic-heroic style, Assyrian annals
adopted what Tadmor describes as a "dry chronistic style."

70

The rather unembellished recording of yearly military and
political events, describing the king~s activity in the
third person, is well known from Babylonian Chronicles and
from the few extant remains of Assyrian Chronicles.
Maintaining that the "annalistic form of royal historywriting developed under the influence of the chronicles, 1171
Tadmor ascribes the eponym method of dating events in the
annals to the attempt to incorporate historical material
drawn from chronicles.
Elsewhere,

73

72

Tadmor explains the ongoing use of the

accession year formula on the basis of the fact that the
eponym lists generally record the king~s eponym in the
second year of his reign.

The use of the accession year

formula enabled the scribes to avoid the problem of
attributing the campaigns of the accession year and the
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first regnal year to an eponym other than the king.
Tadmor is unable to account for the change from the
eponym system of dating the campaigns in favor of dating all
of the campaigns in terms of paid, or "regnal year."

74

This

change seems to have taken place sometime during the reign
of Shalmaneser III.

As Tadmor notes, the change presents

the Assyrian scribes with a new set of problems.

Dating the

campaigns to successive regnal years assumes that there must
be a campaign corresponding to each year of the king~s
reign.

That is, the "epic-heroic convention" would tend to

require a military campaign for each year.

During peaceful

years, or during years in which the king was preoccupied
with internal matters, the scribes were forced to
interpolate, or borrow material from the campaigns of other
years.

75

The case of the king being preoccupied with internal
matters is best exemplified by the reign of Sargon II.

A

usurper, Sargon spent his accession year and his first full
year of reign quelling internal opposition.

A comparison of

Sargon~s early inscriptions with the later ones reveals an
attempt to fill in those two years, including the assigning
of the defeat of Samaria to his accession year, while that
particular conquest was actually undertaken by his
predecessor, Shalmaneser V.

76

As a result, the Annals

inscription from Khorsabad generally dates campaigns one
year later than the various prism inscriptions. 77
change to the girru system of dating under Sargon~s

The
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successor, Sennacherib, whereby each successive campaign is
assigned a consecutive number, can be viewed as an attempt
to avoid the problem of the non-campaigning year.
What this analysis reveals is that the development of
Assyrian annals was not random or haphazard, but reflects an
o ngoing effort at molding the material according to specific
i deological concerns, particularly the concern to portray
the heroic quality of the king.

With regard to systems of

dating, the development takes place over a period of
hundreds of years, covering the reigns of numerous kings.
However, in recent years, Assyriologists have begun to
explore textual variants, that is, the variations which
occur in successive editions of a particular king~s annals,
from the perspective of the development of policy and
ideology.
As early as 1916, Olmstead made several important
observations regarding the nature of the editing of Assyrian
historical texts.

He noted the tendency to introduce what

he termed "corrections" to history in successive editions of
a particular king~s annals.

He was the first to note the

increased chronology in Sargon~s Annals from Khorsabad as
compared to the Nineveh Prisms, ascribing this feature to an
attempt to supply campaign narratives for years in which the
king did not personally campaign. 78

The failure to mention

the enthronement in Babylon of the Assyrian prince, Ashurnadin-sumi in certain bull inscriptions of Sennacherib is
explained by the fact that those inscriptions were written

30

-

.

V

.

subsequent to the Elamite capture of Ashur-nad1n-sum1.

79

The capture of the prince was clearly a source of
embarrassment in the Assyrian court.
matter was simply omitted.

Thus, the entire

Conflicting accounts of the

Egyptian campaigns in successive editions of Ashurbanipal~s
annals are explained in terms of a "movement toward
increasing the credit the king should receive for them ••• 1180
Olmstead was, thus, the first to consider textual variants
in terms of an ongoing development of Assyrian royal policy
and ideology.

Ideology and ~ssyrian Royal Inscriptions

More recently, scholars have begun to pay much more
careful attention to the details of textual variation in
order to more accurately identify the specific ideological
concerns which motivated them.

One example of this tendency

is the study of M. Cogan and H. Tadmor regarding the
development of the narrative concerning Gyges of Lydia in
the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal

(669-631 B.C.E.). 81

Cogan and Tadmor analyze two separate recensions of the
inscription known as Prism E, one of the earliest of the
historical inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.

One of these

recensions, labeled E 1 by the authors, reports the
appearance, on the Assyrian frontier, of a rakb~, a "rider,"
or diplomatic courier, whose unusual language was
incomprehensible even to the host of court interpreters
available to the king.
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The recension labeled E 2 describes the mission of
another courier, whose title is missing from the broken
fragments of the prism.

In this instance, the courier

informs the Assyrian king of a dream which Gyges had
received from the god Ashur.

In the dream, the Lydian king

is informed that his problems with the Cimmerians, who had
invaded Lydia, would be solved only if he offered submission
to Ashurbanipal.

The courier's mission is a response to the

dream.
In later editions of this episode, as noted by Cogan
and Tadmor, these two narratives are combined, such that the
report of Gyges' dream and subsequent submission is assigned
to the

" while the description of the incomprehensible
rakbu,

nature of the rakbj's language is omitted.

This version of

the Gyges episode remains more or less intact through
several consecutive editions.
However, the version of Ashurbanipal's Annals known as
Cylinder A <Rassam Cylinder) includes the mission of two
couriers: a rakbu,
"' who offers submission to the Assyrian
king, and a -.ar ~ ipri,
of Gyges.

"messenger," who describes the dream

From this, Cogan and Tadmor conclude that
the A editor, borrowing from both E
accounts, extended the tale (to the
glory of the Assyrian monarch?) and thus
created the impression of a double
m~ss~~n; _o~ 2 by a rakbb, the other by a
-.ar s:z.pr:z..

The addition, in Cylinder A, of the idea that the Lydian
V
Vdefeat of the Cimmerians began ulti libbi u•i
sa
ifbatu sepe

.farriitiya, "from the time that he (Gyges) seized my royal
feet," further enhances the message:
••• political disaffection leads to
punishment at the hands of the
gods ••• re-submission to A83 yria restores
good fortune and success.
It is a message which is also applied to the son of the
Tabalean ruler Mugallu according to the Ishtar Temple
inscription, the last of Ashurbanipal's extant historical

.
. t·ions. 84
inscrip
Collaborating on another article written several years
later, Cogan and Tadmor attempted the reconstruction of the
fragmented Prism I< of Ashurbanipal.
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As the first extant

inscription of Ashurbanipal to report the violent siege of
Babylon by the Assyrian king, the authors noted one unusual
feature of Prism I<, namely, that the account of the king's
far-flung building enterprises are reported in the
introduction to the military campaigns rather than at the
end of the inscription, which was a more common arrangement.
This, the authors concluded, was meant "as a counterbalance
to the harsh description of the havoc wrought in Babylon."
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Indeed, Prism F of Ashurbanipal, which was written shortly
after Prism I<, omits the Babylonian campaign entirely.
Thus, there was an attempt to mitigate the onus connected
with the king's hostile siege of Babylon.
In the same year that Cogan's and Tadmor's analysis of
Ashurbanipal's Prism I< appeared, M. Liverani contributed a
number of valuable insights regarding textual variants in
.
.
. t·ions. 87
A ssyrian
roya 1 inscrip

Working solely with the
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development of royal titularies in the inscriptions of King
Sennacherib, Liverani insisted that each text must be viewed
as a compositional unit, and that variants must be examined
in terms of compositional rather than editorial principles.
That is, variants represent deliberate attempts to mold a
composition according to certain definitive ideas.
The critique of variants aims at
clarifying how a text is progressively
adjusted until it reaches a form that
the author C§§siders to be satisfactory
and "final."
According to Liverani, textual variation "is to be
connected with the diachronical development of the
individual reign," particularly with regard to a constantly
changing political situation.
From this point of view, variants can be
appreciated a priori as hints of the
change in the political and ia9ological
tendencies inside the Palace.
To clarify his point, Liverani analyzes the royal
titularies presented in the inscriptions of Sennacherib
according to certain categories.

With regard to territorial

titles, he notes the development from the title ~ar
~v
.,
"""
Rssur
sar
la sanan,

•at

"king of Assyria, unrivalled king,"

which appears in inscriptions written after the first and
second campaigns, both of which were directed to the south
and southeast.

In inscriptions written after the third

campaign, which was directed against territory in the west,
.,
k 2ssa
. v v t 2. sar
.,.
th e t 1- t u 1 ary is
expan d ed: sar
•a- t
of the universe, king of Assyria."

A "'"'
HSsur,

"king

According to Liverani,
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••• the title sar kislati, "king of the
universe" is introduced only after the
first three campaigns, that is only
after a capacity of domination in
different d~5ections has been
manifested.
Finally, the title lar kibrat. erbeti,

"king of the four

r egions," is assumed only after the king has campaigned in
all four directions.
Liverani also notes the development of what he calls
"the phraseology of submission."

The introduction to a bull

i nscription written after the sixth campaign is the first to
include the following summary of the king~s conquests:

ult.a t~•ti• eliniti sa sul•u Sa•si adi
t~•ti• sapllti sa sit Sa•s i gi•ri •alki
sa kibrati usaknis ' sepa~a
From the upper sea
unto the lower sea
all of the princes
he (the ijid Ashur)
my feet.

of the
of the
of the
caused

setting sun
rising sun,
(four) regions
to submit at

According to Liverani, the introduction of this phrase
is influenced by the actual sequence of the king~s
conquests.
Sennacherib does indeed reach the "upper
sea" in the third campaign (Sidon), but
he reaches and crosses the "lower sea"
only in the sixth (Elam).
Only after
the sixth campaign he
els qualified to
that particular boast.
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Liverani also notes the theme of enemy fear of the king
i n the introductions to inscriptions written after the
eighth campaign, which frequently employ the fear theme in
the campaign narratives as well; 93 the "demilitarization" of
the titulary in the Bavian inscription, which is largely
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devoted to descriptions of the construction of irrigation
works; 94 the themes of military and territorial superiority
in titularies from Nineveh, a political center, as opposed
to the religious themes in titularies from Ashur, a
. .
re 1 1g1ous
cen t er. 95

In addition, Liverani offers one example of his method
with regard to campaign material in the inscriptions of
Sennacherib.

By way of a detailed analysis of the various

narratives referring to Sennacherib~s ongoing struggle with
the Merodach-Baladan, the Chaldean ruler of Babylon,
Liverani demonstrates the manner in which successive
editions reflect an unfolding political and military
process.

96

In the account written after the first campaign,

Merodach-Baladan is said to have fled before the onset of
the battle and is considered to be virtually eliminated.
This results in the enthronement of a puppet, Bel-ibni.

By

the end of the fourth campaign, the failure of this policy
is evident in that Merodach-Baladan is once again able to
assert his power in Babylon.

Apparently in response to this

new set of political circumstances, accounts of the first
campaign which appear in inscriptions written after the
fourth campaign omit references to Merodach-Baladan~s
original flight and the enthronement of Bel-ibni.

Here,

again, Liverani demonstrates the deliberate attempt on the
part of Assyrian scribes to compose narratives which reflect
a particular political and ideological perspective.
The most recent attempt to connect textual variants in
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Assyrian royal inscriptions to the development of policy can
be seen in H. Tadmor's analysis of what he calls
"autobiographical apologies. 1197

While not limited to

annals-type inscriptions, the study focuses on passages in
royal inscriptions from the reigns of Esarhaddon and his son
and successor, Ashurbanipal.

These passages describe th•

arrangements, made during the previous reign, for the king's
accession.

In each case, an unorthodox succession is

justified on the basis of divine decree and consolidated by
means of a special ceremony, wherein the king's subjects are
required to swear an oath committing them to the succession
arrangement.

Curiously, these passages do not occur in

royal inscriptions from the beginning of the two kings'
reigns.

This leads to the question as to what prompted the

insertion of autobiographical apologies into later editions.
According to Tadmor, the autobiographical apologies
were inserted "to serve certain imminent political aims, 1198
particularly in connection with the appointment of the
king's successor.

That is, in preparing to name their own

successors, Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal felt that it was
important to reiterate the circumstances surrounding their
own accession.
In the case of Esarhaddon, the terms of succession are
spelled out in a series of documents discovered in Nimrud,
the site of the ancient Assyrian administrative center of
Calah, located near the point where the upper Zab River
flows into the Tigris.

Known collectively as "The Vassal-
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Treaties of Esarhaddon, 1199

the documents set out the terms

of the succession arrangement, with regard to which the
parties to the treaty (ad:)--in this case. Median rulers who
were allies of the Assyrian king--were compelled to swear an
oath of allegiance (DaDitu).
li•u to the year 672 B.C.E.

The documents are dated by

100

As in the case of Esarhaddon~s own appointment,
reported in his autobiographical apology, wherein older sons
were bypassed, the arrangement for Esarhaddon~s succession
as reported in the vassal-treaties is unusual.

Upon the

death of the king, one son, Ashurbanipal, was to be
V

V

vi

appointed as king of Assyria, while his brother, Samas-sumukin, was to be crowned as king in Babylon.

In the vassal-

.
~ - " • lOl
., .,
k .,.
treaties, S" amas-sum-u,1n
1s
re f erre d t o as a .,h.2 t a I 2•esu

This is generally translated "twin brother," though there is
""
V
V
reason to believe that Samas-sum-ukin
may have been the

older brother.

In any case, one of the king~s advisors goes

on record as opposed to the arrangement.
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The dating of the vassal-treaties is revealing, since
the Nineveh A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon, which
contains the autobiographical apology, was issued at about
the same time.

Tadmor concluded that the problem of

succession was the impetus behind the inclusion of the
autobiographical apology.

With the king confronting defeat

in the West, the death of his wife, and opposition to his
succession policy, the apology was composed
••• as an ideological praeparatio for the
dramatic events of the early spring
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672 •••
The procedure undertaken for his
own succession to the throne, as
described in the apology--becaToparadigmatic for his own acts.
~
As Tadmor noted, the effect of Esarhaddon~s succession
policy can be seen in the campaign accounts of the Nineveh A
Prism.

A short account of affairs in the south involving

Nabu-zer-kitti-lishir as reported in an earlier prism
inscription, Prism H, is expanded in the Nineveh A account.
Many of the additions refer to the enemy~s failure to
maintain his treaty obligations (adt ) and his punishment in
terms of the imprecations of the treaty oath

<»a»Itu>.

Maintaining that the author of Nineveh A was writing "under
the impact of the new arrangements for Esarhaddon~s
succession," as determined in the vassal-treaties, Tadmor
indicates the significance of the additional material in the
Nineveh A inscription.
The brief story of the Babylonian rebel
in H, therefore, had been rewritten and
adapted to carry a new and pertinent
message: any transgressor of the loyalty
oaths will similarly be punished by the
great gods--a point elaborated in the
lengthy maloiictions of the "vassaltreaties."
Similarly, the addition of autobiographical apologies
in editions F and A of Ashurbanipal is considered by Tadmor
to be related to the issue of succession.

Indeed, edition A

of Ashurbanipal was composed to dedicate completion of the

bit ridJti, "house of succession," in Nineveh.

Thus, the

closing section of the inscription, the building passage
describing work on the blt-ridJti, includes the succession
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motif, such that "the topic of succession becomes the
ideological framework of the entire text ••• 11105
In terms of the effect of the issue of succession on
the campaign narratives of Ashurbanipal~s inscriptions, i t
has been suggested by Gerardi 106 that Prism F~s omission of
the defeat of the rebellious brother, ~ama~-tum-ukin, and
the conquest of Babylon is due to the fact that "its
inclusion would certainly have cast some doubt on the
legitimacy of Assurbanipal~s own right to rule."

That is,

since Ashurbanipal ruled by virtue of the same succession
arrangement which placed his brother on the throne of
Babylon, the defeat of the latter would call into question
the validity of the former.

Since Prism F was written at a

time when the issue of Assurbanipal~s succession was in
question, the issue of the failure of the previous
V

V

~

succession arrangement regarding Ashurbanipal and Samas-sumukin was intentionally avoided.

The rewriting of the

episode in edition A of Ashurbanipal is also considered to
be "intended to remove the onus of fratricide from
Assurbanipal."
What the study of textual variation attempts to
demonstrate is that the composition of Assyrian royal
inscriptions was not a haphazard process of simply arranging
stock phrases randomly, as originally proposed by Mowinckel.
Rather, Assyrain royal inscriptions were meant to reflect
the ongoing development of Assyrian policy and ideology.
In recent Assyriological literature, the focus on the
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ideological background of Assyrian royal inscriptions-- the
study of royal inscriptions in terms of what they reveal
with regard to an Assyrian world view--has been sharpened.
Beyond the broad editorial issues, involving whole
narratives or narrative portions, scholars have begun to
examine the specifics of language and terminology in
Assyrian royal inscriptions.

For these scholars, the focus

is on the use of language and terminology in building
narratives which reflect an interpretation of the meaning of
the Assyrian Empire and its role in the world.
Exemplary of this development is the Italian school,
r epresented by such scholars as F. Fales, M. Liverani, and
C.

Zaccagnini.

In recent years, these scholars have

contributed a great deal of insight regarding the use of
language in Assyrian royal inscriptions, particularly as i t
r eveals an underlying Assyrian world view.
The approach taken by Italian scholars is perhaps
epitomized by the work of M. Liverani.

A minimilist with

r egard to the use of Assyrian royal inscriptions as
historical sources, Liverani asserted the notion that all
historical writing is interpretative.
We are not in possession of the
historical event, only some
interpretation of i t ••• the concept of
~historical event~ ••• is a pure
abstraction ••• a choice in
interpretat~on, 1 7 way of understanding
and presenting.

e

For this scholar, the focus is not on the document as
a ~source of information,~ but as
information itself ••• In this type of
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approach our attention is no more
centered on t? 08 events, but on how they
are narrated.
The author is concerned to set the text within the
context of a "homologous series, 11109 based not so much on
genre as on thematic or ideological background.

For

example, the story of Idrimi, king of Alalakh in Syria, is
studied in terms of folklorist V. J. Propp's analysis of
Russian folk tales, emphasizing the 'conquest of the throne'
theme.

Thus, Liverani's approach is structural and

thematic.
Writing several years later, Liverani described the
Assyrian royal inscriptions as representing a "selfindoctrination by the ruling class." 110

He called for an

"attempt to outline a 'grammar' of the Nee-Assyrian
imperialistic ideology" by establishing an "inventory of
themes"

111

presented in the inscriptions.

In developing the themes of Assyrian royal
inscriptions, Liverani presents a "theory of diversity as
justification of unbalance and exploitation." 112

He

outlines four categories of diversity--of space, time, men,
and goods--and divides each category into static and dynamic
components.

So, for example, static diversity of men is

expressed in terms of the strange, sub-human quality of the
enemy as opposed to the heroic Assyrians.

The dynamics of

the relationship is expressed in terms of the need to either
assimilate or eliminate the strange foreigner through
submission or defeat.

113
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Liverani notes that his thematic pattern approach is
fruitless until the particular "phrasing and vocabulary are
identified and brought forth. 11114

In this regard, an

important stage of the process has been bypassed.

The

larger structural analysis must be preceded by an analysis
of the inventory of themes and expressions found in royal
inscriptions.

While Liverani begins the process of

classifying themes, the failure to focus on the specifics of
"phrasing and vocabulary" renders the process somewhat
artificial.
Progress toward determining an inventory of themes and
expressions has recently been undertaken by another Italian
scholar.

F. M. Fales has attempted to establish a literary

code for the accounts of Ashurbanipal~s Egyptian
.
115
campaigns.

The principle literary unit, his so-called

~syntagm,~ is determined primarily on the basis of syntax,
with elements of "semantic coherence and rhythmical
structures 11116 also considered.
Moving beyond the individual syntagm, Fales attempts to
identify the literary patterns through which they become the
building blocks of narrative.

He begins with the so-called

ebbu-ellu-na•ru (EEN) pattern, a tripartite literary pattern

recognized 70 years ago by Ehelolf.

117

He proceeds to

identify parallelism in the successive editions of
Ashurbanipal~s Egyptian campaigns; followed by an analysis
of three principles of development within the narrative
tradition.

These he labels amplification, variation, and
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permutation.

In some respects, Fales~ approach is a

continuation of the analysis of textual variants.

However,

the focus is more acute in that Fales directs his attention
to variants consisting of individual expressions and
phrases.
For instance, in comparing the passages in
Ashurbanipal~s Harran Tablets inscription (obv.3) and its
variant in a later version, Prism B <I, 55-56), the
additional expression,

Cu Iitar u ilani rab~ti],

"and !~tar

and the great gods," found in the later inscription, Prism
B , can b e cons1. d ere d an amp 1 1· f·1cat·10n b y means o f
Likewise, in B,

II, 20-22, the

t . llB
a 1·1 s

EEN pattern is broken by an

amplification by means of a relative clause <Xa akbusu

.

.

C•isir -.iit Musur.1..

"that I stepped across the border of

Egypt") and an amplification by means of a causal-final
r
.,,_
b nap2s
. "t 2su,
.,..., .1
( Lana
1
cause
suzu

life">. 119

"in order to save his

According to Fales, variant passages in the

several Ashurbanipal inscriptions which contain an Egyptian
campaign can be analysed on the basis of these several
patterns.
There appear to be several weak points in the system,
due, again, to the fact that the author has gone one step
too far in attempting to establish the code before the
terminology has been properly analyzed.

In addition, the

artificial nature of the patterns adduced is often manifest,
as, for example, regarding the passages involving the
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Assyrian king~s reaction to reports of rebellion in
Egypt.

120

The three passages are as follows:

HT, obv., 10-11
libbl J gug•a issari o kabitt l a l si tart a n pahati adi sabe
qatI;unu e•uqlv~ ! e rati
~
.
"My heart became angry, my liver seethed, I summoned the
turtanu the governors--with the troops at their disposal--my
crack forces."
B,

I, 65-66

libbT lgug•a iffarua kabittI adke e•u qiya feT'ati
"My heart became angry, my liver see thed, I summoned my
crack forces ••• "
A,

I ::.. 64-66

libbi igug•~ i f f arua kabitt T a l si q a t e ya Ufalli R1;ur u
!star a ~ suritu adke e•aq 2 ya s e rati
"My heart became angry, my liver seethed.
I lifted my
hands.
I prayed to Ashur--and the Assyrian Ishtar--!
summoned my crack forces."
In analyzing these passages according to his codes,
Fales identifies the parallelism of libbi igug•a and

iffaru/i~ kabitti in HT and A, whereas in B, they are
combined with the adke expression to form a single EEN
pattern.

This seems unwarranted on several accounts.

The

syntactic structure of the first two expressions, connected
as they are with the particle

-•a,

suggests parallelism, as

does the semantic/thematic analysis.

In fact, the two

phrases represent a classic example of chiastic parallelism
describing the emotional response of the king.

It seems as

though the adke expression, which is thematically
unconnected, has been forced into his pattern.
The issue of thematic considerations can also be seen
in the author~s analysis of the passage in Cylinder A.

The

last three expressions have been forced into an EEN pattern.
Yet, here again, the third expression is thematically
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unrelated to the first two, which both refer to prayer.
Likewise, the passage in HT regarding the mustering of
troops has been forced into an artificial EEN pattern made
u p of the expressions tartan.. p a hV a ti and e•uqi serati.
•

In

the first place, these could just as easily be analyzed in
terms of amplification by means of a list.
The "thematic/ideological" analysis also suffers from
this attempt to force the material into a literary scheme.
For instance, the rebellion of Yauta', the son of Haza'ilu
of Qedar, as described in Prism B of Ashurbanipal, is
analyzed as an example of the theme of "the enemy's lack of
respect for pacts, treaties, etc." 121

Fales detects an EEN

.

pattern in the three expressions: ad~ya ihti111a.
.,
.
against my treaty," '{:- a bti la iff«r•a,

"he did not observe

1 ':)'")
(my) good (deeds)," _.,__ and isl a ni r b e l iiti ya,
the yoke of my lordship."

123

"he sinned

"he cast off

According to this analysis,

the theme of disrespect for treaties and pacts is expressed
by means of an EEN literary pattern.
The first point to be made is that these expressions
could fall under the more general rubric of 'misdeeds,' of
which there are numerous sub-themes.

The passage in

question continues with an enumeration of four more
misdeeds, which have been ignored for the sake of the
tripartite scheme.

Yet, the author has offered no thematic

evidence for doing so, since he has not engaged in the prior
step of determining conclusively which expressions contain
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treaty terminology.

He offers no explanation for his

assumption that ~abti la issur111a and isla nir belutiya
indicate lack of respect for treaties, while the expression
in the following line, ana 1a"'al sul111iya lepesu iprus111a,

"he

avoided concerning himself with my well-being, 11124 does not.
M. Cogan offers such an analysis, which includes the

/a "' al

sul111i expression, but provides no clear basis for his

.
t·ion. 125
c 1 ass1. f 1ca

Instead, he attempts to reconstruct the

terms of the pacts by

"collecting the historical references

. l a t.ions. 11 126
to adu" [treaty] v10

cart before the horse.

But this is putting the

On the same page, Cogan points to

the fact that his list of treaty violations contains no
e xamples of a sacrilegious act, since "specific religious
obligations were not part of these loyalty oaths,"

127

though

he includes the expression 111andattu ~slur nadan SattI;unu
iklD,

"they withheld Ashur~s tribute, their yearly gift," as

part of his list of treaty violations.

Moreover, he fails

.

V"
to explain why an expression like aaat sarrutiya
la issuru
,

l a i1111:l zikir sapteya,

"they did not keep my royal order,

they did not obey my command," is considered an act of
treaty violation, while the expression la nasir zikir ~slur
Marduk,
.

is not.

"who does not keep the command of Ashur and Marduk,"
128

Clearly, an identification and classification of

terminology is in order.
Two companion articles, however, one by Fales and
another by Zaccagnini, go much further in the process of
determining an inventory of themes and expressions. 129

Both
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articles examine the way in which Assyrian royal
inscriptions describe the enemy and his habitation, seeking
to develop an understanding of the manner in which the
Assyrian royal ideology came to grips with the nature and
meaning of the enemy.

The method that each employs is one

which we are advocating in the present study.

The language

of Assyrian royal inscriptions is analyzed thematically with
the aim of creating an "inventory" of themes and the
terminology associated with them.
Particularly in the article by Fales, the minimalist
position assumed by Liverani is in evidence.

That is, the

ideological considerations are given precedence over the
historical use of the sources.

According to Fales,

••• there is only one enemy--with a
capital letter--appearing in and out of
Assyrian royal inscriptions ••• a single
coherent po\!Sical ideology of nakrutu
[enmity] •••
The various opponents are described as "separate
manifestations of a unitary ideology of enmity. 11131
Finally,
••• the historical result to be drawn
from nakrutu in Assyrian royal
inscriptions regards much more the
ideological biases that the Assyrian
kingship conception "fed into" the
texts, than pieces of information
relevant to 1 ~2e nakrus [enemies]
themselves.
In analyzing the themes applied as moral judgements
against the enemy, Fales distinguishes two broad categories:
1) the foreigner errs by not doing what he is supposed to do
and 2) the foreigner errs by doing what he was not supposed
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t

0

d o. 133

Into the first category is placed, on the one

hand, those expressions which accuse the enemy of violation
of oaths, betrayal, lack of reverential fear toward the
On the

Assyrian king, and failure to express submission.

other hand are those acts indicating the enemy's disregard
for the kind deeds performed by the Assyrian king in the
past.
As for the second category, wherein the foreigner errs
by doing what he was not supposed to do, Fales includes
three sub-classifications.

One involves the enemy's

insolence and haughtiness, or his trust in his ability to
oppose the Assyrian king.

Another sub-classification

involves the enemy's words of suspicion or hostility, his
anti-Assyrian plots and lies.

Finally, the enemy is

described as wholly wicked, rebellious, or hostile.

In each

case, Fales offers examples of specific terms and
expressions which fit into his categories.
While Zaccagnini is less explicit as regards the
specific terminology used to describe the 'ethnic'
evaluation of the enemy, his analysis has important
implications for the present study.

This is primarily the

case insofar as Zaccagnini focuses on the terminology which
we are calling "topographic characterizations.''

The

frequent reference to foreigners living in connection with
mountains, seas, deserts, and marshes is part of "the topos
of the enemy, who is viewed as an alien and 'other'
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reality." 134

According to Zaccagnini, the enemy~s

habitation represents
••• a deviation from the normal, i.e.,
correct, way of life in Assyria.
In
addition to a long series of
imperfections, the enemy is also charged
for living in strange and unusual
places, that contrf~ with the Assyrian
landscape pattern.

5

Purpose of Study
As we have seen, any attempt to understand the ultimate
purpose and function, or the ultimate sources of royal
inscriptions, must come to grips with the vocabulary and
terminology of the relevant texts.

Even the question of

style and literary quality can be adequately treated only
after a careful examination of the terminology.
The study of terminology could be treated
diachronically in the sense of tracing etymologies and the
use of terminology over a broad historical period reaching
back to Sumerian times.

However, the purpose of the present

work is to contribute to the process of creating an
inventory and classification of terminology in Assyrian
royal inscriptions.

We will be dealing primarily with

terminology at the level of simple expressions in terms of
their contextual sense. 136
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Naturally, i t would be impossible to control the total
inventory of terms found in the entire corpus of neoAssyrian royal inscriptions.

The repertoire is, in fact,

diverse, both thematically and with regard to individual
expressions.

Among the most common expressions are those

describing the crimes, or misdeeds of the enemy, which tend
to serve as the pretext or justification for the subsequent
campaign.

Within this broad category of terms, there are

numerous sub-themes.

Punishment of the enemy is also a

widely employed category, with many sub-categories.

In

order to narrow the focus of the study, one very broad
category of terms and expressions will be analyzed; that
which involves issues of territoriality, particularly
foreign territory.
As noted above, two aspects of territoriality can be
discerned.

The military campaign itself serves as the

dividing line between these two aspects, such that one can
speak of pre-conquest as opposed to post-conquest depictions
of territory.

The pre-conquest depictions of territory

involve the characterization of foreign territory as regards
location, most often described in terms of geography and
topography.

Pre-conquest issues of territoriality often

involve the enemy~s expropriation, or seizure of either
Assyrian territory, or territory belonging to a vassal or
ally.

Post-conquest issues of territoriality involve the

political disposition of conquered territory, involving
themes and expressions describing annexation, province
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formation, and other aspects of Assyrian control.
These, then, are the themes and expressions that are to
be analyzed in this study.

As for the period of time to be

covered, the Sargonid period has been chosen for two
reasons.

First, i t represents a standard, well-accepted

periodization of Assyrian history.

Second, our sources for

this period, while continuing to offer challenges to
Assyriologists, are relatively well-attested and, for the
most part, reliably edited.

We can, therefore, safely

relinquish much of the task of source analysis and
concentrate on the issues of language and terminology.
Moreover, the Sargonid period offers a unique
laboratory for comparing and contrasting the application of
the specific terminology under discussion.

It will be our

contention that the inscriptions of King Sargon, the founder
of the Sargonid dynasty, display a tendency to emphasize the
territorial issues, while the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal,
the last significant ruler of this dynasty, include
relatively few of these expressions.

Rather, the

inscriptions of Ashurbanipal frequently describe the
Assyrian king~s attempt to maintain native sovereignty in
conquered territory.
The focus on foreign sovereignty in the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal is to be considered a reflection of the
personal circumstances of the king, namely, the

.
t ances o f
circums

h"is accession.
.
137

Ashurbanipal was chosen

by his father, confirmed by divine decree, and accepted by
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his subjects in a formal state ceremony.

Eventually, the

arrangement was challenged by his brother, who had been
appointed king of Babylon.

Shortly thereafter, the subject

of Ashurbanipal~s succession emerged.

The issue of

legitimate sovereignty was, therefore, of considerable
significance to this king.
Sargon, on the other hand, was a usurper--a conquerer,
of sorts, of the royal throne.

Issues of conquest and

control were of foremost significance and are reflected in
the language of his inscriptions.
In addition, we hope to demonstrate that the
arrangement of material is not haphazard.

Contrary to

Mowinckel, we will show that one cannot simply shuffle the
deck and arrive at the same narrative; that there are subtle
distinctions in the arrangement of material, most notably in
the inscriptions of Sargon, which profoundly affect the
significance of the narrative, particularly as regards what
might be called the political status of conquered territory,
including the distribution and nature of control of
conquered territory.

In so doing, we hope to contribute to

the task of bringing to light the true nature of narrative
art in Assyrian royal inscriptions.
The work is divided into two parts.

Part I pertains to

the pre-conquest issues of territoriality, involving the
characterization and delimitation of territory.

In Chapter

One, we discuss the modern science of political geography,
noting that modern geographers often make use of the
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topographic features of the landscape in the delimitation of
territory and the demarcation of boundaries.

The discussion

then turns to the subject of the exchange of private land in
Assyrian administrative documents and in Babylonian
boundary-stone (kudurru>

inscriptions.

These documents also

reveal the use of topographic features in the delimitation
of private property.
Chapter Two deals with a certain class of topographic
characterizations in Assyrian royal inscriptions.

These are

defined as "generic" characterizations in that they describe
a particular territory in terms of its general location,
i.e., on the coast of the sea, in the mountains, in the
desert, etc.

While these terms do not function in any

technical sense of border formation,

their prevalence

reflects an attempt to identify and locate territory
topographically.

Also noted is a certain fluidity

associated with these expressions which seems to reflect the
attempt to deal with certain variegated topographic
features.
Chapter Three deals with the terminology of borders in
Assyrian royal inscriptions.

Much of the material focuses

on the inscriptions of Sargon, since border terminology is
most prevalent there.

Numerous passages are cited

indicating a concern with the demarcation of boundaries--in
the southeast with Elam, in the central Zagros, in the
northeast with Urartu, as well as the internal boundaries of
the Urartian kingdom.
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In Chapter Four, we begin to develop the notion of the
border-forming quality of topography by examining the
terminology of riverine boundaries.

The discussion focuses

on the division of territory in southern Mesopotamia
according to the boundaries formed by three bodies of water:
the Tigris River, the Uqn~ River, and the Bitter Lake.
While there appears to be a consistent delimitation of this
territory in the incriptions of Sargon and his successor,
Sennacherib, subtle differences reflect varying policy,
particularly as it applies to the territory of Chaldea.
Chapter Five expands on the concept of topographic
borders by focusing on terminology applied to the mountains
of the northern Zagros in the inscriptions of Sargon.

It is

noted that the itinerary style of the Haiti~•e Ca•pagne, as
well as the itinerary style found in other royal
inscriptions, is often connected with topography in that the
movement of the expedition from station to station often
involves a mountain or river crossing.

These and other

passages indicate the border-forming quality of mountains.
In addition, it is our contention that other descriptions of
the landscape, such as flora, fauna, and meterological
conditions, also operate within the context of political
geography.

That is, they serve ta identify, locate, and

delimit particular territorial units.
Part II of the work involves the issues of the transfer
of territory.
directions.

The transfer of territory can operate in two
Territory can revert from the control of
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Assyria, or one of her allies, to the control of an enemy.
In the other direction, territory is captured from an enemy
by the Assyrian king.

The first of these can be considered

a pre-conquest condition and generally functions as a
j ustification for conquest.

The latter is obviously a post-

conquest issue.
Chapter Six deals with the issue of the seizure of
territory, particularly the seizure of Assyrian or allied
territory by an enemy.

The terminology of seizure involves

the use of the term eke•u.

It is noted that the term is

used most frequently of enemy seizure, and that this enemy
seizure generally results in some form of restitution.

That

is, the seized territory must be restored to its previous
status once it is reclaimed by the Assyrian king.

Indeed,

even in those instances in which the Assyrian capture of
territory is described in terms of the verb eke•u, the
territory in question always reverts to the control of a
third party.
More significant, however,

is the often subtle

variations of the use of the term eke•u, particularly in the
several parallel narratives, contained in the inscriptions
of Sargon, concerning Ullusunu of Mannea in the northern
Zagros.

The variations, which often involve subtle changes

of context and literary structure, revealing a rather
complex approach to issues surrounding Mannean territory.
Chapter Seven deals with the question of Assyrian
control and organization of conquered territory.

The

central theme of the chapter is the understanding that
Assyrian control of conquered territory assumed different
forms in different regions.

Certain regions were apparently

considered outside the sphere of direct Assyrian rule,
consistently leading to methods of control involving the
use of proxy or puppet kings.

The consistent avoidance of

direct Asyrian rule is an indication that Assyrian kings
maintained a specific and deliberate policy with regard to
these peripheral regions.
The focus of the discussion in Chapter Seven involves
the issues of annexation and province formation.

We begin

by noting that any notion of annexation must involve the
incorporation of the annexed territory into the political
structure of the annexing power.

In Assyria, this generally

involves the incorporation of territory into the Assyrian
provincial system.

The language of province formation also

displays certain regional variations, a further indication
that Assyrian kings developed specific policies with regard
to specific regions.
Chapter Eight addresses the subject of the extension of
Assyrian control in conquered territory which does not
involve direct political control in terms of annexation or
province formation.

In certain instances, Assyrian control

is expressed in terms of restoring a sense of order and
balance in an internally troubled land.

Once again, the

kingdom of Mannea, in the northern Zagros, is a prime
example.

Facing internal disorder engendered by a
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decentralized political system, Mannea became the central
stage for the struggle between Assyria and the kingdom of
Urartu.

The Assyrian response, after defeating the

Urartians, was to resolve the internal disorder in Mannea
and to establish a unified political structure.
Having concluded the discussion of territoriality in
Assyrian royal inscriptions, Chapter Nine takes up the
discussion of sovereignty.

One conclusion that emerges from

the discussion of territory is that territorial issues are
most prevalent in the inscriptions of Sargon, somewhat less
so in the inscriptions of Sennacherib, but only rarely
attested in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal.
With respect to the subject of foreign sovereignty,
however, the situation is reversed.

The inscriptions of

Sargon show little regard for foreign sovereignty, while the
inscriptions of Ashurbanipal abound with the language of
foreign sovereignty.

This can be seen in the use of royal

titles applied to foreign rulers, as well as in the
maintenance of foreign dynasties.

Sargon~s inscriptions

often dispense with royal titles, referring to the enemy by
means of a simple gentilic, while the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal rarely fail to apply a royal title to a foreign
king.

In addition, the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal reveal

a distinct policy of attempting to maintain foreign
dynasties, something with which the inscriptions of Sargon
are far less concerned.
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Sources

Assyrian royal inscriptions, like other cuneiform
sources, are often preserved in innumerable fragments of
varying size, shape, material, and states of preservation.
Naturally, the more well-preserved examples are written on
stone: pavement slabs, wall slabs, throne bases, steles, and
sculpted figures.

Others are written on clay: tablets,

prisms, and cylinders.

These are obviously more prone to

damage.
The often fragmentary nature of these sources has
forced Assyriologists to devote a good deal of time over the
years to the basic task of assembling and collating texts, a
kind of cuneiform jig-saw puzzle.

In many cases, this has

resulted in publications of Assyrian royal inscriptions that
have come to be regarded by experts as reliable editions.
In other instances, however, the sources remain
fragmentary--so many bits of clay and stone inscribed with
broken lines of cuneiform writing.
To engage in the delicate chore of collating and
analyzing the numerous fragments would create a powerful
diversion to the task at hand, namely, the examination of
terminology.

Therefore, the sources chosen for this study

are primarily confined to those for which there are a wellrecognized editions.

Where possible, the selection has also

been made on the basis of providing examples written during
various stages of a particular king~s reign.

In this

respect, the corpus of texts cited in this work is not meant
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It is

to be a comprehensive analysis of royal inscriptions.

hoped, however, that i t provides a broad cross-section of
material from each reign.
As noted, Sargon~s Annals are preserved on stone slabs,
many bearing bas-relief sculptures, that decorated the
king~s palace at Dur-Sharruken, known today as l<horsabad.
Written in the year 707 B.C.E.

138

on the occasion of the

dedication of the palace, the Annals exist in four separate
recensions mounted on the walls of rooms II, V,
XIV at l<horsabad.

139

XIII, and

While an edition of the Annals was

published by Winckler in 1889 , 140 this edition has been
superced e db y A • G • Li· e~s 1929 pu bl"ica t·ion, 141 wh.ic h re 1·ies
primarily on the recension of room II, with emendations made
on the basis of the other recensions.

The text is arranged
I\

chronologically, utilizing the system of dating by palu, or
regnal year.
Written at about the same time as the Annals,

142

the

Display Inscription of l<ing Sargon was discovered on stone
slabs covering the walls in rooms IV, VII, VIII, and X of
the palace at l<horsabad.

Unlike the Annals, the various

exemplars seem to represent a single recension, of which
.
.
1 e d.i t ion.
.
143
Wincker~s publication remains th e principa
While the two inscriptions contain much of the same
material, the Display Inscription appears to be arranged
geographically, in contrast to the chronological arrangement
of the Annals.
Another important source for the reign of Sargon is the
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account of the campaign of the eighth regnal year contained
in the "Letter to the God" published by Thureau-Dangin.
This document was discussed in the section dealing with the
genres o f

·
144
.
. t ions.
roya 1 1nscr1p

The inscriptions of Sennacherib were compiled in 1924
by D. D. Luckenbill. 145

Many of these are annalistic in

style, with military undertakings dated according to girru,
,'\

"campaign," as opposed to the palu, or regnal-year system
employed in the Annals of Sargon.
Luckenbill's publication includes a clay cylinder in
the British Museum first published by Sidney Smith<Al>. 146
This cylinder contains an account of the first campaign only
and was, therefore, problably written before the opening of
the second campaign, i.e., between 703 and 702 B.C.E. 147
The Bellino Cylinder (81) includes accounts of the first two
campaigns and is dated by li•u to the year 702 B.C.E.

A

version of Sennacherib's annals inscribed on a colossal bull
from the palace at Nineveh {Fl) contains an account of the
first six campaigns.

It's composition should, therefore, be

dated to ca. 693 B.C.E. 148
The impetus for Luckenbill's endeavor came in the form
of a six-sided prism, known as the Oriental Institute Prism
<H2), which was "in almost as perfect condition as when i t
.
t
1 eft the hands of the anc1en

scr1. b e. ,, 149

Dated by li•u to

the year 689, the text is nearly identical to the so-called
"Taylor Prism," which is dated two years earlier.

These are
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the latest extant compositions of Sennacherib's Annals,
containing the narratives of eight campaigns.
In 1956, R. Borger published the inscriptions of
Esarhaddon.

150

Many of these concerned the king's building

activites in Babylon, a task to which the king devoted
himself with vigor.

However, a number of campaign

narratives can be found in various copies and recensions
discovered during excavations at Nineveh.

These have been

collected by Borger, who refers to Nineveh recensions A-F, A
being the most fully preserved.
The Nineveh A recension is reconstructed from a number
of exemplars, chief of which is a six-sided prism discovered
at Nineveh in 1927-28. 151

The composition of the prism is

dated by li•u to the year 673-672 B.C.E., as are a number of
other exemplars.

Much of the beginning of the text is

devoted to a description of the internal difficulties
encountered by the king upon assuming the throne.

The

campaign narratives are undated, following the style of the
display inscription.

We shall refer to this composition as

the Nineveh A Prism inscription.
The publication by M. Streck remains the principle
edition of the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal. 152

One of the

earliest compositions of Ashurbanipal's campaign narratives
appears on fragments of two related clay tablets.

153

The

tablets are referred to alternately as the large Egyptian
Tablets

154

and the Harran Tablets (HT).

155

The former label

is applied due to the fact that much of the campaign
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material is devoted to affairs in Egypt, while the latter
refers to the end of the inscription, which refers to the
.
re b u1. 1 d 1ng
of

th e t emp 1 e o f S 1n
·
at

Harran. 156

While no firm

date for the composition of this document has ever been
suggested, the fact that it mentions the second Egyptian
campaign, including the campaign against Tandamane,
well as the submission Yakinlu of Arwad,

158

157

as

suggests a date

of ca. 663-662 B.C.E. 159
The text of the eight-sided Prism B was reconstructed
in 1933 by A. C. Piepkorn from fragments housed at the
.
t a 1 I ns t 1· t u t e o f
Dr1en

th e U.
n1vers1·t yo f Ch.1cago. 160

The

composition of Prism Bis alternately dated by li•a to the
years 649 B.C.E. and 648 B.C.E.
In 1957, J.M. Aynard published a six-sided prism
obtained by the Louvre, which she identified as an examplar
of what Streck had referred to as recension F of the annals
of Ashurbanipal. 161

The prism is dated by liaa to the year

646. B.C.E.
A late edition of the annals of Ashurbanipal is
contained in the so-called Cylinder A, which is actually a
ten-sided prism discovered in the north palace at
Kouyunjik/Nineveh.

A duplicate is contained in the so-

called "Rassam Cylinder," which was discovered in roughly
the same spot.
year 636 B.C.E.

Both inscriptions are dated by li•u to the
While Streck uses the Rassam Cylinder as

·
·
t ex t , 162 th 1s
.
.
1 ar recension
.
h 1s
primary
par t 1cu
of
is generally referred to as recension A.

th e anna 1 s
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These sources represent the bulk of the evidence for
the present study.

Other sources are examined and discussed

in the appropriate contexts.
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PART I
CHARACTERIZATION AND DELIMITATION OF
FOREIGN TERRITORY

CHAPTER 1
TOPOGRAPHY AND POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

Ha~ure aDd Topography

In 1916, the German Assyriologist, Bruno Meissner,
published an often overlooked analysis of the ancient
Mesopotamian view of nature and natural phenomena.

1

The

article focuses largely on aspects of physical geography and
topography, including the ancients' understanding of
mountains, deserts, forests, and bodies of water.
For each of these categories of topography, Meissner
analyzed various aspects of meaning and significance.

There

is the mythological dimension; mountains as seats of the
gods; 2 the desert as underworld; 3 the river as a source of
ritual purity. 4

The importance of certain geographic

regions in terms of the resources they provide was also
examined by Meissner. 5
In Assyrian royal inscriptions, however, natural
phenomena become significant mainly with regard to their
association with aspects of the military campaign.

As

Meissner noted, the topographic features of the campaign are
described as obstacles to the king's march, 6 or as aspects
of an enemy's defense,

7

or a place to which the enemy flees

before the onslaught of the Assyrian army. 8
But there is one feature of topographic descriptions
found in Assyrian royal inscriptions that has only recently
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been observed.

In his article dealing with the ideology of

royal inscriptions, Liverani noted the importance of
topographic features as border forming in his analysis of
the diversity of space. 9

The purpose of this chapter is to

expand on Liverani~s notion by examining the language of
Assyrian royal inscriptions within a broader, more welldefined context of political geography.

Topography and Boundaries

In a certain sense, a place, a territory, has no status
until it is defined and delimited.

According to one

political geographer, the function of a territory is "to
fence off a portion of space for the security of its
inhabitants.» 10

The function of political geography is to

find the most suitable means of defining territory,
particularly with respect to the delimitation of boundaries.
In discussing boundaries, or borders, political
geographers have, for some time, distinguished natural from
artificial boundaries.

Natural boundaries are of the type

discussed in Meissner~s article, though he was not
presenting his study of nature in those terms.

Even today,

rivers, mountain tops, forests, swamps, and deserts serve,
if not as boundaries themselves, then as frontier zones used
to aid in the delimitation of boundaries.
In addition, there are natural features beyond
topography that are taken into account in the delimitation
of boundaries.

The presence of certain resources, including
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water, precious metals, minerals, vegetation, and the like,
are also considered.

Even such human factors as

nationality, ethnicity, and linguistics, factors that a
political geographer would refer to as anthropogeographic,
are used to define and delimit territory.
In contrast to natural boundaries, so-called artificial
boundaries are those that consist of imaginary lines drawn
by cartographers, what political geographers refer to as
geometric boundaries.

These include boundaries formed as

straight lines between two fixed points, or drawn on the
basis of the meridians, or as parallel to some topographic
feature, such as a coast line, or a watershed.
This study is particularly concerned with political
geography as it is expressed in topographic
characterizations of foreign territory in Assyrian royal
There are a number of different types of

inscriptions.

topographic characterizations, bearing various levels of
relationship to political geography.

At the simplest level

are the terse expressions which could be described as
generic topographic characterizations.

i•,

"'
as sa
a .,h.i tA
a• t.

Short phrases such

"on the sea coast," ina •adbari, "in the

desert," and ina ~adde laqt).ti, "in the lofty mountains," are
clearly not meant to delimit territory in the sense of
determining specific borders.

However, these phrases are

related to political geography in that they are applied with
great consistency and are meant to identify and locate
foreign territory topographically.
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In certain instances, topographic characterizations
expand beyond the simple, generic expressions, becoming

highly elaborate.

This is especially true in the so-called

epistolary style of Assyrian royal inscriptions exemplified
Here, the rugged peaks of
the northern Zagros Mountains are described in graphic
detail.

Consider, for instance, the description of Mt.

Uwaush located in the Mannean province of Uishdish along the
border with Urartu.

lad Uwaus 1adi rabi la itti likin urpati
ina qereb 1a.~ ••• rls a;u
istu a• s * i
zer siknat napisti• alars u Ia
.
etiqu ••• CI3i e•uru durug s u u issar ;a.:
•upparXu serus Ia iba~u.a ana ~use ••• J
-qina• sadt zaqru sa ki•a s e lti patri
zaqpu•a hurri natbak ;adf••• ina
rabuti uv dannat kussi laqa~tu sutardu •••
salgu urru u •u;u f~rus1u kit•uru

sa

a•se

Mt. Uwaush, great mountain, whose peak
touches upon the cloud formation in the
heavens, which from days of old, no
creature has crossed ••• , nor seen its
remote regions, and no bird has flown
over •••
high mountain, sharply pointed
like a dagger (with) fissures and
mountain canyons ••• in the peak of
summer and the height of winter, ?~ow
falls day and night, covering it.
In claiming that no soul had previously journeyed into
this remote region, the passage is clearly meant to indicate
the heroic feats of the king.

All of the detail can be

considered elaborations on the theme of the heroic king
venturing into difficult terrain.

In addition, however, the

depiction is related to political geography in that it
serves to locate the territory topographically, in much the
same manner as the simple, generic expressions.

The
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mountain becomes a sort of landmark.
The language of political geography in Assyrian royal
inscriptions is most clearly represented in those phrases
which make explicit reference to borders.

The word used

most frequently to denote border is •ifr«.
v
can be characterized as sa •isir GH,

SN."

Thus, a place

"along the border with

.

In addition to •isru, the vocabulary of borders in
A

Assyrian royal inscriptions often appears in terms of itu
12
and patu.
,
Related to the expressions which contain the vocabulary
of borders is the simple formula GHJ 1a GN2,
to the territory) of GN2."

"GN1 (belonging

While this expression offers no

border terminology, it is meant to assign a territory to a
particular political unit, which is the ultimate goal of
political geography.

For convenience, we characterize this

expression as "geopolitical."
The connection between topographic characterizations
and political geography is most easily recognized in those
instances in which the two types of expressions are
combined.

For instance, the introduction to Sargon's

Display Inscription presents a summary of the king's
conquests.

This includes the conquest of the land of Rati

in southern Mesopotamia, which is characterized as 1a it;

•at Ela•ti la ah Idiglat, "which is alongside the land of
E lam on the bank Of th e

..
R"1ver. 11 13
T1gr1s

In this case, it

seems as though the river forms the boundary between the
Assyrian controlled land of Rasi and the kingdom of Elam.
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Indeed, riverine boundaries are common in narratives
pertaining to this region, where the Tigris and its
tributaries form easily discernible lines of demarcation. 14
The purpose of this phase of the study is to analyze in
more detail the connection between topographic
characterizations and political geography.

That is, we will

attempt to demonstrate that, in many instances, topographic
characterizations have boundary-forming functions and serve
to delimit territory.

In some instances, the connection

between topographic characterization and political geography
is explicit, as in the case of Ra~i in Sargon~s Display
Inscription.

In other passages it is more subtle.

In

either case, the effort to identify and locate foreign
territory is one of the important functions of topographic
characterizations in Assyrian royal inscriptions.
Since the topographic characterizations in Assyrian
royal inscriptions are generally embedded within the context
of the campaign narrative, their significance with regard to
political geography can become obscured by the other themes
enumerated thus far: the heroic deeds of the king, the
flight of the enemy, etc.
Fortunately we have access to the thousands of private
land-sale contracts discovered at a number of Mesopotamian
centers from various periods.

Documents from various

Assyrian centers, as well as from Nari, Nuzi, and Babylon,
describe the sale or lease of private property as contracted
between individuals.

The Babylonian boundary-stone
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inscriptions witness the granting of state lands to
individuals by the king, presumably as a reward for past
service.

As a function of the juridical nature of these

documents, the delimitation of boundaries is set within a
rather formal legal structure, where the issues can be more
easily discerned; the buyer and seller are identified; the
boundaries of the territory are defined; and the transaction
is carried out before witnesses.

There are no extraneous

literary themes as there are in the royal inscriptions.
The private land-sale contracts will clarify two
important aspects of the discussion.

First, they will

reveal the vocabulary of political geography, that is, the
terms used to denote the borders or boundaries of a
particular piece of territory.

Next, they will demonstrate

the role of topography in the delimitation and formation of
those boundaries.
In nee-Assyrian land-sale contracts, the vocabulary of
boundaries is rather limited, in most cases involving the
word tiha,
"adjoining." 15
t
V

The term is obviously meant to

indicate the boundary of the property and can, therefore, be
translated "bounded by." 16

The boundary is generally

defined, or located, in terms of other topographic features,
mostly roads, canals, wadis, and other parcels of private
property.

For instance, a contract which involves the

leasing of a parcel of land defines the borders of the
property as follows:
•
A"'"
tihi naha1 t ihi K zsir-nssur
tihi seri
•

V

V

•

v

•

ti

•
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.

tihi
.., eqli sa IJdi-Haba
••• bounded by the wadi, bounded by <the
property of) Kisir-Assur, bounded by the
open count 1y, bounded by the field of
Isdi-Nabu.
In this case, the territory is delimited along four
axes.

Two boundary axes are defined in terms of other

parcels of property, while the two other boundary axes are
defined in terms of topographical features.

18

While the vocabulary used to depict boundaries in the
nee-Assyrian land-sale contracts is largely limited to the

.

word tihu, earlier land-sale contracts, such as those from
~

Nuzi and Mari, make use of a more varied vocabulary.

In

addition, there is an attempt to more accurately define each
boundary axis of the territory in question.

For instance, a

land-sale contract from Mari distinguishes it:• elenn;_,
"the upper side" from ittl.• ~apl J., "the lower side. 1119

One

of the "brotherhood" contracts <t. uppi ahhu.ti)
from Nuzi also
~,J
distinguishes the several axes.
ina 1upal eqli Sa Huti ••r c ••• J ina
elennu eqli sa Hurizati ina sutan eqli
la Rripa•pa ina~ •isri sa Kipkiwar i•has
"

.

.

[a pasture land] along the lower (axis)
of the field of Huti, son of[ ••• ],
along the upper <axis) of the field of
Hurizati, south of the field of
Aripampa, along the bo2ger of (the
property of) Kipkiwar.
Like the land-sale contract from Mari, this document
distinguishes the upper and lower boundary axes of the
property.

In addition, one of the boundary axes is defined

.,_

-

according to a cardinal direction, namely sutan, "South."
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The fourth axis is described in terms of •ifr«, "border,"

.

which must now be placed alongside tihu
., and it~ as part of
the repertoire of vocabulary used to denote the boundaries
of private property.
Perhaps the clearest example of the language of
boundary formation is provided by the Babylonian boundarystone inscriptions, which were used, mainly during the
Kassite Period, to delimit private property that was being
awarded to a loyal subject by the king.

Here, property

boundaries are delimited according to certain rather
detailed formulas.

Boundaries along the two perpendicular

axes are distinguished by 'fiddu and pii-t.u, i.e., "length" and
"breadth."

Each is also distinguished in terms of el~ and

""
J\
saplu,
"upper" and "lower."

Like the other land-sale

contracts, the boundary is determined in terms of some
topographic feature, usually a river or canal, or is defined
as adjacent to another property.

One example suffices to

demonstrate the language of border delimitation in many of
.
. ti ons. 21
th e b oun d ary-s t one 1nscr1p

agar al Kar-Hinsar kifad Hinina pahat
Hipurri Bit-Taki~-ana-illj~-- ~1idd~ •l~
ean iltani ite <US.SR.DU)
Bit-R9uaCtJ
siddu Japla pan ;utu it: Bit-TiC ••• J
putu elu pan a•urrt kilad Hinina putu
laplu pan ladi ~ipirtu pan qan appari
The common fields of the city of KarNinsar on the bank of the Ninina canal
in the province of Nippur (known as)
Bit-Takil-ana-ilisu ••. the upper length
toward the North bordering upon (the
property) of AhuattJ, the lower length
toward the South bordering upon (the
property) of Bit-Tit], the upper breadth
toward the West on the bank of the
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Ninina canal, t~e _low,~ breadth toward
the East, the fZpzrtu.
facing the reed
marsh.
Here, each axis is defined in terms of cardinal
direction, representing the classic Babylonian
formulation. 24

This is of interest in itself in that one of

the cardinal directions, namely KUR.RA= sad{l, "mountain,"
is defined topographically.

Moreover, while two of the

boundary axes are delimited in terms of other parcels of
property, two others are defined by features of the
topography, namely, the bank of the Ninina canal and the
irrigation ditch facing the reed marsh.
What all of these documents demonstrate is a varied

.

vocabulary used to indicate borders or boundaries: tihu,
•

I\

z tu.,

.
"·dd u.. 25
pu.tu., •zfr«,
sz
-

"'

In addition, they reveal a

careful, technical definition of each boundary axis and the
delimitation of boundaries according to fixed and
recognizable topographic features.

The important point is

the boundary-forming quality of topography.

The next step

is to identify the topographic characterizations in Assyrian
royal inscriptions and to examine the connection between
borders and topography.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERIC
TOPOGRAPHIC CHARACTERIZATIONS
Boundary formation as defined in the private land-sale
contracts is a technical, legal enterprise.

The

delimitation of private property reveals a careful location
of identifiable boundaries by way of a technical vocabulary.
It often involves the identification of boundaries in terms
of some topographic feature, most notably, bodies of water.
The association of foreign lands with certain topographic
features is a common occurrence in Assyrian royal
inscriptions.

In numerous instances, the topographic

characterizations are stated in terms of short, simple
phrases that appear regularly, each within a particular
topographic context.

These phrases are not technical in the

sense of the border-forming language seen in the private
land-sale contracts, but describe the topography in generic
terms, referring to the overall topographic characteristics
of a particular region.
The topographic features most often depicted in this
manner are oceans and other large bodies of water, as well
as rivers, mountains, and deserts.

Thus, we find simple,

generic characterizations such as ¥a ahi t~•ti•, "on the
V

coast of the sea," or Ja ah
Idiglat, "on the bank of the
v
Tigris River," as well as ina •adbari, "in tha desert," or
the characterization of a particular place as 1ad~ •arf«,
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"treacherous mountain."

In many cases, these phrases serve

as epithets to the person or place which they are meant to
characterize.

One obvious example of this is the

introduction of the Assyrian vassal Yakinlu as iar •atlil
Rruadda

asib

qabal t~•ti•,

midst of the sea."

1

"king of Arwad, residing in the

In this case, the topographic

characterization forms part of the formal titulary of the
foreign ruler.
While these simple, generic phrases cannot be
considered as aspects of political geography in the
technical sense, they do reflect an interest in identifying
territory topographically.

By examining these simple

phrases, we can begin to understand the function of
topographic characterizations in locating and identifying
territory in Assyrian royal inscriptions.
Before proceeding, it is important to clarify one
aspect of the simple phrases that are being described here
as generic, since they characterize topography in a general
sense.

The pervasive application of these phrases to the

territories in question, particularly mountains and oceans,
gives them a certain formulaic quality.

By formulaic is

meant the consistent connection of one element with another
such that any time one element appears, the other element is
naturally associated with it.

This feature has been most

clearly defined in the analysis of classical Greek
literature.

Homer"s consistent use of phrases such as "the

wine-dark sea," "rosy-fingered dawn," or "the bright-eyed
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Athene," are examples of literary formulas.

The goddess

Athene is always bright eyed, and the dawn is always rosy
fingered.
In most instances, the application of topographic
characterizations in Assyrian royal inscriptions is not
quite as formal as is the case in the Homeric literature.
Hence, the term "generic" is used in place of the stricter
"formulaic."

However, there are instances in which the

application of a particular topographic characterization to
a specific place is in fact formulaic in that it appears
consistently.

In other cases, the specific phrase may vary.

Yet, toponyms associated with oceanic regions are
consistently supplied with some characterization which
describes their aqueous location, while mountains are
invariably characterized by way of short, generic
expressions

Ter•inology

The topographic features most often employed to depict
the heroic king marching through inaccessible terrain are
the mountain regions which ring the fertile crescent, from
the mountains of the Arabian desert, to the Amanus and
Taurus ranges in the North, and the Zagros range in the
East.

2

Hardly a mountain is mentioned without at least some

generic phrase describing its height and inaccesibility.
While these simple phrases may be followed by more graphic
elaborations on the difficult conditions overcome by the
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king, they often stand alone, serving as terse epithets to
the territory in question.

In either case, however, the

focus on the difficult nature of the terrain tends to
subordinate all other themes to that of the heroic king.
The most common of these simple characterizations of
mountainous terrain is the phrase 1ad/1 •arf«, "treacherous
mountain."

This expression is applied in the inscriptions

of Sargon to Mt. Uwaush, in the Mannean province of Urartu
located in the northern Zagros.

3

Sargon's Annals

inscription also employs this short epithet to characterize
a number of other mountains in this region.

One passage

subsumes four mountains under the rubric ~addt •arsati,

•

"treacherous mountains. 114

In another passage, territory

belonging to Mita of Muski

CPhrygia), located in the

mountains of Armenia in Asia Minor, is described as sa iDa

sadf •arfi, "which is in a treacherous mountain. 115

The

inscriptions of Sennacherib refer to Mt. Nipur, in the
central Zagros, in this manner. 6

In Cylinder A of

Ashurbanipal, this phrase is applied to Mt. Hukkurina in the
~

Arabian desert. 7
Reporting on a major confrontation with anti-Assyrian
forces in the northern Zagros Mountains, Sargon's Huitie•e

Ca•pagne contains a variety of these alpine expressions.
The Urartian king Ursa8 and his ally, Urzana of Musasir, 9
are both given the epithet saddii.'a, "mountaineer. 1110

The

use of generic phrases is highlighted in the numerous other
simple expressions used in the Huiti~•e Ca•pagne to describe
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king, they often stand alone, serving as terse epithets to
the territory in question.

In either case, however, the

focus on the difficult nature of the terrain tends to
subordinate all other themes to that of the heroic king.
The most common of these simple characterizations of
mountainous terrain is the phrase 1add •arf«, "treacherous
mountain."

This expression is applied in the inscriptions

of Sargon to Mt. Uwaush, in the Mannean province of Urartu
located in the northern Zagros.

3

Sargon's Annals

inscription also employs this short epithet to characterize
a number of other mountains in this region.

One passage

subsumes four mountains under the rubric ¥add; •arsati,

•

"treacherous mountains. 114

In another passage, territory

belonging to Mita of Muski

(Phrygia), located in the

mountains of Armenia in Asia Minor, is described as sa iDa
sad't •arfi, "which is in a treacherous mountain. 115

The

inscriptions of Sennacherib refer to Mt. Nipur, in the
central Zagros, in this manner. 6

In Cylinder A of

Ashurbanipal, this phrase is applied to Mt. Hukkurina in the
~

Arabian desert. 7
Reporting on a major confrontation with anti-Assyrian
forces in the northern Zagros Mountains, Sargon's Hu.itie•e
Ca•pagDe contains a variety of these alpine expressions.

The Urartian king Ursa 8 and his ally, Urzana of Musasir, 9
are both given the epithet saddii.?a, "mountaineer. 1110

The

use of generic phrases is highlighted in the numerous other
simple expressions used in the Hu.iti~•e Ca•pagDe to describe
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the mountainous terrain of the Zagros: ;ad~ dannu, 11 ;ada
"'- 12 "" J\
J\
13 .,
v'
"
14 Y
.
elu,
sadu rabu,
saduA saqu,
saduh zaqru, 15 all having
to

do with the height and steepness of the mountains and,
therefore, the prowess of the king in crossing them.
In a few instances, the word ~ursanu replaces ~add as a
term for "mountain."

However, it appears that the two terms

are simply alternates, since there is no evidence to suggest
that they refer to different types of terrain.
two words are often used appositionally.

Indeed, the

The four mountains

described in the Huitieae Caapagne as 1adde eldti are also
characterized as tJuriani laqtlti, "lofty mountains. 1116

In

the Nineveh A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon, the people of
Hilakku
(Cilicia) are characterized as ;addu a asibate
..,
7

ti"V
..,hursani pasquti, "mountaineers, residing in difficult

mountains. 1117

The Harran Tablet inscription, an early

account of the campaigns of Ashurbanipal, refers to Mugallu
as 1ar •at CTabal :1 a;ib .,hurlani :add£ pa;qiiti, "king of
CTabal], residing in difficult mountains," where the two

.
1 18
t erms are appos1. t 1ona.

In Prism B of Ashurbanipal,

composed several years later, Mugallu, king of Tabal, and
Sandisarme, king of Hilakku, two places which have already
been characterized with the term hur;iinu, are called farrani

"

alibiiti 'tadd; s'aqati, "kings dwelling in lofty mountains,"
employing the term sadd~ for "mountains. 1119
There are, thus, a number of simple expressions
designed to refer generically to mountainous terrain.

There

appears to be no concerted effort to distinguish different
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types of alpine territory.

All mountains are high, lofty,

difficult, treacherous, or powerful.

In this regard, the

simple, generic phrases applied to mountains contain no
traces of the language of political geography.

There

appears to be no attempt to delimit territory in the
technical sense of boundary formation.

The dominant theme

is the vigor of the Assyrian king in reaching seemingly
inaccessible regions.
Simple, generic phrases are often used to characterize
territory associated with the two major oceans known to the
Assyrians.

The Mediterranean was known as t~•ti• erib

"the sea o f th e en t er1ng
·
" t i•
· sa
"' I a•
Sva•si,
v·
sun, " or t a•

.., a•si,
" ·
S

"the sea of the complete (course of the) sun," that is, the
sea of the setting sun, or the western sea.

On the other

side of the world, the waters of the Persian Gulf leading
into the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean were known as

t;•ti• fit Sa•si, "the sea of the rising sun," or t~•ti•
V

V

nipih Sa•si, "the sea of the blazing sun," that is, the

"

eastern sea.

20

Not a maritime people,

21

the Assyrians appear to have

been somewhat uncertain as regards the varieties of marine
topography present in these two regions.

For example, there

appears to have been some confusion regarding the
distinction between the Persian Gulf itself and the estuary
formed from the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers where they enter the Persian Gulf, the modern Shattal-'Arab, known to the Assyrians as Harrati, "the Bitter
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Lake."

Likewise, some of the Phoenician cities were built

on small, offshore islands, which also caused some
uncertainty with regard to the topographic characterization
of such a situation.

Reflecting the scribes' attempts to

deal with these subtle nuances, the generic topographic
phrases often shift and alternate, or are combined in an
effort to include every possible topographic situation.

The Coast of the Hediterranean

To demonstrate the use of these generic phrases applied
to oceanic regions, we will begin the discussion with a
treatment of territories associated with the Mediterranean
Sea.

The characterization of certain locations was clear,

and this is reflected in the phrases applied.

For e><ample,

Cyprus, called Yadnana, Yadna, or Ya' in Assyrian sources,
is consistently connected to the expression qabal t~•ti•,
"the midst of the sea."

In the introductory passage of

V
Sargon's Display Inscription, Cyprus is qualified as sa

qabal t;•ti• sala• Sa•.J'i, "in the midst of the sea of the

setting sun. 1122

Within the body of the campaign narrative,

the qualification appears as Ia •alak 7 u•i ina qabal t;•ti•
erib 5a•si Iitku.nii niss~t 1u.bassu.n, "whose faraway dwelling

is situated seven days' journey in the midst of the sea of
the setting sun."

23

The parallel passage in the Annals,

while fragmentary, seems to have contained the same
.

expression.

24
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In the Bull Inscription (F1) of Sennacherib, Lulli,
king of Sidon, is said to have fled to

•at

"Cyprus in the midst of the sea."

25

Yadnana qabal

The parallel in

the Oriental Institute Prism (H2) has him fleeing ana ruqqi
A

qabal ta•ti•, "far off into the midst of the sea."

26

Even

where the toponym itself is lacking, the topographic
characterization alone is enough to identify the location.
In this respect, the expression Yadna qabal t;•ti• can be
characterized as formulaic.
Another toponym that was readily located by means of a
simple, generic phrase was the kingdom of Lydia.

In the

inscriptions of Ashurbanipal, references to Lydia are
consistently accompanied by the topographic characterization

nagtl <la> neberti t;•ti•, "a district on the other side of
the sea."

27

On the western edge of Asia Minor, Lydia, like

Cyprus, must have been reached by sea rather than overland.
In the case of Cyprus and Lydia, the topographic
circumstances were clear to the Assyrians.
island in the middle of the ocean.
which lay across the ocean.

Cyprus was an

Lydia was a distant land

In each case, simple, generic

phrases were sufficient to characterize the location of
these places.
However, in the case of the Phoenician city-states
along the coast of the Mediterranean, the situation was not
quite so simple.

The city of Arwad, for instance, was built

on a small, rocky island just off the coast. 28

Tyre was

originally built on the mainland, but expanded in the tenth
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century B.C.E. to include an offshore island. 29

Other

Phoenician city-states, such as Sidon, never expanded beyond
their coastal locations.
While many of the references to places along the coast
of the Mediterranean include topographic characterizations
corresponding to the simple phrases examined thus far, the
attempt to deal with these various topographic circumstances
is reflected in a richer and often more complex variety of
expressions applied to this region than was noted in
connection with Cyprus and Lydia.

However, this is often

accomplished by simply combining the terse phrases.

The

language remains generic in that it is not meant to define
or delimit territory in a technical sense, but appears
designed to deal with the overall features of the
topography.
We can begin with the application of the short, generic
phrases to some of the Phoenician city-states.

Like Cyprus,

the city of Arwad is consistently associated with the
expression qabal 1;;•-ti•, "the midst of the sea," apparently
referring to its island location.

In the inscriptions of

Ashurbanipal, nearly every reference to Yakinlu, king of
Arwad, characterizes him as a1ib qabal -t:•-ti•, "dwelling in
the midst of the sea."

30

In the same manner, Baal of Tyre

is referred to as asib qabal -t~•-ti•, which would aptly
describe that section of the city of Tyre which was built
offshore.

31

In these two cases, the topographic

characterizations are appropriately applied to the two
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Phoenician city-states built on islands off the coast of the
Mediterranean.

In other instances, however, the topographic
characterization of Phoenician city-states does not reflect
the same accuracy.

In the Nineveh A Prism inscription of

Esarhaddon, for instance, Sidon, located on the coast of the
v

Mediterranean, is characterized by the expression sa qereb

t;.ti• nadt1, "founded in the midst of the sea. 1132

That the

expression is meant to refer to "the midst of the sea," and
not simply "near the sea" can be seen in the course of the
campaign narrative.

Upon hearing of the approach of the

Assyrian army, Abdi-milkutti, king of Sidon, like his
predecessor, Lulli, in the inscriptions of Sennacherib,
flees ina qabal t~•ti•, "to the midst of the sea," and is
brought u.Itu. qereb t~•ti•, "out of the midst of the sea. 1133
In this instance, the translation of qereb ta•ti• as "the
midst of the sea" is clear.

There is no indication that

Sidon ever expanded beyond its coastal location.

Yet, it is

still qualified as qereb t~•ti•, "in the midst of the sea."
Moreover, the section of Esarhaddon's Nineveh A Prism
inscription which describes the building operations in
Nineveh refers to western kings brought to the capital along
with building materials to aid in the construction. 34

Here

we find the combination and expansion of the simple phrases
designed to deal with the various topographic circumstances.
These kings are initially introduced as iarrani •at Hatti u.

eber nari, "kings of the Hittite land and across the
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river. 1135

The passage can be divided into three sections.

The first section lists twelve kings in the form PH sar 6N,
"PN, king of GN. 11

The list includes a certain Matan-Baal of

the city of Arwad .

The list in this first section of the

passage is summarized with the expression 12 larrani 1a

kiladi ta.ti•, "twelve kings of the seashore."

However, as

noted, Arwad was built on an island off the coast and, in
the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal, is connected to the
expression a.lib qabal t~•ti•, "residing in the midst of the
sea."

It would, therefore, not qualify as kisadi t;•ti•.

Rather, the expression should be seen as a generic term,
like eber nari, referring, in a general sense, to cities
associated with the coast of the Mediterranean.
The passage continues

with a list of ten kings called

::arrani •at Yadnana qabal t~•ti•, "kings of Cyprus in the
midst of the sea," an expression that has already been
described as a simple, generic phrase consistently applied
to Cyprus.

The entire list of kings concludes with a

summary phrase.

naphar
22 sarrani •at Hatti ahi
t;•ti• u
v
V
qabal ta•ti•
~

a total of twenty-two kings of the
Hittite land, along the coast of the
sea, and in the midst of the sea.
This expression is all inclusive.

It could apply to

the cities along the coast, those just offshore, as well as
to Cyprus in the midst of the sea.

However, as we have seen

in the case of Arwad, the identification of the topography
in these cases is not technical, but generic.

The
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expression simply represents a combination of shorter
phrases designed to include all of the possible topographic
circumstances encountered in connection with the Phoenician
city- states, as well as the island state of Cyprus.
That this language is formulaic can be demonstrated by
the appearance of much the same terminology in the
inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.

During the course of his

first Egyptian campaign, Ashurbanipal received the
assistance of his western vassals.

In the Harran Tablets,

an early version of these events, these kings are referred
to by means of the simple, generic phrase 1arrani eber niri,
"kings (from> across the river." 36
However, in Cylinder A, composed much later in the
king~s reign, the phrase eber nari is replaced by a
combination of phrases designed to distinguish the various
topographic situations which would have been included in the
more general phrase.

In this instance, the western allies

are described as efra 1ina larrani fa ahi t;•ti• qabal

"

t;•ti• u nabali, "twenty-two kings of the seacoast,

(those

dwelling) in the midst of the sea, and (those dwelling) on
the dry land."

37

Even with regard to the number of kings,

this expression is remarkably similar to the summary of
kings described in the building section of Esarhaddon~s
Annals.

Where they differ is in the use of the term nabali,

"dry land," in the Ashurbanipal passage, which replaces the
phrase

•at

Hatti found in the Esarhaddon passage.

v

This
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would indicate that the phrase •at Hatti referred to that
V

part of eber nari which was not connected to the sea.
More specifically, the terminology suggests that •at

Hatti referred to that portion of eber nari associated with

V

the inland mountains as distinguished from the coastal
regions.

When Esarhaddon conquered Sidon, he commissioned

the building of a replacement for the destroyed city.

Those

assigned to the project are called farrani •at vHatti a ahi
v
~

ta•ti•, "kings of the Hittite land and the sea coast."

~

Yet, when the project is completed, the people brought by
~

Esarhaddon to resettle the new city are distinguished as sa

.

sadd~ a t:.ti• sit Sa•si, "from the mountains and the sea of
the rising sun. 039

The phrase •at Hatti, which appears in
V

the initial reference, seems to alternate with fa ¥adde
found in the sequel.

The distinction being made is between

the sea coast and the inland mountains, which can be
referred to as •at Hatti. 4 0
V

The distinction between coastal regions and the
mountains of Syria and Asia Minor also appears in a passage
from Ashurbanipal~s Prism B.

The account places Yakinlu of

Arwad together with Mugallu, king of Tabal, and Sandisarme,
41
king of Hilakku.
V

However, the topographic distinction is

maintained in a short introductory statement referring to

•alki qabal t;•ti• a sarrani asibuti ~adde saq~ti, "princes
(dwelling) in the midst of the sea and kings dwelling in
high mountains."

Since the narrative concerning the three

kings immediately follows these topographic
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characterizations, one can assume that Yakinlu would be
included in the •alki qabal t~•ti•, while Mugallu and
Sandisarme would be referred to as asibati ~adde saquti,
i.e., residing in the Amanus Mountains of Asia Minor.

While

the three kings are treated in the same narrative, the text
is careful to distinguish them topographically.

Yet, the

distinction is maintained by way of the combining of simple,
generic expressions.
The same feature can be seen with regard to the
distinction between territory along the coast of the
Mediterranean and the inland desert regions of Arabia.

With

regard to desert terrain, the Annals inscription of Sargon
contains two rather terse passages.

The account of the

seventh regnal year includes a report concerning the defeat
of four tribes, Tamudi, Ibadidi, Marsimani, and Hayapa, who
- -v
are described as •at
Rrbaya
ru.qu.ti
asibu.t
•adbari, "distant

Arabs dwelling in the desert. 1142

This is followed by the

receipt of tribute from three rulers, Pir'u, king of Musur
(Egypt>, Samsi, queen of Arabia, and It'amra of Saba, who
are referred to collectively as larrani Ia ahi ta•ti• u.
•adbari, "kings of the seacoast and desert."

"43

Once again,

short, generic phrases are combined to distinguish the
variety of topography encountered in this region.
Thus, these simple phrases appear in various
combinations meant to distinguish the different topographic
features of the region west of the Euphrates.

In some

cases, they reflect the actual topography, while in other
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instances they do not.

For this reason, the expressions

must be considered generic phrases, not technical terms.
While these phrases cannot be considered as part of the
language of political geography in that they are not meant
to define territory in terms of boundaries, they are related
to political geography in that they are designed to identify
and locate territory topographically.

The Persian Galf
The language used to depict the waters of the Persian
Gulf also displays a somewhat uncertain attempt to
distinguish the various topographic features of this region.
While a complete discussion of the historical topography of
southern Mesopotamia would be beyond the scope of this
study, a cursory examination of the topography reveals a
complex system of rivers, lakes, and swamps all draining
into the gulf.

44

While the issue is far from settled, the latest opinion
offered by Hansman

45

assumes little change in the coast line

of the Persian Gulf since about the fourth millenium.
However, the changing courses of the rivers, as well as the
inundating tides of the Persian Gulf, appear to engender
continual changes in the landscape, which consists of
several topographic features.

There is the alluvial plain

itself, formed by the periodic flooding of the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers.

Because of the periodic flooding, as well

as the frequent tidal inundations from the gulf, much of the

10 2

alluvial plain of southern Mesopotamia is covered with broad
expanses of marshland, shallow lakes, and lagoons.

South of

Basra, this swampland receives further drainage from the
Karun River.

Beginning north of Basra, the confluence of

the Tigris and Euphrates rivers forms a tidal estuary known
today as the Shatt-al-'Arab.
One problem generated by the Assyrian literature is the
apparent alternation between the term ta•ti•, "sea," and
Harratu.,

"Bitter Lake. 1146

It would appear, however, that

Harratu. refers to the tidal estuary represented today by the

Shatt-al-'Arab, which drained the rivers, lakes, and swamps
to the north into the Persian Gulf.

Naturally, however, the

ebb and flow of tides and floods would have produced
different effects at different times, such that the swamps
and estuary would have, at times, seemed as broad and
inundated as the gulf itself. 47
During the first half of the first millenium B.C.E.,
the territory of southern Mesopotamia was infiltrated by a
variety of Aramean and Chaldean tribes.

By the time of the

accession of King Sargon (722 B.C.E.>, the Chaldean nation
comprised an alliance of five principal tribal groupings:

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Yakin, Bit-Amukkani, Bit- Dakkuri, Bit-Silani,
..,,.
Bitand BitSa'alla.48

Within this tribal alliance, the Bit-Yakin tribe

was dominant.

Indeed, one of its members, Merodach-Baladan

II, known in Assyrian and Babylonian sources as Marduk-aplaiddina, gained ascendancy over the larger Chaldean alliance
and was able to exercise kingship in Babylon at various
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times during the reigns of Sargon and his son and successor,
Sennacherib.

In this regard, Merodach-Baladan remained the

principal focus of Assyrian attention in the south
throughout the reign of Sargon and through much of the reign
of Sennacherib.
In addition, anti-Assyrian activity in the south often
found support in the kingdom of Elam, which extended from
the lowlands east of the Tigris River into the mountains of
the south-central Zagros.

Rebellious elements in the south ,

including Merodach-Baladan, relied on Elam far military
support as well as a place of refuge in the event of a
successful Assyrian advance.
In the inscriptions of Sargon and Sennacherib,
references to Chaldea and Chaldeans, including MerodachBaladan, invariably include descriptions of the aqueous
nature of the territory which they occupied.

In addition,

topographic characterizations also become prominent in
passages dealing with the flight of Merodach-Baladan to
those portions of the gulf coast which were under Elamite
control.

As in the case of territories associated with the

Mediterranean coastal regions, these descriptions often
appear as simple, generic phrases, many of which serve as
epithets for the enemy or the territory he occupies.

The

phrases often shift and alternate, reflecting the varying
topographic features of this region.
The opening of the campaign of the twelfth regnal year
of Sargon~s Annals refers to the enemy, Merodach-Baladan, by
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way of a formal titulary: Hardak-apla-iddina •ar Yakin sar

ait Kaldi, "Merodach-Baladan, son of Yakin, king of
Chaldea."

49

This formal titulary is followed by a

characterization of the enemy in terms of his topographic
location: la ina sapan t~ati• fit Saasi sitkanu dadaesa,
"whose dwelling is in the lowlands of the sea of the rising
sun."

50

The passage goes on to describe the protagonist as

one who relies for his protection upon Harrati a gupal ed:,
"the Bitter Lake and the broad flood." 51

As in the case of

the characterization of Cyprus in Sargon~s Display
Inscription, 52 the description of Merodach-Baladan~s
maritime location is somewhat more graphic than most of the
simple phrases examined thus far.

Indeed, this short

passage seems to combine several themes, including the
enemy~s distant location and aspects of his defense,
presumably meant to highlight the heroic quality of the
Assyrian king in pursuing this particular enemy.

The effect

is to describe, in one broad stroke, the variegated marine
topography of southern Mesopotamia in connection with the
formal titulary of the enemy ruler.
The aqueous characterization of southern Mesopotamia is
also a significant feature of narratives concerning
Meradach-Baladan in the inscriptions of Sennacherib,
particularly as they relate to the flight of the Chaldean
ruler to Elamite territory.

In the account of the fourth

campaign against Bit-Yakin, bath the Oriental Institute
Prism <H2) 53 and the Bull Inscription (F1> 54 describe the
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maritime flight 55 of Merodach-Baladan to the city of
Nagite, 56 which is called fa qabal t~ati•, "in the midst of
the sea."

In his haste to retreat, the Chaldean ruler left

members of his household stranded ahi
..., t:ati•,
shore."

"on the sea

The Assyrian king then takes prisoners from the

land of Bit-Yakin, called qereb aga••e u apparati, "in the
midst of swamps and marshes."

This epithet appears again in

the account of the fourth campaign, where Muiezib-Marduk

.,

CSuzubu) is called Kaldaya a'Jib qereb aga••e, "a Chaldean
who dwells in the midst of the swamps."

57

Again, the

material includes the various types of terrain encountered
in this region.
Both inscriptions 58 return to the subject of Bit-Yakin
in the account of the sixth campaign, this time with respect
to the Dile •at Bit-YakiD, "the people of Bit-Yakin,

II

59 is reviewed.
wherein the previous flight to Nagitu

In the

Oriental Institute Prism CH2>, the topographic designation
for the city, 1a qabal t;•ti•, used in the initial account
of the fourth campaign, is replaced with a geopolitical
expression,
of Elam."

sa

aat Elaati,

"of (the territory of> the land

As if to compensate, the flight itself is
'\

-

V

-

v-

V

described topographically: ta•tu• rabitu• sa fit Sa•si
ebur'iiaa,

"they crossed the great sea of the rising sun,"

using terminology reminiscent of Merodach-Baladan~s location
as described in Sargon~s Annals.

60

The Bull Inscription (Fl) applies a similar
geopolitical expression to the two cities, mentioning alaDi
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V

sa sar •at Ela•ti, "cities of the king of Elam."

However,

the topographic designation la ina ebirtan Harrati,
far side of the Bitter Lake," is also included.

"on the

The flight

passage has Harrati eburii, "they crossed the Bitter Sea ," in

"'
contrast to the Oriental Institute Prism~s CH2> ta•tu•
Thus, it would appear that

t;•ti•

flt Sa•si and

Harratu are interchangeable.

More

likely, however, the Assyrian scribes were somewhat
uncertain with regard to the distinction between the estuary
and the open sea.

At certain times, or during certain

seasons, the distinction may have been more readily
discernible than at other times.
Thus, a number of topographic characterizations are
applied to the territory in southern Mesopotamia and along
the coast of the Persian Gulf.

As in the case of the

language applied to the Mediterranean coast, the terminology
is generic, and is not meant to delimit territory in a
formal, technical sense.

Rather, the language shifts and

varies in an effort to deal with the varying topographic
circumstances encountered in this region.
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mountains," in Sargon's Annals, Lie 2b:151.

'
13. Mt. Uwaush, Huitie•e
Ca•pagne., 96.
14. Mt. Irtiya, Huitie•e Ca•pagne., 254.
15. Mt. Kullar, Huitie•e Ca•pagne.,
Ca•pagne., 99.

11; Mt. Uwaush, Huitie•e

16. Huitie•e Ca•pagne, 324-325.
17. Nin A, III, 47-48.
18. HT, rev., 22.
19. B, II, 68-73.

.

20. The two terms sit Sa•Xi and erib Sa•ti can be used
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together to indicate the entire inhabited world.
See CRD,
s.v. fitu 1,c and s . v. erebu 1,b. Compare Hebrew ••zr~
rd •bw'w, "from the rising of the sun unto its setting (lit.
coming)," Ps. 50:1; 113:3.
Isaiah 45:6 has ••zrh
w••rrbh, where •rrbh has the same meaning as erib.

s•.s

s•s

21. When Sennacherib sought to pursue Merodach-Baladan to
his place of retreat across the gulf, he was forced to
employ subject Phoenicians to build and man the ships.
See
• IP 2, 73:57 ff. <Fl>.
22. D. 16-17.
23. D. 146. This expression is actually somewhat more
elaborate than most of the short, generic expressions.
The
reference to the amount of time required to reach the place
and the emphasis on its distant location might be compared
to the graphic depiction of topography, particularly
mountains, often associated with the royal inscriptions of
the epistolary type, which is meant to highlight the heroic
deeds of the king.
24. Lie, Sargon, 68:458.
25.

• IP

2, 69:18-19 <Fl).

26. DIP 2, 29:39-40 <H2).
27. HT, rev., 13; B, II, 92; F, II, 11; A, II, 95.
The
reference in the Harran Tablets does not include the s'a.
28. D. Harden, The Phoenicians (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1963), 27; G. Herm, The Phoenicians (London: Victor
Gollancz Ltd., 1975), 67; B. Oded, "Neighbors on the West,"
in The Rge of the Honarchies: Political History, ed. A.
Malamat, vol. IV, 1 of The Horld History of the Jewish
People <Jerusalem: Massada Press Ltd., 1979), 226.
29. D. Harden, op. cit., 28-30; G. Herm, op. cit., 65.
30. B, II, 84; F, I, 70 and II, 2; A, II, 63 and 85.
Prism
B, Prism F, and Cylinder A contain narratives concerning
Yakinlu himself, as well as separate narratives concerning
the political arrangements between his surviving sons
following his death.
The initial reference to Yakinlu in
Prism B, II, 67, includes Yakinlu under the generic
expression •alki qabal t~•ti•, "princes of the midst of the
sea." The reference to Yakinlu in HT, rev. 27, has asib
rapa1ti qabal tG•ti•, "dwelling in the broad expanse of the
midst of the sea," an expression that seems to overstate the
situation.
HT contains no account of the sons of Yakinlu.
31. B, II, 42; F, I, 57; A, II, 50.
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32. Nin A, II, 68.
33. Nin A, II, 72-73.
Borger indicates one copy of
recension B of the Annals which has qabal instead of qereb,
but considers it an error occasioned by the appearance of
qabal in the preceding line.
34. Nin A, V, 54- 73.
35. The expression eber nari is a general term for territory
west of the Euphrates.
36. HT, obv., 25.
37. A, I, 69.
Cf. A, I, 72, a continuation of the report
regarding the western kings who allied themselves with
Ashurbanipal during his Egyptian campaigns, where they are
mentioned, together with their troops and ships, as having
deployed themselves qabal t~•ti• u nabali, "in the sea and
on the dry land."
38. Nin A,

II, 80-81.

39. Nin A,

III, 10-11.

40. There is some evidence to suggest that the geographic
designation •at Hatti may have had roughly the same
geographic . range" as the expression eber nari, "across the
river." Cf. the reference quoted in CRD, s.v. n~bertu 1,
from an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar: sakkanakkl •at Hatti
niiberti Puratti ana ereb Sa•~i, "the rulers of the Hattiland across the Euphrates toward the West." However, the
Esarhaddon building passage, as well as the Esarhaddon
passage relating to the rebuilding of Sidon, clearly
distinguish Hittite land from territory associated with the
coast and the sea.
One piece of evidence which argues
against this conclusion can be found in the opening of
Sennacherib~s third campaign, described as ana •at Hatti,
"against the Hittite land." The campaign proceeds "with the
elimination of Lulli, king of Sidon <DIP 2, 29:37-38 [H2l>,
located on the coast.
However, the climax of the campaign
involves the struggle with Hezekiah of Judea, who appears to
have been a leader of the anti-Assyrian coalition.
The
alpine location of Jerusalem would qualify it as part of the
Hittite land.
This appears to be the significance of the
expression bny ~t, "children of Heth," employed in the
biblical account of Abraham~s purchase of the cave of
Machpelah (Gen. 23), contra E.A. Speiser, The Rnchor Bible=
Genesis (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1964>,
172-173, who claimed that the expression simply referred to
the non-Semitic population of pre-Israelite Palestine.
41. B, II, 67-73.
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42. Lie, Sargon, 22:121.
I. Eph'al, The Rncient Rrabs=
No•ads on the Borders of the Feritle Crescent 9th-5th
Centuries B.C. (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1982), 6-7, lists
the various forms in which the word Arab appears in Assyrian
sources.
Cf. pp. 89-90, where the author locates these
groups in the remote southern portion of the Arabian desert.
43. Lie, Sargon, 22:123-124.
According to Eph'al, Rncient
Rrabs, 109, the term pir u, i.e., Pharoah, probably applied
to one of the Delta rulers, which might explain the epithet
sa a9i ta•ti•.
However, while Ashurbanipal uses this and
similar expressions regularly, it is never applied to Egypt.
Eph~al, p. 111, interprets the combined expression as
referring to the extent of the nomads' influence over the
trade routes in the Syro-Arabian desert and northern Sinai.
If so, the expression a9i t~•ti• could refer to the king's
highway, which followed the coast of the Sinai into
Palestine.
7

44. The current discussion is based on the following sample
of works: J.F. Hansman, "The Mesopotamian Delta Region in
the First Millenium, BC," Geographical Journal 144 (1978):
49-61; T. Jacobsen, "The Waters of Ur," Iraq 22 (1960>: 174185; C.E. Larsen, "The Mesopotamian Delta Region: A
Reconsideration of Lees and Falcon," JROS 95 (1975): 43-57;
G.M. Lees and N.L. Falcon, "The Geographical History of the
Mesopotamian Plains," Geographical Journal 118 (1952): 2439; G. le Stange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate
<Cambridge: at the University Press>, 1905.
45. Op. cit., 39.
cit.

For a dissenting view, see Larsen, op.

46. Olmstead, Hestern Rsia, 143, refers to Harratu as the
swamps at the head of the Persian Gulf.
M. Dietrich, Die
Rra•aer Sudbabyloniens in der Sargonidenzeit (700-648),
Alter Orient und Altes Testament 7 (Kevelaer: Butzen und
Bercker, 1970), 10, fails to deal with the use of the term
Harratu.
Dietrich also fails to explain his distinction
between northern and southern Sealand on the basis of the
actual terms used in the inscriptions.
See Dietrich, pp. 45, and accompanying map, which shows this area as having
formed the ancient coast of the Persian Gulf.
Brinkman,
PKB, 199 and passi•, identifies the Bitter Sea with the
Perian Gulf.
A.K. Grayson, "Problematical Battles in
Mesopotamian History," in Studies in Honor of Benno
landsberger, Assyriological Studies 16 (Chica20: Uni~ersity
of Chicago Press, 1965), 341, distinguishes ta•ti• sit
Sa•si, "Eastern Sea," and Harrati, "Persian Gulf." ' However,
Grayson gives no indication as to the identity of the
Eastern Sea as distinct from the gulf.
47. Brinkman, PKB, 242, n1551, points to an inscription of
Tiglath-Pilesar III (Rost, 56:9), in which the the Uqnu
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River is said to be la kisad t~ati '!.apliti, "on the banks of
the Lower Sea (Persian Gulf)." According to Brinkman, "This
would seem to indicate that the swamps at the mouth of the
Uqnu were sometimes considered as an extension of the Lower
Sea.
48. For a history of Assyrian relations with the Chaldeans,
particularly in the period preceding the Sargonid kings, see
Brinkman, PKB.
An attempt to definitively locate the
various tribes is provided by M. Dietrich, Rra•aer, 4-5,
though there is no indication as to which sources he is
using.
While Brinkman acknowledges the possibility that
there was some connection between Chaldeans and Arameans,
Dietrich readily accepts the connection.
See also,
Brinkman, "Merodach-Baladan II," 6-53.
49. Lie, Sargon, 42:263-264.

Cf.

D. 122.

50. CRD D, p. 18, s.v. dad»a has, "whose settlements are
situated in the remote regions of the Eastern Sea." More
recently, CRD S, p. 157, s.v. sapanna, translates, "whose
dwelling is at the flats of the eastern marshland."
It is
difficult to understand the translation of t;ati• fit Sa-.Xi
as "eastern marshland." The reference is to the lowland
where the river meets the sea.
Cf. RHw, p. 1025, s.v.
sapannu, which translates "Niederung."
51. There is considerable inconsistency in the treatment of
this passage in CRD.
Volume E, p. 35, s.v. edd, translates,
"the lagoon and the huge strength of the waves." Volume G,
p. 135, s.v. gap~ a, reads, "the brackish water (of the
lagoon) and the mass of the flood water (of the rivers).
Volume M/1, p. 285, s.v. •arratu A, defines aarrata as "sea
(as body of salty water)." The current reference is
translated, "the sea (with its) mighty waves." We prefer,
however, to distinguish the Harrata, i.e., the lagoon, or
"Bitter Lake," from the Persian Gulf, though there may have
been times when their waters merged.
See above, p. 102.
52. See above, p. 93.
53. DIP 2 35:64-69.
54. DIP 2, 71:35-36.
55. The Bull Inscription states only that he fled.
no mention of the ships and gods.

There is

56. H2 has Nagi terraki.
See Brinkman, "Merodach-Baladan
II," 27 n.152, quoting Ungnad in ZR 38 197, who reads this
reference as Nag T te raqqi, i.e., "distant Nagite.
11

57. DIP 2, 34:53 (H2); 71:33 (Fl).
The alternation of BitYakin with Chaldea, as suggested in the application of this
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epithet to both territories, may simply be a reflection of
the principal position of the Bit-Yakin tribe within the
Chaldean tribal alliance.
There are two figures referred to
as Suzubu in the Oriental Institute Prism. Suzubu the
Chaldean refers to Musezib-Marduk, who ruled Babylon from
692 to 689. The other refers to Nergal-u~ezib, called •ar
Babili, "citizen of Babylon" <DIP 2, 38:46-47 tH2J>, who
ruled in 693. Cf. ide•, "Ur: 721-605 B.C.," Orientalia 34
(1965): 246; ide•, "Sennacherib"s Babylonian Problem," 92;
L.D. Levine, "Sennacherib"s Southern Front," JCS 34 (1982):
40.
Nearby, Bel-iq1sa of Gambulu is described by Esarhaddon
as ina . : u qan apparati sitkunu subtu, "(whose> dwelling is
established in the water and reed marsh" (Nin A, III, 7273).
58. DIP 2, 38:32-36 <H2>; 73:48-55 <Fl).
59. The Bull Inscription lists two cities, Nagitu and
Nagitudi"bina.
Both inscriptions include the two cities in
the subsequent conquest passages; DIP 2, 38:37-38 <H2);
75: 94-95 (Fl>.
60. Lie, Sargon, 42:263-264.

CHAPTER 3
BORDERS
The use of generic topographic characterizations in
Assyrian royal inscriptions has been viewed as evidence of a
tendency to identify and locate territory in terms of
topographic features.

The generic quality of these

topographic characterizations, that is, their application to
the territory of a particular region in general terms-mountain, ocean, desert--distinguishes them from the
language of political geography in its technical aspect of
boundary or border formation.

The generic topographic

characterizations studied thus far reveal none of the
language of border formation.
In order to develop a sense of the relationship between
topography and borders, the discussion must first focus on
the terminology of borders in Assyrian royal inscriptions.
The word most frequently employed to denote "border" in
Assyrian royal inscriptions is •isru.
'

pa~« also appear frequently.

The words ita and

As noted, the words •isru and
•

it~ appear in juridical documents from Mari and Nuzi
concerned with the delimitation of private property.
Ironically, the word

tia«,

1

used as a border term in nee-

Assyrian land-sale contracts, is not common in Assyrian
royal inscriptions.
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The scope and diversity of the language of borders in
Assyrian royal inscriptions is perhaps epitomized in the
introductory passage of Sargon's Display Inscription.

The

passage is ostensibly a survey of the king's domain arranged
geographically, beginning rather tersely with Cyprus in the
Mediterranean, Egypt, Anatolia and north Syria, and moving
quickly through the central Zagros, culminating in a highly
elaborate geopolitical interpretation of affairs in the
south-central Zagros and Babylonia.

The areas of the Taurus

Mountains and the northern Zagros are bypassed, leaving
Urartu and Mannea with its satellites out of the survey
entirely. 2
As a narrative unit, the introductory passage of
Sargon's Display Inscription is bracketed by the expressions

adi pa~ •at H«f«ri, "unto the border of Egypt," and adi pa~
Dil•an, "unto the border of Dilmun. 113

Throughout the

passage, the places mentioned are carefully located in terms
of borders as well as topographic features.

Media is said

.

to be Ja pat lad Bikni, "bordered by Mt. Bikni. 114

The land

of Ra~i is said to be la ite •at Ela•ti la ah
., Idiglat,
"alongside Elam on the bank of the Tigris River."

A list of

cities is said to be 1a •ifir •at Ela•ti, "along the border
of Elam."

Another list of tribes is said to be la •at

Yadbari, "of the land of Yadbur.

11

This last phrase has been

defined as geopolitical in that it is clearly meant to
assign these tribal units to a certain territory.

Thus, the
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three most common terms for border, •ifr«,
all appear in this passage.

l ·t,I\
a,

and pa~u,

In this respect it could be

argued that the introductory passage presents the borders of
the Assyrian Empire.

More accurately, the passage sketches

a peripheral zone beyond which Assyrian kings were reluctant
to exercise direct Assyrian control. 5
For the most part, there seems to be no clear
distinction in meaning between the terms.
appear to be interchangeable.

Indeed they

One passage in Sargon~s

Annals characterizes the city of Sam~una, together with four

.

other towns located in southern Babylonia, as c1a •isir

Ela•Jti, "[along the border with El]am." 6

•a-t

A separate

passage describes Sam~una as sa Cpa~ •at Ela•tiJ. 7
There are, however, a few features of the use of the
terminology of borders which display a certain consistency.
It would appear that, in most instances, the notion of
extremity is part of the meaning of the word pa~u.

It is

used mostly of Egypt and territory connected with the Medes
in the central Zagros, representing the extreme eastern and
western extent of Assyrian influence.

In general, border

terminology is largely restricted to territory in the
northern and central Zagros, as well as southern
Mesopotamia, particularly as regards the border with the
kingdom of Elam.

Moreover, a preponderance of material

appears in the inscriptions of Sargon, with only scattered
references in the inscriptions of later kings.
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In addition to the introductory passage of Sargon~s
Display Inscription, the use of the border term pa~u in
connection with Egypt is found in other passages.
Display Inscription also refers to the flight of the enemy
usurper in the city of Ashdod, Yamani, ana ite •at Husuri sa

pat. •at Heluhha,
"to the edge of Egypt bordering on
vv
Meluhha."

B

.

Here, the term pitu refers to the extreme limits

of the Egyptian kingdom. 9

Also in connection with Egypt,

the Nineveh A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon refers to the
city of Arza as 1a pa~i nagal •at Hufur,

"bordered by the

~wadi of Egypt.~"lO
At the other end of the empire, the word pa~u is used
in connection with Median territory in the central Zagros,
particularly territory associated with Mt. Bikni.
Identified with the high peaks of the Alwand range, Mt.
Bikni represented the furthest extent of direct Assyrian
control in the central Zagros, where Assyrians encountered
the independent Median states.

11

The introductory passage

of Sargon~s Display Inscription refers to this region as •it
Hadaya ruqati sa pai sad Bikni,
. 11 12
Mt • B1. kn1.

"distant Media bordered by

In the Nineveh A Prism inscription of

Esarhaddon, the land of Patusarri is called nagu sa it~ bit

~abti sa qereb •at Hadaya ruqate ~a pa~i lad Bikni, "a
district bordering the salt flats, in the midst of Media,
bordered by Mt. Bikni. 1113

Though not connected to Mt.

Bikni, both the Annals and the Display Inscription of Sargon
include a reference to territories associated with Media
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which are said to be

~

~

V

V

sa pa ti Rribi sa nipih Sa•si,
•

'OJ

"bordering on (the territory of) the eastern Arabs."

14

Sargon in the South
As noted, the introductory passage of Sargon~s Display
Inscription contains a rather elaborate description of the
region of the southern lowlands of Mesopotamia, along the
Tigris river and its tributaries leading into the highlands
of the south-central Zagros.

The rather complex ethnic

situation represented by the numerous Aramean and Chaldean
tribes is given careful attention with regard to the
territory occupied by each group.

This attention involves

the issue of boundaries expressed both in terms of imaginary
lines, in this case represented by the

most common

expression, 1a •i f ir GH, "along the border with GN," as well
as the natural boundaries formed by rivers.
To demonstrate the concern for political geography in
the introductory passage of Sargon~s Display Inscription,
the discussion will focus on one statement which deals
purely with the issue of boundaries, excluding topographic
features.

The passage includes a list of six cities which

.

are described as 1a •isir Ela•ti, "along the border with
El am. ., 15

The word adi, "including," which precedes the

list, has the effect of connecting this list of cities with
the tribal units that are described as Ia •at Yadbari •ala

., ,.

bas«, "of the entire (lit. all that exists) land of
Yadbur."

16

Combined with the designation of the cities as
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1a •isir •at Ela•ti, the passage seems intended ta resolve a
•
border issue.
That is, while these towns are situated along
the Elamite border, they are not Elamite towns, but are
assigned ta the territory of Yadbur.

In this regard, the

six towns serve ta define the border between Yadbur and
Elam.
Several of the places mentioned in this passage appear
elsewhere in the inscriptions from Khorsabad.

While the

details may vary somewhat, there appears ta be a consistent
attempt ta locate these places in terms of political
V

geography.

This occurs either in the form sa GH, "of GN,"

la •ifir GH, "along the border with GN," or both.
Throughout, the issue appears ta be the determination of the
border with Elam, a preoccupation perhaps precipitated by
the constant interference of Elamite rulers in Babylonian
affairs.
The passages under consideration are the following:
1. Lie has restored part of his text from two slabs deriving
from Doorway Cat Kharsabad, labelled

c1

c2 ,

and

which he

does not consider ta be part of his principal recension from
Roam II.

These include:

·
·
S am·una
•- . 1n
.
.
1 -a. 1 7 Men t 1on1ng
an d B-a b - d ur1
cannec t ion
with Yadbur and Elam.
1-b.

18

A complex passage in three parts, involving:

1-b-1. Sam'una, Bab-duri
1-b-2. Ahilimmu, Pillutu
V

V

-,

A

1-b-3. Til-Humba,
Dunni-Samas, Bube, Hamanu •
..,
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2. 19 The flight of Merodach-Baladan to Yadbur.

3.

20

A passage in the Display Inscription describes the

conquest of Bit-Yakin, including the resettlement of exiles
from Commagene, defensive arrangements, and the
authorization of provincial officials.

The toponyms listed

include three that are mentioned in the introductory passage
of the Display Inscription: Dur-Tilitim, Bub~, and Til..,Humba •

There

The list also includes the city of Sam ' una.

is a parallel in the Annals from Room Vat Khorsabad, which
Lie assigned to the narrative of the thirteenth regnal year.
The text is fragmentary in the portion assigning the list of
toponyms, and must be restored from the Display Inscription.
It includes two toponyms, Bab-duri and Dur-Tilitim, in place
of the single Dur-Tilitim found in the Display Inscription.

4.

21

A summary of the king's conquests in the South,

including Yadbur.
The inscription on one of the doorway slabs (1a

= c1>

includes details regarding military action in the Yadbur
region and along the border with Elam.

Two toponyms are

mentioned, Sam'una and Bab-duri, which are characterized as
V
V
A
halse
sa
Sutur-Hahundu
Ela•u
eli •at
Yadburi irkusu,
•
V

~

"fortresses which Sutur-Nahundu, the Elamite, had erected
against the land of Yadbur."

While this passage reflects

the language of military stategy, not political geography,
it clearly has political-geographic implications.

22

The towns
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are Elamite strongholds defending the border between Elam
and Yadbur.
Yadbur and the Elamite border are also concerns of the
passage contained on the second doorway inscription (1-b

=

There are actually three separate pertinent
statements.

The first refers to Sam~una and Bab-duri as

alani dannati la •at Yadburi,
of Vadbur."

11

fortified cities of the land

That this contradicts the first doorway slab

suggests that the two passages are variants.
The passage from the second doorway inscription
continues with a characterization of the cities of Ahilimmu
V
~

and Pillutu as sa •ifir •~t Ela•ti,
Elam."

11

alang the border with

These two toponyms are variants of Hilimmu <= Hilmu)
~

V

and Pillatu found in the introductory passage of the Display
Inscription, where they are also characterized as ¥a •ifir

•at Ela•ti.
~

V

~

Finally, the cities of Til-Humba,
Dunni-Samas, Bube,
V
and Hamanu, the first three of which are also included in
V

the list of cities in the introductory passage of the
Display Inscription described as sa •ifir Ela•ti, are here
characterized as
settlements

23

•ahazI
V

dannati sa •at Rafi, "fortified
V

of the land of Rasi."

While there is no

explicit border language in this statement, it will be
recalled that the introductory passage of the Display
Inscription refers ta Rasi as Ia ite •at Ela•ti, "alongside
El am. .,24

Together, the several doorway passages reflect a

concern to determine the Elamite border, particularly in the
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Yadbur region.
The next passage (2) reports the flight of MerodachBaladan from Babylon ta what is described as »at Yadburi sa

»at ECla»tiJ, "Yadbur of E[laml."

This clearly indicates

that Yadbur was part of Elamite territory.
So far, all of these passages represent reports of
events leading to the final goal, the defeat of MerodachBaladan and control of southern Mesopotamia.

Taken

together, the passages reflect an attempt to describe what
might be called the pre-conquest border of Elam.

The

conclusion ta be drawn from these passages is that Yadbur
represented a border zone between Elam and Assyrian
Presumably, part of Yadbur was under

controlled territory.
Elamite control.

The focus of the border issue involves the

status of the border strongholds of Sam'una and Bab-duri.
The next passage (3) reports the conquest of Bit-Yakin,
representing, for the time being, the ultimate defeat of
Merodach-Baladan.

The passage includes the fallowing

description of the conquered territory:

»at Bit-Yakin elis u saplil adi al
Sa»'una al Dur-Tiliti• al Bub~ al TilHu»ba sa »isir »at Ela»ti »itharis abel

V

•

_,

All _ of 2 $lit. upper and lower) Bit- _
Yakin,
including Sam'una, Dur-Tilitim,
Bube, Til-Humba, along the border with
Elam, altogether I ruled.
Despite the fact that this passage refers ta the
territory of Bit-Yakin rather than Yadbur, it is remarkably
similar to the passage in the introductory section of the
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Display Inscription as regards both content and structure.
The territory of Bit-Yakin is qualified as elif u lapli~,
literally "upper and lower," which is semantically
equivalent to the phrase •ala bala, "all that exists,"
applied to Yadbur in the introductory passage.

In addition,

the list of toponyms in both passages is introduced with the
word adi, "including," and there are three toponyms common
to the two lists: Dur-Tilitim, Bub~, and Til-Humba.
The
"
disputed Sam~una, here included with the territory of BitYakin, is conspicuously absent from the introductory passage
of the Display Inscription.

Finally, both passages locate

the toponyms ia •ifir Ela•ti, "along the border with Elam."
It should also be noted that two of these towns, TilI\

Humba and Bube, are mentioned in the second doorway passage
..,.
assigned to the Annals.

In that passage, they were

designated as part of the territory of Ra~i, which,
according to the introductory passage of the Display
Inscription, also bordered Elam. 26

In either case, the

towns serve to delimit the border of Elam.
The account of the defeat of Bit-Yakin (3) continues
with a description of the final political organization of
the captured territory, including the resettlement of exiles
from Commagene and the authorization of provincial
. . l s. 27
o ff 1c1a

Also included is the commissioning of a

certain Nab~-damiq-ilani in the city of Sagbat, which is
established as a citadel
incursions.

(birtu) to prevent Elamite

The issue of the border between Elam and

Assyrian controlled territory in the south is clearly at
hand when the citadel is said to be founded eli •isir »at
•
Ela•ti, "over against the border with Elam."
A final passage

(4),

representing a summary of the

king's conquests in the south, refers to Yadbur as

»at Elaati, "alongside Elam."

la

ite

Again, the function of this

statement is to define the border between Assyrian
controlled territory and the kingdom of Elam.

The same

statement is applied to the land of Rasi in the introductory
passage of the Display Inscription. 28
Compared with the passages describing the Elamite
border prior to the defeat of Bit-Yakin, the post-conquest
borders appear to have undergone little change.

That is,

many of the same toponyms are used to define the border
before and after Sargon's victory in the south.

There may

have been a border rectification involving the cities of
Sam'una and Bab-duri, though this is not altogether clear.
In any case, these passages reveal a consistent attempt to
deal with the issue of the border between Elam and Assyrian
controlled territory in the south.

Sargon in the Northern Zagros
As noted, the introductory passage of Sargon's Display
Inscription, with its consistent characterizations of
toponyms according to the language of political geography,
completely disregards the king's campaigns to the northern
Zagros.

What makes this particularly unusual is that the
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language of political geography in general, including the
terminology of borders, is applied frequently in several
accounts of the king's campaigns to this region.
Our principal sources for events surrounding Sargon's
struggle with the Urartian king, Ursa, for control of the
northern Zagros are the inscriptions from Khorsabad, that
is, the Annals and the Display Inscription, and the account
of Sargon's eighth campaign as contained in the "letter to
the god" published by Thureau-Dangin, which has come to be
known as the Huitie•e Ca•pagne.

There is also relevant

material in the Ashur Prism fragment,

29

the Cylinder

Inscr iption from Khorsabad, 30 and the Nimrud Inscription
published by Winckler, 31 as well as the stele discovered by
L. Levine and T. Cuyler Young in the village of Najafehabad
in western Iran.

32

This multiplicity of sources creates numerous problems
with regard to the historical analysis.

The problems are

caused in part by the system of dating, with the prism
inscriptions dated one year earlier than the Annals from
Khorsabad. 33

In addition, there are significant

differences, in both arrangement and content, between the
Annals and the Display Inscription.
Despite the problem of source criticism, the Annals
from Khorsabad can be used as a guide in determining the
basic outline of events which transpired in the northern
Zagros during the reign of Sargon.

34

As noted, Sargon's

confrontation with the Urartian king, Ursa, occurred as part
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of a struggle for control in the northern Zagros.

The

principal staging area for this struggle was the kingdom of
Mannea, with the two king's, Sargon and Ursa, vying for
V'

influence.

..,

From the time of Samsi-Adad V, Assyrian

relations with Urartu focused on the issue of control and
influence in Mannea.

At the same time,

Iranian tribal

units, particularly the Medes, were infiltrating the region
of the central Zagros.

35

As early as the year 719, corresponding to Sargon's
third regnal year, the king engaged in the supression of a
rebellion in Mannea, when two Mannean cities rebelled
against their ruler,
Assyrian vassal.

Iranzu of Mannea, who had been a loyal

The revolt is said to have been inspired

by a certain Metatti of Zikirtu. 36
The ongoing struggle with Urartu for control in Mannea
seems to have occupied the king between the years 716 and
714 B.C.E, involving campaigns which are assigned in the
Annals to the king~s sixth through eighth regnal years.

In

716, a revolt broke out in Mannea directed against Sargon's
ally, Aza, the son of the previous ruler, Iranzu.

The

revolt, which was inspired by Ursa, involved two principal
figures, Bagdatti of Uishdish and Metatti of Zikirtu, who
are called :faknii.ti •at Hannaya rabtlti, "the chief governors
of Mannea.

11

37

With the defeat of the conspirators,

sovereignty in Mannea passed to Ullusunu, another son of
Iranzu.

For a time, Ullusunu continued the anti-Assyrian

action, but eventually surrendered.

38
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The revolt of the Mannean governors reveals not only
the impact of Urartian influence in Mannea, but the
fragmented nature of the Mannean state as well. 39

In

addition to the reference to rebellious Mannean governors,
two Mannean districts are mentioned in the sources in the
V
form GN nagaJ\ sa
•at
Hannaya,

"GN, a district of the land of

Mannea," including Uiidil, the home of the rebellious
governor, Bagdatti. 40

Thus, in Mannea, the Assyrians were

faced with complex internal territorial relationships.
The depiction of the denouement of the struggle between
Sargon and Ursa for control of Mannea appears to be one of
the primary motivations underlying the composition of

follows an itinerary-style format, describing the progress
of the army from place to place.

41

The first appearance of

...

the itinerary formula in the Haitie•e Ca•pagne is preceded
by a ruled line drawn across the width of the tablet and a
short date formula indicating the month in which the
campaign was undertaken.

It describes the king marching

forth from his capital of Calah,
crossing the Zab river at
V
the start of his campaign.
Beginning with the march into Mannean territory, 42 each
section of the itinerary is divided by a ruled line.

Each

new section describes the itinerary according to an
introductory formula, alta GNJ atta•as ana GN2 aqterib, " I
marched forth from GN1 and approached GN2."

43

The final

section introduces the march against the city of Mu~a~ir,
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the climax of the campaign, with the expression ina
"on my return (to Assyria)." 44

tayyirtiya,

Together with the ruled line, the itinerary formula
serves to divide the inscription into narrative units.

In

this respect, it could be said that the itinerary formula
represents a narrative boundary.

Indeed, the development of

the itinerary formula in Assyrian royal inscriptions seems
related to the process of experimentation with systems for
dating the campaign narratives.

Itinerary formulas

accompany many of the eponym date formulas in the Annals of
Tukulti-Ninurta II and Ashurnasirpal II, which are among the
earliest of the Assyrian royal inscriptions to employ the
eponym system of dating the campaigns.

The date formulas

also serve as literary divisions, distinguishing the various

.
campaign
narra t·ives. 45
Most important to our discussion, however, are the
other themes and expressions which consistently appear
embedded within the itinerary formulas of Sargon's Huiti~•e
Ca11pagne.

These include border terms, the geopolitical
V

expression sa GH,

"of

(the territory of) GN," river and

mountain crossings, and topographic characterizations.

This

part of the discussion will focus on the border terms and
the geopolitical expressions which are included as part of
the itinerary formulas of the Huiti~•e Ca11pagne.

As in the

case of the language of borders applied to Elam and the
territory of southern Mesopotamia in the inscriptions of
Sargon, this discussion will reveal the underlying border
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issues involved.

We will then be in a position to

understand the border-forming quality of topography.
The language of boundaries appears in the introductions
to two itinerary sections, which report the king's entering
and leaving Urartian territory. 46

In this respect, the

narrative refers to two boundary axes delimiting the
territory of Urartu.

The terminology is, however, somewhat

-v
unusual, referring to res
•ifri, "the head of the border,

.

and °tep'it. •isri, "the foot of the border.

II

II

The itinerary section of the Hait.ie•e Ca•pagne
describing the king's entry into Urartian territory begins
as follows:
ult.a •at. Uildil at.t.a•as ana al Usqaya
birt.i rabit.i res •isri sa •at. Urart.i
aqt.erib

.

I marched forth from Uishdish and
approached the city of Ushqaya, a great
fortres~ 7 at the head of the border of
Urartu.
Since the Huit.ie•e
Ca•pagne twice refers to Uishdish as a
'
district of Mannea which Ursa had seized, 48 the border
terminology serves to mark the Urartian border beyond the
territory of Uishdish, thereby challenging any Urartian
claim to Uishdish.
The description of the king's departure from Urartian
territory is stated in somewhat more graphic terms, but also
includes the language of boundaries.
V

ult.a •at. Ryadi atta•as Rlluria Qallania
-".'
Innaya narat.i et.ebir ana al Uwayais nagi
t.uklat.e1u seplt •ifri sa •at Urarti sa
pat.ti •at Na'iri aqt.erib

..
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I marched forth from Ayadi.
I crossed
the Alluria, Qallania, and Innaya rivers
and approached the city of Uwayais, a
district which he (Ursa) relied upon, at
the foot of the bord~ 9 of Urartu
bordering on Na'iri.
It should be noted that this section includes a river
crossing, such that the king enters the new territory after
crossing the rivers, supporting the notion of the boundary.
f arming
qua 1 1· t yo f

50
.
rivers.

Most of the other formulas introducing itinerary
sections in the Huiti~•e Ca•pagne include aspects of
political geography stated in terms of the geopolitical
expression GHJ s a GH2,

"GN1 of <the territory of) GN2," or

GHJ nag~ '1a GH2, "GN1 a district of GN2."

Many of these

involve the territory of Mannea, which, as noted, was the
principal staging area for the struggle between Sargon and
the Urartian king, Ursa, in the northern Zagros.

As the

itinerary moves beyond Mannea into Urartian territory, the
geopolitical expressions are less prevalent in the
introductory formulas and the political divisions are less
clear.
· 51 an du·is hd.is h 52 are c h arac t er1ze
.
d as nagi~
.
Bo th M1ss1
~

sa •at Hann~ya, "a district of Mannea.

11

Zirdiakka is called birti la •~t Hannaya,
Mannea.

11

53

The city of
"a citadel of
~

~

The land of Aukane is called nagi sa •at

Zikirte, "a district of Zikirtu.

11

The Aukane formula also

involves a river crossing.

al

ultu
Panzis atta•as Istaraura
~
V
naCrtu•?J etebir ana •at Rukane nagi sa
•at Zikirte aqterib
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I marched forth from Panzish.
I crossed
the Istaraura Ri~~r and approached the
land of Zikirtu.
Between the two itinerary sections introduced by the
formulas which refer to the borders of Urartu are five more
itinerary sections, each identified by a ruled line followed
by the itinerary formula.

Since these sections appear

between the two sections describing the two borders of
Urartu, it can be assumed that they pertain to action
undertaken within the territory of Urartu.

Two of the

formulas introducing these five sections include the
geopolitical expression GH1

Ia

GH2. 55

Another introductory

formula appears in a broken context wherein only the two

. 56
t oponyms remain.

Of the two remaining formulas, one

simply repeats the geopolitical expression applied in the
introduction to the previous section, 57 while the other
includes a mountain crossing. 58
Moreover, border terminology involving the expression
ina •isir GH occurs within the body of the Ushqaya section,

which is introduced by the formula describing the head of
the border of Urartu.

59

Within the body of the following

section, whose introductory formula includes the
geopolitical expression "GN1 of

(the territory of) GN2," 60 a

second geopolitical expression is applied separately.

61

Ironically, in each instance in which the geopolitical
expression "GN1 of (the territory of} GN2" occurs, the
second toponym, the larger territory to which the first
toponym belongs, is never Urartu.

In the two instances in
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which the expression appears in the formulas introducing the
itinerary sections, the second toponym is Sangibutu. 62

As

noted, the first of these Sangibutu sections includes a
geopolitical expression within the body of the narrative,
In this

immediately following the introductory formula.

case, two cities are assigned to the territory of Dallaya.
What emerges, therefore, is a description of geopolitical
arrangements in Urartu which were either quite complex, or
were not fully comprehended by the Assyrians.
As noted, the border terminology and the geopolitical
expressions applied in the itinerary sections of the

Huiti~•e Ca•pagne referring to Urartian territory relate to
the land of Sangibutu.

The boundary language involving the

land of Sangibutu appears in the section of the Huitie•e

Ca•pagne introduced by the march to the city of Ushqaya
63
located "at the head of the border of Urartu. 11

Included

in the Ushqaya section is a reference to the city of
Aniastania, which is characterized as ina •ifir •at
V
V'
Sangibutu birit al
Usqaya
a al Tar•akisa epsu,

"built along

the border with Sangibutu between Ushqaya and Tarmakisa. 1164
In the introductory formula to the next section, the
land of Bari is characterized as tukulti bulila sa •at

"'~
Sangibuti iqabbasuni,

"(which) they call his choice grazing

land (lit. the trust of his herd) of the land of Sangibutu, 11
thereby assigning the land of Bari to the territory of
Sangibutu. 65

The introduction to a subsequent section char-

- -

-

...

_.,, alani dannuti "'sa •at Sangibuti
acterizes a toponym as res
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~

nagi, "the principal fortified cities of the Sangibutu dis_ t • "66
t ric

The introduction to the following section has the
~

king marching forth ulta a l a ni dannati sa • a t

Sangibutu,

"from the fortified cities of the land of Sangibutu. 067
Yet, the section introduced by the characterization of
the land of Bari as the grazing land of Sangibutu includes a
reference to the cities of Tarui and Tarmakisa described as

l a ina • a t

Dallaya taaerti b i t J e~ TJu aatti ep~ u, "which are

in the land of Dallaya, a plain, a great grain (growing)
region. 068

Since the land of Sangi b utu continues to be

mentioned in the introductions to subsequent sections,
including one that reports the departure of the Assyrian
army from Sangibutu, 69 i t is odd that the two cities are
assigned to Dall a ya rather than Sangibutu.

The

characterization signifies that there were two cities which
were considered part of the territory of Dallaya, which is
part of the territory of Sangibutu, which is part of the
territory of Urartu.

Again, the internal political

relationships in the kingdom of Urartu were either quite
complex, or simply misunderstood by the Assyrian scribes.
Despite the confusion, however, these passages reflect a
consistent attempt to define and delimit Urartian territory.
The prevalence of border terminology and geopolitical
expressions in the Huiti e •e Ca•pagne, particularly those
embedded within the introductions to the itinerary sections,
is an indication that more is involved in the itinerary
pattern than a simple report of the army marching from place
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to place.

What emerges is an effort to describe the

political geography of the region by determining borders and
designating territory in terms of its incorporation within
particular political units.

As in the case of Elam in the

south, the language of boundaries focuses on the territory
of the principal rival, in this case, Ursa of Urartu.

Yet,

there is also an attempt to otherwise assign territory
geopolitically--in Mannea, Zikirtu, and within the borders
of Urartu.
Only two of the expressions studied thus far in the

Huitie•e Ca•pagne appear in the Annals from Khorsabad. 7 0
The city of Aniastania is called la •isir •at Sangibuti,
the border of the land of Sangibuti."

In the same passage,

the two cities, Tarui and Tarmakisa are called

Dallaya, "of the land of Dallaya."

"on

sa

•at

None of this language

applied to the northern Zagros appears in Sargon~s Display
Inscription.

The language of political geography applied to

the northern Zagros, including the border terminology and
the geopolitical expression, as well as boundary-forming
topography, is more prevalent in the Huitie•e Caapagne than
in any of the other inscriptions of Sargon.

Sargon in the Central Zagros
In the Annals from Khorsabad a good deal of attention
is devoted to affairs in the central Zagros, a region where
Assyrian interests came into contact with the emerging
Median states.

One passage assigned to the campaign of the
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ninth regnal year, which opens as a campaign to Ellipi,
Media and Karalla, includes several toponyms, each located
either by means of boundary terminology or the geopolitical
expression

sa

GH, "of <the territory of) GN. 1171

In this passage, the land of Ba'it-ili is called nagJ

~a •at Hadaya sa •ifir aat Elippi, "a territory of the land
of Media along the border with Elippi. 11
described as nag a l a • a t Uppuria,
Uppuria. 11

Five more lands are

"districts of the land of

Included in this list is one town called al

Diristanu la aat Uriakki, "the city of Diristanu of the land
of Uriakki, 11 thereby locating the town geopolitically.

Five

..

more lands are described as nagi"' CruJquti l a patti aat Rribi

1a nipih Sa•l i, "a distant territory alongside the land of
"'

the eastern Arabs, 1172 locating these lands in terms of
political geography and topography.
I\

The list ends with a

..,,

reference to nagi CsaJ a a t Handaya dann u ti, "districts of
the mighty Medes. 11
However, while most of the toponyms mentioned in this
passage from the Annals also appear in a parallel passage
within the campaign nar r atives of the Display Inscription, 73
much of the language of political geography is missing in
the latter.

For instance, the land of Ba'it-ili is not

located in any manner, and the reference to the districts of
Uppuria is altogether lacking.

Of the four places described

in the Annals in connection with the alleged "eastern
Arabs,

11

two appear in the Display Inscription.

In this

case, Media is actually part of the list, rather than part
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of a summary statement as in the Annals.
In general, the inscriptions of Sargon contain numerous
examples of the use of border language and geopolitical
expressions, language which is largely absent from the
inscriptions of later kings.

Now that the language of

borders and the various border issues have been examined,
the subject of topography and borders can be addressed in
more detail.
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CHAPTER 4
RIVERINE BOUNDARIES
The discussion concerning the determination of the
border between territory in the south controlled by Sargon
and the kingdom of Elam has focused on the language of
political geography as expressed in the vocabulary of
boundaries, particularly the words •ifru and it~.

The

identification of these words as boundary terms has been
demonstrated in the study of the vocabulary of boundaries in
the private l a n d-sale contracts, as well as the Babylonian
boundary-stone inscriptions. 1

In passages studied in the

previous chapter, Yadbur and Bit-Yakin, along wi th cities
associated with them.. have been described as

la

.

•isir •at

Ela•ti, "along the border with Elam," or la it~ aat Elaati,
"bordering on (along the side of) Elam."

The latter phrase

was also used of the land of Ra~i in the introductory
passage of Sargon~s Display Inscription.
What the discussion did not cover was the connection
between boundaries and topographic features similar to the
connection made in the private land- sale contracts and in
the Babylonian boundary-stone inscriptions.

As noted in the

discussion of those documents, the boundaries of private
property could be delimited in terms of adjacent property or
in terms of features of the topography, particularly rivers
and canals.

This section of the study will deal with

the notion of riverine boundary formation in Assyrian
royal inscriptions.

It will seek to demonstrate
142
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that riverine location of territory in these inscriptions
has boundary-forming functions.
In Assyrian royal inscriptions, riverine location of
territory is most often applied to the well-watered region
of southern Mesopotamia.

As in the case of the generic

topographic characterizations of territory, the riverine
expressions most often appear as territorial epithets.

They

also appear in the context of the flight of the enemy, where
the topography is relied upon for protection.

However, the

riverine characterization of territory in southern
Mesopotamia shows a far stronger connection to the language
of political geography than the generic expressions.

The

connection with political geography is seen in terms of the
boundary-forming quality of rivers.

Terainology

To begin, however, it is important to examine the
terminology, as well as the particular riverine locations to
which it is applied.

As in the case of the private land-

sale contracts, the vocabulary of riverine epithets refers
not to the river itself, but to the bank of the river.

The

words most frequently employed are aha,
literally "arm" or
v'
"side," 'fiddu. meaning "edge" or "rim," and kiliidu., literally
"neck," but also "edge," "rim."

A territory can, therefore,

be characterized as ;a a9 GH, sa kisad GH, or fa fiddi GH,
all meaning "on the bank of the GN River."
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The territory of southern Mesopotamia is frequently
characterized in connection with the Tigris River and its
~

tributaries, particularly the Uqnu,

2

which flows into the

Tigris from the highlands of the south-central Zagros.
There are also numerous references to the location of
territory on the shores of the Bitter Lake, which is
provided with the

IDdeterminative

for river. 3

With regard to the Tigris River, the introductory
passage of Sargon~s Display Inscription characterizes the
land of Ra~i as fa ite Ela•ti sa ah
Idiglat,
V

"along the

border with Elam on the bank of the Tigris River. 114

In the

earliest account of Sennacherib~s first campaign CA1>,
directed against Merodach-Baladan, a number of Aramean
tribes are described as 1a kilad Cldiglat,
the [Tigris River. 115

"on the banks of

Connected with the first campaign

against Merodach-Baladan according to the Bull Inscription
of Sennacherib CF1>, composed after the sixth campaign, is a
reference to the Arameans, called 1a siddi Idiglat Puratti,
"on the banks of the Tigris (and) Euphrates rivers. 116

In

the Oriental Institute Prism CH2>, one of the last extant
editions of the Annals of Sennacherib, the city of vHalule,
the site of the final battle against Merodach-Baladan~s
Elamite allies, is said to be sa ki1ad Idiglat,

"on the bank

of the Tigris. 117
In Sargon~s Annals from Khorsabad, Aramean tribal
groups are frequently associated with the Uqn~ River.

One

report assigned to the campaign of the twelfth regnal year
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mentions the flight of four Aramean tribes, Ru'a, Hindaru ,
Yadburu, and Puqudu, of whom it is said: Uqn: i fbata,
took to, i.e. fled to the UqnQ River." 8

" they

Following their

submission, the narrative continues with actions taken
against sittit flri•~,

"the rest of the Arameans," of whom it

is said: Uqn~ ehaza 1abat rii.qti dad10esana, "their distant
"'
camp hung on to (lit. grabbed) the Uqnn River." The river
is then described as alar tapzirti;a,
the place of their concealment)."

"their refuge Clit.

A list of fourteen cities

in the region is given the epithet la Jiddi Uqn'f,

"on the

edge of the Uqnn River." 9
In addition, the introductory passage of Sargon's
Display Inscription characterizes a list of Aramean tribes
A

~

as sa at;, Surappi Uqni,
rivers. 1110

A

"on the bank of the Surappi and Uqnu

In the earliest account of Sennacherib's first

campaign (Al), another list of Aramean tribes, two of which
appear in Sargon's Display Inscription, is given the epithet
V

,t-

,\

sa kisad CUqni,

A

"on the bank of the [Uqnu River."

11

With regard to territory located i n connection with the
Bitter Lake, some of the material has been treated in the
discussion concerning the generic topographic expressions. 12
In addition to these, the introductory passage of Sargon's
Display Inscription characterizes the territory of BitYakin, the ruling tribe of the Chaldean tribal alliance, as
"on the ban k of the Bitter Lake."

13

The

earliest account of Sennacherib's first campaign (Al)
applies the same expression to Chaldean territory in its

1 46
t y. 14
.
en t ire

In a subsequent passage of this inscription,

dealing with the conquest of Chaldea, the expression fa

kilad Harrati is applied to the city of Kar-Nab~, which is
15
located in the territory of Bit-Yakin.

The reference in the introductory passage of Sargon's
Display Inscription to the Surappi River (or canal) along
with the Uqnn in the characterization of Aramean tribes is
an example of territory located along a small tributary or
canal.

16

Likewise, Sargon's Annals characterizes small

towns in the environs of the cities of Ahilimmu
and Pillatu
.,;
as ta ;iddi Hadit.i,

"on the edge of the Naditu canal. 1117

The connection between these expressions and the
language of political geography is most clearly seen in a
comparison with the private land-sale contracts.

As noted,

boundaries of private property were denoted with words like

it~ and siddu.

In this regard, the expression sa tiddi 6H

could be translated "bounded by the GN River."
In addition, boundaries denoted as sidda and puta in
the Babylonian boundary-stone inscriptions are frequently
delimited in terms of rivers and canals, using expressions
like kilad GH,

"the bank of the GN canal."

18

This type of

association between the vocabulary of boundaries and the
delimitation of riverine boundaries can also be seen in the
references noted thus far.

For instance, the introductory

passage of Sargon's Display Inscription characterizes the
land of Ra~i as ta it~ 11at Ela11ti Ia ah
Idiglat,
V
on Elam along the bank of the Tigris River. 1119

"bordering
Since the
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discussion concerning the private land-sale contracts has
demonstrated both the vocabulary of boundaries, in this case
the word itn, as well as the function of rivers and canals
.
20 1· t appears reasonable to assume that the
as b oun d ar1es,

Tigris River was meant to function as a border between the
land of Rasi and the kingdom of Elam.

The passage then

represents another clear example in Assyrian royal
inscriptions of the boundary-forming character of rivers.
Thus, expressions used to locate territory on the bank of a
river can be considered riverine-boundary statements.
The connection between border issues and riverine
location of territory can also be seen in the reference to
the small towns in the environs of the cities of Ahilimmu
v
and Pillatu.

As noted in the discussion concerning the

vocabulary of borders, Ahilimmu and Pillatu are described as
~

1a

•ifir •~t Elaati,

"along the border with Elam." 21

That the small towns in their environs are
characterized as I a liddi Haditi,

"bounded by, i.e., on the

bank of the Naditu canal," may be an example of the
delimitation of two separate border axes, one delimited in
connection with another territorial unit, the other in terms
of the canal.

That is, one border is delimited by the

territory of Elam, while another border is delimited by the
canal.

This would correspond to the delimitation of

boundaries in the private land-sale contracts both in terms
of adjacent parcels of property and other topographic
features.
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The delimitation of separate border axes appears to be
the purpose of the dual river locations cited.

The

characterization of Aramean tribes in the Sennacherib Bull
Inscription CF1) as sa "f.iddi Idiglat Paratti,

"on the banks

of the Tigris (and) Euphrates rivers, 1122 has the effect of
delimiting two border axes of the territory occupied by
these tribes, one border defined by the Tigris River and
another defined by the Euphrates.

Likewise, in the

introductory passage of Sargon s Display Inscription,
7

Arameans are described as la ah
Su.rappi Uqnf,
V

.,.,

"on the banks

r:,-

of the Surappi and Uqnu ri vers. ""-=>
11

This, too, may serve to

delimit two separate border axes.
As we have seen, riverine boundary formation in
southern Mesopotamia is often stated with reference to three
principal bodies of water: Tigris River, Uqnu River, and
the Bitter Lake.

The remainder of the discussion of

riverine boundaries in this region will be devoted to a
demonstration of the more formal features of this tripartite
riverine delimitation.

That is, we will attempt to show

that the choice of riverine locations is not haphazard, but
is part of a conscious effort to delimit territory in
southern Mesopotamia according to these three rivers.
Moreover, we will attempt to show that despite many of the
formal similarities in the passages that display this
feature, subtle distinctions, especially as regards the
structure of the passage, are related to the varying
approaches to Assyrian control in the south.
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Riverine Boundary Foraation in Southern Hesopotaaia: ~
Co•parison of the Inscriptions of Sargon and Sennacherib

There are two principal documents which relate to this
discussion.

The introductory passage of Sargon~s Display

Inscription contains extensive material dealing with the
region of southern Mesopotamia, including riverine
24
.
b oun d aries.

Likewise, the earliest account of

Sennacherib~s first campaign (Al) includes two passages, one
dealing with the territorial divisions of southern
Mesopotamia in general

25

and another, more detailed

. t·ion o f Ch a ld ean t erri·t ory. 26
d escrip
The introductory passage of Sargon~s Display
Inscription includes

a section dealing with the

delimitation of territory in southern Mesopotamia in terms
of boundaries formed by three bodies of water: Tigris River

...

<Idiglat>, Uqn~ River (Uqnu), and the Bitter Lake
<Harratu).

Riverine boundary formation begins with the

characterization of the land of Rasi as 1a it~ •at Ela•ti la
ah
Idiglat..
V
..,7

River."-

"alongside Elam on the bank of the Tigris
This is followed by a list of Aramean tribes,
.

v

~

which are characterized as sa a!J Surappi Uqn.1.,

"on the banks

" River."?8
of the Surappi River (and the) Uqnu

Finally, the

v k.1.sad
. v- Marrati,
territory of Bit-Yakin
is described as sa

"on

the shore of the Bitter Lake. 1129
The persistence of the pattern is indicated by the
appearance of a similar territorial delimitation of southern
Mesopotamia, which is treated in great detail in the account
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of Sennacherib s first campaign (A1).
7

As part of Merodach-

Baladan s preparations for the ensuing battle with Assyria ,
7

the opening of the campaign narrative describes the
mustering of troops in all of the territories under his
control.

30

The list of territories from which the troops are
gathered includes a tripartite delimitation based on the
expression fa kifad 5H, "on the edge of the river GN,

11

where

the three bodies of water mentioned in the introductory
passage of Sargon s Display Inscription--Tigris River, Uqn~
7

River, and Bitter Lake--again form the boundaries between
the various territorial units.

In this instance, Chaldeans

are located along the shore of the Bitter Lake, while two
lists of Aramean tribes are located along the banks of the
Tigris and Uqn~ rivers respectively.

Thus, the passage in

Sargon's Display Inscription and the account of
Sennacherib's first campaign (A1), both of which deal with
riverine boundaries in southern Mesopotamia, reveal a
consistent outline in terms of the tripartite division of
territory by means of boundaries formed from the same three
bodies of water.
Nonetheless, the two passages display some structural
differences.

If we assume that the structure of the

narrative is congruent with the territorial division, that
is, that each riverine boundary statement marks the end of a
narrative section, then we see that the passage in Sargon's
Display Inscription seems to grow i n complexity with each
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new section.

The treatment of territory along the Tigris

River includes the single toponym, Ra~i, with the statement
of its location bordering Elam along the bank of the
river. 31

The next section lists several tribes and actuall y
A

supplies the names of two rivers, Surappi and Uqnu.

32

This

presumably marks the end of one section and the beginning of
the next section which terminates with the statement
regarding territory associated with the Bitter Lake.

33

This

section is highly complex, including a list of tribal groups
assigned to the territory of Yadbur, the cities situated
along the border with Elam, and culminating in a division of
Chaldean territory according to the five tribal groups which
comprised the larger Chaldean tribal alliance.
The passage in the account of Sennacherib~s first
campaign <Al) appears more formal, the structure being
fairly simple and consistent.

The description of territory

associated with the Bitter Lake reveals some complexity in
that a list of urban centers is combined with the tribal
division of Chaldea.

The other two sections, however,

simply list the names of Aramean tribes in connection with
the two rivers.
Moreover, the passages also vary with regard to the
internal details, that is, the specific toponyms mentioned
in each corresponding section.

The list of Aramean tribes

located along the Tigris River in the account of
Sennacherib~s first campaign (A1> does not include Rali,
which is the only toponym associated with the river in

15 2

Sargon's Display Inscription.

The two corresponding

sections which list Aramean tribes settled along the Uqnu
River, are stucturally identical, presenting simple lists of
tribes followed by the riverine-boundary statement.

Yet, of

the eight tribes listed in Sargon's Display Inscription
compared to the seven in the account of Sennacherib's first
campaign, only two, Ubbulu and Ru'a, appear in both lists.
The others are mutually exclusive.
However, the two corresponding sections dealing with
territory associated with the Bitter Lake reveal the most
subtle variations of the three pairs, as well as the mast
complexity.

When viewed apart from the overall outline as

determined by the three riverine-boundary statements, the
two sections reveal important structural variations.

As

noted, the section in the account of Sennacherib's first
campaign (Al) is less complex and, therefore, easier to
define and analyze.

34

It begins with a list of urban

centers in the southern region, including Ur, Eridu, and
Nemed-Laguda.

This is followed by a division of Chaldean

territory according to four of the tribal groupings which
belonged to the Chaldean tribal alliance: Bit-Yaki n, BitAmukkani, Bit-Sa'alli, and Bit-Dakkuri. 35
characterized as sihirti
V

•at

These are

Kaldi •ala bal~ la kitad

CHarrati, "the environs of Chaldea i n its entirety, on the

bank of the [Bitter Lake."
The corresponding section in Sargon's Display
Inscription is far more complex.

It begins with a list of
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four Aramean tribes summarized geopolitically with the
expression sa •at Yadburi •ala basJ., "of the entire land of
Yadbur. 1136

Three of the four tribal names, Gambulu,
JI.

~indaru, and Puqudu, are included in the Uqnu River section
of the passage in the account of Sennacherib's first
campaign. 37

In the Display Inscription, this is followed by

.

the list of urban centers characterized as sa •isir •at

EI a•ti, "along the border with Elam."

38

The remainder of the passage in Sargon~s Display
Inscription deals with the territorial division of Babylonia
and Chaldea, culminating in the location of Bit-Yakin on the
shore of the Bitter Lake.

- t KarDunzas
. V' e I zs
. V' u sap
,,r
I zs
. V •a
- t B z. t •a
-..
V
R•ukkani ,,•at Bit-Dakku.ri •at Bit-Silani
»at Bit-sa~alla sihirti •at Kaldi •ala
ba1u »at Bit-Yakin~ sa kisad Harrati adi
pat Dil»un

-

All of (lit. upper and lower) l<arDuniash, the land of Bit-Amukkani, the
land of Bit-Dakkuri, the land of BitSilani, the land of Bit-Sa'alla, the
environs of Chaldea in its entirety, the
land of Bit-Yakin on the shore of the 39
Bitter Lake unto the border of Dilmun.
The geographic scope of the passage includes both the
northern part of Babylonia and the southern areas, most
likely corresponding to the classic formulation, Sumer and
Akkad.

It is also a complex passage which can be divided

into three distinct units: l<ar-Duniash, Chaldea, and BitYakin.

l<ar-Duniash should be considered a separate

territorial unit distinct from the characterization and
delimitation of Chaldean territory. 40

This distinction is
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clearly maintained in the account of Sennacherib's first
campaign (Al>, where Kar-Duniash forms a separate section. 41
In many respects, the remainder of the passage covering
Chaldea and Bit-Yakin resembles the division of Chaldean
territory in the account of Sennacherib's first campaign
(Al>. 42

Four Chaldean tribes are summarized as sihirti
V

•at

Kaldi •ala ba;d., "the environs of Chaldea in its entirety,"

a phrase also applied in Sennacherib's account.

Likewise,

the territory is located on the bank of the Bitter Lake.
However, there is one important structural difference
between the two passages.

In Sargon's Display Inscription,

the summarization of the first four tribal groups as
comprising the entire land of Chaldea is followed by the
reference to Bit-Yakin, characterized as la ki!ad Harrati
adi

paf

Dil•an,

"on the bank of the Bitter Lake unto the

border of Dilmun.

11

This has the effect of placing Bit-

Yakin, which was in fact the ruling Chaldean tribe, outside
of the Chaldean tribal grouping.

By separating Bit-Yakin

from the other toponyms, the language of political geography
applies exclusively to the territory of Bit-Yakin, thereby
serving to distinguish it from the rest of Chaldean
territory.
To summarize the discussion thus far, the persistence
of a tradition whereby territory in southern Mesopotamia is
delimited according to boundaries formed by three bodies of
water--Tigris River, Uqn~ River, and the Bitter Lake--is
demonstrated in the comparison of the introductory passage
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of Sargon's Display Inscription with the earliest account of
Sennacherib's first campaign (Al>.

The analysis also

reveals a tradition of dividing Chaldean territory according
to the principal tribal groups which formed the Chaldean
tribal alliance.

Where the passages differ with regard to

the analysis of Chaldean territory is in the treatment of
Bit-Yakin.

Whereas the account of Sennacherib's first

campaign includes Bit-Yakin in the summary of Chaldean
territory, Sargon•s Display Inscription has the effect of
treating Bit-Yakin as a separate territorial unit.
The territorial division of Chaldea receives even more
detailed treatment in the passage from the account of
Sennacherib's first campaign <A1> describing the conquest of
the region following the flight of Herodach-Baladan. 43

The

passage reflects a territorial division of Chaldea based on
the four tribes listed in the account of the opening of the
campaign, where Chaldea is located on the bank of the Bitter
Lake. 44
The passage can be divided into four sections, each
containing a list of toponyms, mostly names of cities,
summarized by the following formula:

Dapoar4~Du•ber> alaDi daDn«ti bit
daraDi
sa SH adi <Du•ber> alani
sehruti
sa
li•etilunu
'
v
A total of <number> fortified, walled
cities together with <number> small
cities in their environs.
The geographic names that occur in the summaries of the four
-

-

v

-

sections are Bit-Dakurri, Bit-sa•alli, Bit-Amukkani, and
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Bit-Yakin, the four tribal groups which are listed in the
opening passage of this inscription.

The four sections are

themselves summarized with the identical formula.
V
naphar 88 alani dannati bit durani sa
•atv Kaldi adi 820 alani sehruti ~a
li•etISunu
• V

A total of 88 fortified, walled cities
of the land of Chaldea together with 820
small cities in their environs.
That the numbers add up correctly is a good indication of
the integrity of the passage with respect to the inclusion
of the four geographic names within the larger •at
Kalda. %

There is, however, one curious structural distinction
between the list of Chaldean tribes in the opening passage
of the account of Sennacherib~s first campaign and the list
contained in the passage describing the conquest of the
region.
order.

The two lists arrange the tribal names in opposite
Whereas Bit-Yakin is listed first in the opening

passage, it appears last in the conquest passage.
With regard to the inclusion of Bit-Yakin as part of
the survey of Chaldean territory, the conquest passage
agrees with the opening passage of the inscription.
However, the placement of Bit-Yakin at the end of the list
in the passage describing the conquest of Chaldea
corresponds to the survey of territory contained in the
introductory passage of Sargon~s Display Inscription, where
Bit-Yakin is treated as a separate territorial unit. 47
Moreover, the statement regarding the location of
territory on the bank of the Bitter Lake as it is reported
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in the conquest passage of Sennacherib's first campaign also
bears a certain structural similarity to the survey in
Sargon's Display Inscription.

The list of cities assigned

to Bit-Yakin in Sennacherib's account (Al) begins with seven
toponyms followed by the phrase adi al Kar-Haba la kilad
Harrati,

"including K~r-NabG, which is on the bank of the

Bitter Lake. 1148

This is then followed by the summary

statement referring to eight strongholds of Bit-Yakin and
one hundred smaller towns in their environs.

Just as the

riverine-boundary statement is used exclusively of Bit-Yakin
in Sargon s Display Inscription, it is used here exclusively
7

,I\
of the city of Kar-Nabu.

This is in contrast to the survey

which appears in the opening of Sennacherib's first
campaign, where the riverine-boundary statement
characterizes the entire territory of Chaldea.

49

Political l•plications
To summarize, a comparison of the three passages
describing the territorial delimitation of Chaldea, one in
the introductory passage of Sargon's Display Inscription and
two in the account of Sennacherib's first campaign, reveals
certain consistent features.

The division of territory

according to the principal tribal groupings, as well as the
association of territory with the Bitter Lake functioning as
a riverine boundary, are common to the three passages.

The

differences are largely structural, particularly as regards
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the arrangement of tribal names and the placement of the
riverine-boundary statement.
While the riverine-boundary statement applies to the
entire territory of Chaldea in the opening passage of
Sennacherib~s first campaign (Al>, 50 its placement in
~
S argons

o·isp 1 ay

I nscrip
. t.ion 51 an d in
.
th e passage repor t.ing

the conquest of Chaldean territory during Sennacherib~s
52 h as th e e f feet of restricting the
.
campaign

.
t
f irs

characterization to a separate territorial unit.

In

Sargon~s Display Inscription, the characterization is
restricted to the territory of Bit-Yakin.

In the account of

Sennacherib~s conquest of Chaldea, it is restricted to the

-

-

~
city of Kar-Nabu,
located within the territory of Bit-

Yakin.
The separation of the territory of Bit-Yakin from the
rest of Chaldean territory in the introductory passage of
Sargon~s Display Inscription can be related to the broader
issue of Sargon~s policy with regard to conquered territory
in southern Mesopotamia.

According to the chronology of the

Annals from Khorsabad, Sargon managed to gain control of
northern Babylonia, including the city of Babylon, during
the campaign of the twelfth regnal year.

53

The final Assyrian assault on Dur-Yakin is the subject
of the account of the thirteenth regnal year of the Annals
from Khorsabad.

As noted in the previous chapter, the

conquest of Bit-Yakin included the resettlement of exiles
from Commagene, defensive arrangements, and the
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. t 1On
.
.
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•
1 s. 54
au th or1za
o f prov1nc1a

This is in

contrast to the Assyrian king~s treatment of other territory
in southern Mesopotamia, including Chaldean territory.

It

seems that, in order to gain a certain propagandistic
advantage in the south, Sargon handled these other
territories with a certain beneficence.

Indeed, the Annals

reports not the conquest of Babylon, but its voluntary
surrender to the Assyrian king.

While stationed in the city

of Dur-Ladinu in the Chaldean territory of Bit-Dakkuri, the
king claims to have received the citizens of Babylon and
Borsippa, who invite him to enter Babylon.

The narrative

goes on to report the digging of a canal from Borsippa to
Babylon, the defeat of the Hamarana tribe, which had been
interrupting trade in the region, all of which culminates in
the celebration of the akit« festival in Babylon.

55

Included in the account of the conquest of Bit-Yakin is
the receipt of tribute from Arameans, as well as from the
Bit-Amukkani and Bit-Dakukkuri tribes, memb.,.s of th•
Chaldean tribal alliance. 56 There is no reference to
appointment of officials, nor any other indication that the
territory of these two tribes was incorporated into a
provincial system.

The implication is that Bit-Yakin, tha

home of Merodach-Baladan, was treated separately from the
other Chaldean tribes.

It is precisely this territorial

dissociation which seems to be reflected in the separation

-

of Bit-Yakin from the rest of Chaldean territory in the
introductory passage of the Display Inscription.
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Thus, the language of political geography applied to
Chaldea in the introductory passage of the Display
Inscription, including the riverine location of Bit-Yakin,
is part of a more general policy of separating Bit-Yakin
from the other Chaldean tribes.

This, along with the

numerous other riverine characterizations of territory,
demonstrates the manner in which riverine statements serve
to define and delimit territory and demarcate boundaries.
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CHAPTER 5
ALPINE BORDERS
IN THE NORTHERN ZAGROS
The study of the use border terminology and the
geopolitical expression

'Ia

GH, "of (the territory of) GN , "

in the account of Sargon~s eighth campaign known as the
Haiti~•e Ca•pagne has shown that the itinerary structure of
the document functions beyond a simple report of the
Assyrian army~s movement from station to station.

Rather,

the prevalence of the language of political geography,
including border terms and the geopolitical expression,
reveals a concern with the territorial delimitation of the
particular political units involved: Zikirtu, Mannea,
Sangibutu, Urartu, etc.

The purpose of this section is to

understand the language of political geography as it is
revealed in the often elaborate topographic
characterizations which appear in the Haitie•e Ca•pagne.

The Itinerary For•at
As noted, two of the itinerary formulas in the Haiti~•e
Ca•pagne include river crossings, 1 while a third includes a

..,
mountain crossing.L

The reports of the Assyrian kings

crossing mountains and other physical barriers clearly
function as aspects of the heroic- king motif.

However, the

appearance of these river and mountain crossings within the
itinerary formulas, where the king ~s movement from one
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territory to another is reported, points to the boundaryforming function of the river or mountain which is crossed.
Inasmuch as the king is said to enter a new territory after
the crossing, the river or mountain serves as a border
between the territory from which the king disembarks and the
new territory which he enters.
'
Indeed, the initial date formula of the Huitie•e

Ca•pagne includes the itinerary formula accompanied by a
river crossing:

ultu al Kalha al !arrutiya a••«~•a Zaban
elu ina kistatlsu ~a•ris ebir
From Calah, my royal city, I marched
forth and feroc!ously crossed a swollen
upper Zab River.
Since the itinerary format is meant to describe the
movement of the king from one station to the next, i.e.,
from one territory to the next, these other features of the
itinerary formulas, including the mountain and river
crossings, as well as the characterizations of topography,
must be considered aspects of political geography.

That is,

they serve to distinguish, define, and delimit the territory
of the various political units mentioned in the itinerary
formulas.

Together with the ruled lines and/or the

itinerary formulas, both of which serve as narrative
boundaries, the topographic features serve as physical and
political boundaries.
To support this thesis, the itinerary style must be
examined in more detail.

The itinerary style of the

Huiti~•e Ca•pagne is neither a new feature, nor is it
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restricted to documents considered examples of the "letter
to the god" genre.

It appears in the account of Sargon's

campaign of the sixth regnal year according to the stele
discovered by L. Levine and T. Cuyler Young in western Iran,
though the campaign narratives of the stele are dated by
regnal year in the style of Sargon's Annals. 4

In addition,

the itinerary format appears in the inscriptions of earlier
kings which are considered annals, not letters to the god.
These include the Annals of Adad-nerari II (911-891>, 5
Tukulti-Ninurta II

(890-884), 6 and Ashurnasirpal II

(883-

859).7
The itinerary style first appears in royal inscriptions
during the reign of Adad-nerari II, in an inscription which
also represents an early manifestation of the eponym system
of dating campaigns in royal inscriptions. 8

Ten eponym date

formulas, each preceded by a ruled line, are followed by a
-

v~

passage which begins ina qibit Rssur, "by the command of
Cthe god> Ashur," and includes an eponym date formula which
A
reads ina Si•ani ina li•e
anni••a,
"in the month of Simanu

in this (same) eponym."

The campaign continues with action

in Hanigalbat and Guzanu, including the crossing of the
V

Habur River, activity at the source of the Habur, and

v

V

culminating in the imposition of tribute. 9
The final ruled section preceding the report of the
king's building activity employs the itinerary style.

10

In

this repsect, the itinerary style marks the culmination of
the campaign narrative.

The first itinerary formula refers
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to the topography of the campaign.
ina girriya•a eli fiddi Habur
ina al Rrnabani Ju bedakv

Ju

asbat
'

During my campaign, I took up a position
on the bank of the Habur River.
In 1 the
city of Arnabani I spent the night.
Within this section, there are seven examples of the
itinerary formula.

V

Each example includes the verb attu••us,

"I marched forth," in the first half of the formula, with
the second half displaying some variation.

The seven

examples are as follows:
i~tu al Rrnabani attu••us ina al 'IJabite bedak, "I marched
forth from Arnabani (and) spent the night at Dabite."
iJtu al 'IJabite attu••us ana al Sadini erub, "I marched forth
from Dabite (and) entered Sadini. 11
istu al Sadini attu••u; ina al Kisirri bedak, "I marched
forth from Sadini and spent the night at Kisirri."
istu al Sikiri attu••ul ana al G.atni erub, "I marched forth
from Sikiri and entered Qatni. 11
Habur assakan
iftu al G.atni attu••uf ina •at Ebusi ina •uhhi
vv
..,
bedak "I marched forth from Qatni, I pitched camp for the
night in the land of Ebusi along the vHabur River."
i°1tu •at Ebusi attu••us ana al 'IJu.r-adu.k-ana-pani erub, "I
marched forth from Ebusi and entered the city of Dur-adukana-pani."
iftu al 'IJur-aduk-ana-pani attu••us ana •at Laq~ ana al
RsCki:Jurih Bar-Rtara •ar Halube ukalln_ni la alik, "I marched
forth fro~ Dur-aduk-ana-pini (and) went to the land of Laqe,
to the city of Askiuri~, (which) Bar-Atara, son of ~alube,
held."

The entire section consists mainly of these itinerary
statements along with statements regarding the collection of
tribute and taxes.

Together with the fact that the passage

is appended to the campaign narrative, the pure itineary
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form, largely devoid of other types of material found in
royal inscriptions, suggests that the passage may reflect
the wholesale incorporation of a separate itinerary
document.
As noted, the itinerary-style passage in the
inscription of Adad-nerari II includes references to the
riverine topography of the campaign.

The association of the

itinerary format with topography is more even clearly
expressed in the Annals of Tukulti-Ninurta II and
Ashurnasirpal II.
The extant version of the Annals of Tukulti-Ninurta II
contains three date formulas each followed by an itinerary
formula.

12

The first appears two lines beneath a ruled

line, while the other two immediately follow a ruled line.
In each case, the date is given according to month, day, and
eponym.

In the first itinerary formula, the march begins

from Nineveh.

The two others describe campaigns untertaken

from the city of Ashur.

V

All three formulas use attu••us, "I

marched forth," in the first half.

The part of the formula

which describes the destination is broken in the first
example.

The two remaining formulas vary with regard to the

way in which the destination is described.
V

One has ina

~

nerebe sa sad Kirruri erubu, "I entered the passes of Mt.
Kirruri," while the other has ina HI CJ issakan bide, "in
the pa[sses of GN] the camp was pitched for the night."
In addition, most of the material follows the last date
formula, with only short campaigns described in the first
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two sections.

The last section, which follows the third

date formula, is also divided by additional itinerary
formulas, mostly in the form i f tu GH1 attu••uS ina GH2

issakan bede, "I marched forth from GN1, in GN2 the camp was
pitched for the night."

Occasionally, aqterib, "I

approached," replaces issakan bede in the second half of the
formula.
The Annals of Ashurnasirpal follow a similar format.
The opening of the campaign account is dated ina ~ urra t

sarriit i ya ina •ahr
f pal ~ ya, "at the consecration of my
V
reign, in my first regnal year."

13

The remainder of the

inscription is dated according to eponym, with a total of
seven eponym date formulas, representing six separate
.

eponyms, appearing.

14

The seven eponym date formulas in the Annals of
Ashurnasirpal II appear as follows:

I, 69:
ina I i ae annfaaa Rbu iia 24 ina qibit Rssur Iitar ilani
rabati beleya iltu a l Ninua attu••us ana alani la Jep t ad
Nipur u s ad Pa~ata sadd: dann'ii.ti lakn'ii. Iii a lik, "In this
(same) eponym, in the month of Abu, twenty-fourth day, by
the command of Ashur and Ishtar, the great gods, my lords, I
marched forth from Nineveh and went to the cities situated
at the foot of Mt. Nipur and Mt. Pasata, mighty mountains."
I, 99:
ina li•e 1atti fu•iya,
name ••• "

"In the eponym of the year of my

I, 101:
/\
ina li•e anni••a ina al Ninua usbaku, "In this (same)
eponym, while I was residing in Nineveh ••• "

II, 4~:
ina li•e Be l-aku ina al Ninua usbakuni, "In the eponym of
Bel-akti, (while) I was residing in Nineveh ••• "
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II, 86-87:
~
ina Si•anu a• 1 ina li•e Sa-ili•a-da•qa narkabati a••anati
adke Idiglat etebir ana •at Ka••uhi etarab, "In the month of
Simanu, the first day, in the epo~ym of Sa-ilima-damqa, I
mustered my chariots and troops, crossed the Tigris River,
and entered the land of Kummuh.
III, 1-2:
ina Si•anu «• 22 li•e Dagan-bel-nasir iltu al Kalhi attu••al'
Idiglat etebir ina lep a••~ti la Idigalt •addattuv •attu
attahar ina al Tabite assakan bedak, "In the month of
Simanu, twenty-second day, eponym of Dagan-bel-na~ir, I
marched forth from Calab and crossed the Tigris River.
I
received much tribute on that bank of the Tigris River.
I
pitched camp for the night in the city of Tebite."
~

III, 92-93:
ina li•e ~a.a1-nuri ina qibit Rlfur bele rab~ beliya ina
Ululu
20 i.ftu al Kalhi atta••as Idiglat etebir ana •at
V
,,
~
Gepani attarad, "In the eponym of Samas-nuri, by the command
of Ashur, the great lord, my lord, in the month of Ululu,
twentieth day, I marched forth from CalaO, crossed the
Tigris River, and descended upon the land of Qepani. 11

u•

As in the case of the Annals of Tukulti-Ninurta, the
date formulas in the Annals of Ashurnasirpal, particularly
those which present a full date in terms of month, day, and
. db y 1·t·1nerary f ormu 1 as. 15
eponym, are o ft en accompanie
Curiously, these correspond to the first and the last three
eponym date formulas in the inscription.

The last two

examples describe the march from the city of Calah, using
the verb atta••as, and include a report of the crossing of
the Tigris River.

The example which precedes these two

describes the mustering of the troops followed by the river
crossing, wherein the river crossing itself seems to
replace the atta••as expression.

The first example has the

king marching forth from Nineveh, again using the verb

atta••af.

In this case, however, there is no river

crossing.

Rather, the destination is a mountain range,
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characterized as ladd~ daDD«ti,

"mighty mountains."

While the itinerary formulas which accompany the eponym
date formulas in the Annals of Ashurnasirpal display a
certain amount of variation, particularly in the second half
of the formula which announces the destination, they all
clearly involve the movement of the army from one territory
to another.

That they include topography is an indication

that the latter also serves to distinguish one territory
from another, and to identify and delimit the territory of
destination.
In addition, date formulas reporting the month and day
appear between the various eponym date formulas in the
Annals of Ashurnasirpal.

Three of these appear within the

section introduced by the eponym date formula assigned to
- .
16
Dagan-b -e 1 -na~1r.

All three describe the king marching

V
forth from the city of Calah, employing the verb attu••as,

followed by the crossing of the Tigris river and the second
half of the itinerary formula.

The river, thus, serves as

the boundary between Assyria and the campaign~s destination.
Two other examples show a connection between the
itinerary formula and topographic boundaries. 17

Both

formulas refer to the king residing in Nineveh and are
followed by the report of information reaching the king
regarding hostile activity in the territory in question.
This then becomes the pretext for the campaign.

In the

first example, the report of information is followed by a
somewhat modified itinerary formula.

17 2

ana 1ad Kasi£ri attabalkat ana al Kinabu
al dannuti5u Xa Hulai aqterib
~

I crossed over to the Mt. Kasi~ri (and)
approached the city of Kinabu, the
fortified city of Hulai.
~

Here, the mountain crossing replaces the verb atta••as'
in the standard formula.

In the second example, the report

of information reaching the king is followed by a date
formula in terms of month and day, as well as an itinerary
formula.

istu al Kalizi atta••al Zaba 1aplf
etebir ina nerebi sa al Babite erub
Radanu etebir ana Jep ~ad$ sad Si•aki
kal u•eya aqerib
I marched forth from the land of Kalizi,
crossed the lower Zab River and entered
the pass at the city of Babite.
I
crossed the Radanu River and spent all
day approaching Mt. Simaki.
In this instance, there are two river crossings, as well as
other references to the topography, all included as part of
a date formula together with an itinerary formula.
Morever, itinerary formulas appear throughout the
document unaccompanied by date formulas.

The pattern seen

with regard to those itinerary formulas which accompany date
formulas prevails in these cases, as well.

That is, the

first half of the formula generally includes the verb
~
atta••as,
or some variant form, while the second half

displays more variation, employing phrases already noted in
connection with the date formulas.
For our discussion, however, the most important feature
of the itinerary formulas in the Annals of Tukulti-Ninurta
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II and Ashurnasirpal II is the rather consistent appearance
of topographic boundaries, particularly rivers and
mountains, which are embedded within the formulas.

A vast

majority of the itinerary formulas in these inscriptions
include either a river crossing, a mountain crossing, the
characterization of the formula's destination in terms of a
river or mountain location, or the king taking up a position
along a river or in connection with a mountain.

That these

topographic features are part of the itinerary formula means
that they serve to distinguish the various political units
described in the formula and are, therefore, in a sense,
boundary forming.
As discussed in Chapter Three,

18

many of the formulas

which introduce itinerary sections of the Haiti~•e Ca•pagne
include the language of political geography, either in the
form of boundary terminology, particularly
or the geopolitical expression,
of) GN.

Ia GH,

•ifr«

and

pa!«,

"of (the territory

These expressions serve as epithets to the toponyms

mentioned in the itinerary formula.
In addition, the formulas often include river or
mountain crossings, as well as other features of the
topography.

While the mountain and river crossings can be

considered examples of the king's heroic deeds, their
inclusion in the itinerary formulas, together with the other
aspects of political geography appearing in those formulas,
points to their significance as border crossings.
The inclusion of mountain and river crossings within
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the formulas introducing itinerary sections also takes place
in the account of the campaign of Sargon~s sixth regnal year
as it is reported in the stele discovered by L. Levine and
T. Cuyler Young in the village of Najafehabad in western
Iran. 19

The campaign narratives of the stele are dated by

regnal year, using the system found in the Annals from
Khorsabad.

Following the defeat of A~lur-le~~ of Karalla,

an event which seems to be reported in a fragmented section
of the Annals also assigned to the campaign of the sixth
regnal year,
Zagros.

20

the king enters the territory of the central

At this point, the narrative begins to reflect the

itinerary style found in the Huiti~•e Ca»pagne. 21
Between the entry into the central Zagros and the end
of the campaign narrative, the formula employed for
introducing itinerary sections of the Huiti~•e Ca»pagne,

ultu GH1 attu»us ana GH2 aqterib, "I marched forth from GN1
and approached GN2," appears fourteen times on the stele.

22

.
23
Three of these include river crossings,
one reports a

mountain crossing, 24 and another describes the entrance to a
mountain pass.

25

What distinguishes the itinerary formulas of the stele
from those of the Huitie•e Caapagne is the absence from the
stele of the border terms and the geopolitical expression
which are so prevalent in the Huiti~•e Caapagne.

Yet, both

documents show evidence of the border-forming character of
rivers and mountains with the reports of river and mountain
crossings embedded within the itinerary formulas.
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The Boundary-for•ing Feature of Hountains
The discussion concerning the riverine location of
territory in southern Mesopotamia as reported in the
inscriptions of Sargon and Sennacherib has demonstrated the
border - forming character of rivers. 26

While the itinerary

formulas indicate both mountain and river crossings, it is
the alpine characterization of territory that is most
prevalent in the accounts of Sargon's campaigns in the
northern and central Zagros.
Topographic characterizations of territory in the
mountains of the Zagros, particularly as they appear in
Sargon's Huitie•e Ca•pagne and in similar documents, are
replete with the language of political geography.

This

involves not only the border-forming quality of mountains,
but aspects of resource and ethnic geography as well.

The

elaborate depictions of topography in the Huiti~•e Caapagne,
therefore, function beyond aspects of the heroic-king motif,
or as a way of entertaining a crowd gathered to hear the
report of the king's annual campaign.

Topographic

characterizations in the Huiti ~•e Ca•pagne serve to delimit
territory and to settle issues of boundaries in foreign
territory.
One indication of their boundary-forming quality is the
appearance of boundary terms in connection with mountains,
in the Huitie•e Ca•pagne and elsewhere.

As noted, the

introductory passage of Sargon's Di splay Inscription
characterizes Median territory as Xa pat sad Bikni,

•
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"bordered by Mt. B1"kn1· .u 27

A s1m1
· ·1 ar re f erence appears 1n
.

the Nineveh A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon. 28
Border terms also appear in connection with the
mountains of the northern Zagros.

In the Huiti~•e Ca•pagne,

the territory of Gizilbundi is characterized as
V
•
v' dd "'
.... . asar
.,
n"!/!2-!\ sa
2na
sa
e nesut2
ruqte
usba•a ina Xid •at Hannaya u •at Hadaya
ki•a gilri parka,

A district situated in remote mountains,
a distant place barring the border?ijf
Mannea and Media like a barricade.The term Jidda is used to denote parallel boundary axes
of property granted in the Babylonia boundary-stone
inscriptions, 30 and refers to the river bank in some of the
riverine characterizations of territory seen in connection
with riverine-boundary formation in southern Mesopotamia. 31
In this case, the land of Gizilbundi serves as a boundary
marker between two territories, a sort of topographic
boundary stone.
The term it~, another border term, is a l so used in
connection with territory in the northern Zagros.

The term

is used on several occasions in the Uishdish section of the
,
32
Huitie•e Ca•pagne.

That Uishdish represents a frontier

zone between Assyrian controlled territory and the kingdom
of Urartu is indicated by the fact that the section of the

Huiti~•e Ca•pagne immediately following the Uishdish section
refers to the city of Ushqaya as birti rablti rel •ifri la

•at Urarii "a great citadel at the head of the border of
Urartu."

33
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One example of border terminology in the Uishdish
section of the Huiti ~•e Caapagne involves Mt. Uwaush.

The

elaborate topographic depiction of Mt. Uwaush in the

Huiti~•e Caapagne qualifies it as an easily recognized
boundary marker, much like the mountains of Gizilbundi,
which marked the border between Mannea and Media. 34

Indeed,

the description of Mt. Uwaush includes border terminology.
~

etiq ite;u ina Xibit i•hulli zuaursu
i11abbitu
•
v
Whoever crosses its borde 3~ his body is
smitten by the evil wind.
Clearly, this statement is connected to the heroic-king
motif, in that the king is able to conquer this difficult
terrain.
term.

36

Yet, the word it ~ has been shown to be a border
By traversing it, the king crosses at least a

physical boundary, if not a political one.
As noted, Ursa is twice charged with the seizure of
Uishdish, which is called "a district of Mannea."
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The

Uishdish section also includes a kind of royal apologia,
wherein the righteousness of the Assyrian king is contrasted
with the mendacity of the enemy.

At one point, the Assyrian

king claims that he was not responsible for the outbreak of
hostilities.

While there is no topography involved, the

passage further demonstrates the border issues in the
district of Uishdish •

-

-

--

..,., 2. t e" Ursa aat Urartaya patti aatisa
assa
rapaXti• Ia etiqa ina seri la ~qqa daae
qara d e1a ••• qati asIIsu·
0

I swore to him (the god Ashur> that I
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did not cross the borders of Urartu, the
boundaries of his broad land, I did not
pour out the blood_§f his warriors on
the battlefield ••• ~
Moreover, the inscriptions of Sargon offer further
indications that the territorial dispute between the
Assyrian king and Ursa of Urartu in the northern Zagros
focused on control of Mt. Uwaush.

In the Annals from

l<horsabad, the narrative concerning the campaign of the
sixth regnal year involves the anti-Assyrian conspiracy,
V
.
inspired by Ursa and undertaken by the saknu.t:z,

of Mannea.
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"governors,"

The anti-Assyrian action included the slaying

of Aza, the son of Iranzu and an Assyrian ally, and the
abandonment of his corpse, on Mt. Uwaush.

The Assyrian

action in response included the flaying of one of the
conspirators, Bagdatti of Uishdish, on the same Mt.
Uwaush.
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This type of reciprocal action appears symbolic.

The abandonment of the corpse of Aza on Mt. Uwaush signifies
control by the conspirators over that region.

Sargon~s

action serves to symbolize his renewed contro1. 41
The routing of Ursa and his forces is described in both
the Annals and the Display Inscription from l<horsabad, as
,

well as in the Hu.itie•e Ca•pagne.
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The outline of events

as described in the Annals on the one hand and the Haitie•e
Ca•pagne on the other is much the same.

captured 260 of the enemy.
horse and fled.

The Assyrian king

The Urartian king mounted a

Sargon proceeded to chase the enemy between

Mt. Uwaush and Mt. Zimur, wreaking havoc on the enemy forces
along the way.

Where the Display Inscription differs is in
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specifically locating the defeat of the forces of Ursa in
Mt. Uwaush.

diktu fa Ursa •at Urartaya ina Xad UwauX
1adf •arsi aduk•a 250 ;er sarrutilu ina
qati Ufabbit
I inflicted the defeat of Ursa the
Urartian in Mt. Uwaush, a treacherous
mountain.
Two hundred fifty members of
his royal entourage I captured.
While the details differ, both the Annals and the
Display Inscription include within the section dealing with
the battle in Mt. Uwaush a report of the restoration of
territory which had been transferred from Mannean to
Urartean control.
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This is further indication that the

border issues involved varying claims to the region of Mt.
Uwaush.
What is most significant, however, is the use of the
other aspects of political geography, including resource and
ethnic geography, which serve, particularly in the Huitie•e

Ca•pagne, to legitimize the Assyrian understanding of what
constituted the border between the territory of Mannea, an
Assyrian ally, and the kingdom of Urartu.

Examples of

resource geography abound in the account of the Huitie•e

Ca•pagne.

In many instances, they appear in connection with

those aspects of political geography discussed thus far,
that is, border terminology and the geopolitical expression

.,

sa GH, "of (the territory of) GN.

11

In this respect, the

appearance of resource and ethnic geography must be
considered aspects of the identification and delimitation of
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territory.

That is, they function as means of

distinguishing and, thereby, delimiting the territory of the
various political units.
An example of resource geography can be found in the
Ushqaya section of the Haitie•e
' Ca•pagne with regard to the
city of Aniastania, which is called bit. sagallat.efa, "the
place of his (Ursa~s) herds(?)," and is located ina •ifir

•at Sangibati birit. al U;qaya a al Tar•akisa, "along the
border of Sangibutu between Ushqaya and Tarmakis.a. 1144

That

the description of the region~s resources is placed
alongside the border language and the explicit description
of the location of the town is an indication that it also
serves to identify and delimit the territory surrounding the
city of Aniastania.

'
As noted, the Ushqaya section of the Huitie•e
Ca•pagne
is followed by the section which is introduced by a formula
describing the land of Bari.

The itinerary formula includes

the geopolitical expression, which assigns Bari to the territory of Sangibutu. 45

As in the case of Aniastania, the

characterization also includes aspects of resource geogra-

-v

.,

-

phy, describing the land of Bari as takulti balisu sa •at.

"'""
Sangibuti iqabbasani,
"(which) they call his choice grazing
land (lit. the trust of his herd) of the land of Sangibuti."
This is immediately followed by the reference to the cities

" ina •at. Dall~ya
of Tarui and Tarmakisa, characterized as sa
V

-,,I,/

V

ta•erti bit se isu •atti epsu, "which are built in the land
7

of Dalla, a plain, a great grain (growing) region. 1146
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That the formulas introducing the itinerary sections of
the Haiti~•e Ca•pagne frequently employ either border terms
or the geopolitical expression sa GH,

"of

(the territory of)

GN," as a way of describing the movement of the king from
one political unit to another has been discussed. 47

Since

the formula referring to the land of Bari includes a
description of resources, the latter also functions as a
means of identifying the new political unit.

Presumably,

the description of resources in the land of Dallaya serves
the same purpose.

In addition, the characterization of the

land of Dallaya as a plain is an example of the use of
topography to identify and delimit territory.
As noted, the formula which introduces the Ushqaya
section of the Haiti~•e Ca•pagne characterizes the city as
birti rabiti re~ •isri fa •at Urar~i,

•

the head of the border of Urartu."
explicates the border issue.

"a great citadel at

This statement clearly

The passage which follows the

introductory formula is also replete with examples of the
various aspects of political geography, including border
terminology, resource and ethnic geography, as well as
characterizations of the topography.
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All of this material

seems designed to justify the Assyrian king~s claim with
regard to the location of the Urartian border.
In this section, Ushqaya is also said to be ina nerebi
1a -.at Zaranda,

"at the entrance to the land of Zaranda," an

example of the geopolitical expression.

The land of Zaranda

is described as nagi kiaa dalti edlat•a kal~t

•ar

;ipri, "a
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district which, like a bolted door, kept out the messengers."

Zaranda is further characterized as

iDa lad Hallawu sad burali pulukkis'
as~t•a eli ta•irti •at Sabi ~utalbu~at
v•
- ..,.
sarurzs,
In Mt. Mallawu, the juniper mountain
jutting out like a promintory over the
plain of the land of Subi, clothed in
spender.
The term pulukki s' applied to the mountain may be
another example of border terminology used to describe

itt,

aspects of mountainous terrain, much like the use of
used of Mt. Uwaush, and pa ~u, used af Mt. Bikni. 49

It is,

therefore, the topography of the land of Zaranda, located in
the Mallawu Mountains, to which the "locked door" image
refers.

The characterization of Mt. Mallawu as a "juniper

mountain" is an example of resource geography, wherein the
territory is identified in terms of the natural resources ta
be found in the region.

The passage, thus, combines border

terminology with features of the topography, as well as
resource geography.
The passage then goes on to describe the special
equestrian skills possessed by the people of this district,
presumably Zaranda •
..,_

-9"

-

A

V

-

-

nise asibut Dagi suatu iDa •at Urarti
•al ba1 ~ le~ J t sis~ pithalli• la is~ u
ta.l ll~uD
v
In all the land of Urartu, there were
none ta compare with the people of this
region (as regards) ability with horses
and cavalry.
This is then contrasted with the lack of horsemanship in the
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land of Subi, described as nagi
Hannaya iqabb~1uni,

la

Dis€

.at

.

Urarti

.at

"a region which the people of Urartu

call Mannea.

11

All of this can be seen as aspects of ethnic

geography.

The fact that the people of Zaranda are

considered skilled equestrians in the land of Urartu, while
the people of Subi are not, serves to distinquish the two
peoples and to locate the people of Subi outside of Urartian
territory.

That the people of Urartu refer to the Subians

as Mannean further legitimizes the distinction that is first
offered in terms of ethnic geography.
Thus, beyond the reference to Ushqaya as being located
on the border, the elaborate characterizations of the
political geography of this region, including the
topographic characterizations, seem intended to establish
the fact that Urartian control begins at Ushqaya, which
protects the passes leading to the land of Zaranda in the
Mallawu Mountains, but that the plain of Subi, which the
fortress overlooks, is not part of that territory, but
should be considered, like Uishdish, part of Mannean
territory.

Beginning with the rel •ifri, the Assyrian king

is in the recognized Urartian sphere of influence.
To the Urartian, Mt. Uwaush marked the border, beyond
which he apparently recognized Assyrian-allied control.

In

the Ushqaya section of the Huiti~•e Ca•pagne, the Assyrian
king claims Uishdish, including Mt. Uwaush, as well as the
plain of Subi, locating the border at the entrance to the
land of Zaranda in the Mallawu Mountains.

The Huitil;ae
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Ca•pagne employs descriptions of the mountainous topography,
as well as ethnic and resource geography, to legitimize the
Assyrian king 7 s claim, and to counter the Urartian king 7 s
claim to territory associated with Mt. Uwaush.
The use of topographic characterization as an aspect of
border formation can also be seen in Sennacherib s so-called
7

"letter to the god." 50

Aspar t

o f S ennac h er1"b s campaign 1n
7

•

•

Palestine, the document describes the king s attack on the
7

city of Azeqa.

The passage includes border terminology

together with a graphic description of the topography.

al Rzaqa bit tuklate~u sa ina biriCt
•iJsriya u aat YaudiC ••• J ser uban lad:
!akin ki•a ziqip patre par;illi la nibi
V
A V
A
ana sa•e saqu •••
Azeqa, his stronghold (lit. house, or
place of his trust>, which is between my
borders (i.e., territory) and the land
of Judea[ ••• ) situated atop the mountain
peaks like the point of iron daggers 51
without number, as high as heaven •••
The passage is intended to draw the border between
Assyrian controlled territory in Philistia and the
independent kingdom of Judea.

Such being the case, it is

important to note that Azeqa is located in the lowlands of
Judea, the rolling hills situated between the mountains of
Judea and the sea, a region known in Hebrew as the 1efelah.
It could hardly be located on a particularly imposing
mountain.

An accurate description of the topography

appears, therefore, to be subordinated to the requirements
of border formation.

That is, the mountain is described in
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these grandiose terms in order that it qualify as a proper
border marker.
So far, the discussion has demonstrated the use of
border terms in connection with mountainous terrain,

'
particularly in Sargon's Haitie•e
Ca•pagne.

In several

instances, the border-forming quality of mountains has been
clarified.

The combination of border terms, topographic

characterizations, resource and ethnic geography have been
shown to be important tools in the delimitation of territory
in the northern Zagros.

We are now in a position to better

understand the significance of the rather elaborate
topographic characterizations found in the Haiti~•e Ca•pagne
and elsewhere.

The prominent features associated with the

high peaks of the northern Zagros make them easily
recognizable boundary markers.
As noted, the territorial dispute between Sargon and
the Urartian king, Ursa, for control of the northern Zagros
focused on the Mannean district of Uishdish.

It appears

that Ursa meant to encroach on Mannean territory, using the
prominent Mt. Uwaush to mark the border between Urartian
controlled territory and territory controlled by the proAssyrian factions in Mannea.

While the location of the

Urartian border at Ushqaya in the Haiti~•e Caapagne was
meant to challenge the Urartian king's border claims, it
appears that Mt. Uwaush marked the border between the
Mannean district of Uishdish and the plain of Subi which lay
beyond the mountain.

Presumably, the prominent appearance
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of the mountain made it a suitable boundary marker.

The

Huiti~•e Ca•pagne describes Mt. Uwaush in graphic detail.
lad U1t1aui ;adi rabt la itti likin urpati
.
"'
"' ••• r2sasu
.,.. v-"' sa
" 2s
. "'t u a•
- sa" 't 2.
2na
qere b sa•e
zer liknat napisti• asarsu la
etiqu ••• ClJa e•uru duruglu u issur ~a.:
•upparlu ferus la iba~u•a ana ~~sC •••
J
-qina• sadu zaqru sa ki•a selti patri
zaqpu•a hurri natbak 1ad1 ••• ina u•~e
rabati uv dannat k«ffi ~aqa~tu ~utardu •••
ialgu urru u •«Su serussu kit•uru etiq
it~Xu ina 1ibit• i•hulli
zu•urlu
...
issabbitu
✓.,,.

Mt. Uwaush, great mountain, whose peak
touches upon the cloud formation in the
heavens, which from days of old, no
creature has crossed ••• , nor seen its
remote regions, and no bird has flown
over •••
high mountain, sharply pointed
like a dagger (with) fissures and
mountain canyons ••• in the peak of
summer and the height of winter, snow
falls day and night, covering it.
Whoever crosse5?its border is smitten by
the evil wind. This depiction involves not only topography, but also
meteorological conditions, as well as a point concerning the
absence of certain fauna.

Naturally, all of this could be

considered aspects of the motif of the heroic king who
overcomes formidable physical barriers.

Yet, the boundary-

forming quality of this mountain has been noted. 53

As such,

the prominent features of the mountain make it an easily
recognizable boundary marker.
In addition, the section of the Huitie•e Ca•pagne
following the announcement of the campaign, expressed in
terms of the date formula, the march from Calah, and the
crossing of the Zab River, and preceding the first itinerary
section 54 is replete with the language of political
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geography as it has been defined here, including examples of
the geopolitical expression

la

GH, "of (the territory of)

GN," mountain and river crossings, resource geography, and
graphic depictions of topography.

As noted, this section

does not strictly follow the itinerary format of the rest of
the document.

However, the itinerary formula is represented

in the numerous appearances of terminology connected with
the second half of the formula which describes the
destination.

For example, after crssing the lower Zab

River, the king enters a mountain pass, using a form of the
verb itrubu,

"to enter," which was seen in several examples

of the itinerary formula.

ina nerebi la lad Kullar 1adi zaqri fa
•at lullu•i 5a •at Za•ua iqabb~luni
etarba
I entered the pass of Mt. Kullar, a high
mountain of the land of Lull~~~ which
JJ
they call the land of Zamua.
While the mountain is described in generic terms, the
passage includes an aspect of ethnic geography in reporting
on the various ways of referring to the territory in
question.
Another passage describes a mountain crossing,
including a graphic depiction of the topography.
terminology of mountain crossing has been noted in
connection with the itinerary format.

ina birit lad Hikippa lad Upa ffaddt
el~ti sa gi•ir ise hitlupuaa qerbisun
e;ituaaa pitluhu ne~eb1un ki•a qifti
ereni eli ta•e;ti<su>nu sillu tarsu•a
0

.

.

Again, the
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-v

_

V

_

V

V

alik urhisunu la iaaaru sarur Saasi
etiqaa V
I passed between Mt. Nikippa (and) Mt.
Upa, high mountains completely covered
with trees, such that their inner
regions are confusing, their passes
frightening, casting a shadow over the
plain like a cedar forest.
Whoever
travels their paths 5gnnot see the
splendor of the sun.
While the imposing character of the mountains could
constitute an example of the heroic-king motif, the graphic
depiction of topography also serves ta identify and define
the region.
An equally graphic depiction is provided far Mt.
Simirria, where the king established an encampment.
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The

passage continues with various mountain and river crossings.
In one intance, the fragrant aroma of the flora in a
mountain region is reported, representing an example of
resource geography.

The descent into the land of Surikas is

expressed in a manner which reflects the itinerary formulas
of the Huitieae Caapagne, including the use of border
terminology.

ana aat Surika1 nag £ l a aat Hannaya 1 a
pa~i • a t Karalli u a a t Rllabria attarad
I descended upon the land of Surikas, a
district of Mannea bordering on the !~nd
of Karalla and the land of Allabria.
That rivers are boundary forming has been demonstrated
in the study of riverine borders in southern Mesopotamia.
The boundary-forming quality of rivers can also be seen in
the river crossings which are often included in itinerary
formulas found in Assyrian royal inscriptions, including
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Sargon~s Huitieae Caapagne.

Since the itinerary formulas

describe the movement of the king from one territory to
another, the river serves as a boundary.
Many of the itinerary formulas include mountain
crossings.

Moreover, the evidence of the Huitieae Ca•pagne

has demonstrated the significance of mountains in the
determination of the border between Assyrian controlled
territory in the northern Zagros and the kingdom of Urartu.
The two mountains upon which the border dispute focused, Mt.
Uwaush and Mt. Mallawu, are characterized in vivid detail in
'
the Huitie•e
Caapagne.

The characterizations include

features of the topography, including atmospheric
conditions, resources, flora, and fauna, as well as ethnic
geography.

Since the issue is border formation, these

characterizations serve to identify the mountain and thereby
mark the border.

Thus, topography in Assyrian royal

inscriptions must be considered an aspect of political
geography.
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PART II
EXCHANGE OF TERRITORY

CHAPTER 6
SEIZURE OF TERRITORY
There are a number of themes in Assyrian royal
inscriptions which involve the transfer of territory.

These

can be distinguished in terms of three basic means by which
control of territory passes from one party to another.

One

involves what might be called expropriation, that is, the
hostile seizure of territory from Assyria, or one of its
Contrariwise, territory conquered by

allies, by an enemy.

the Assyrian king is brought under Assyrian control through
a process of annexation.

Territory can also pass peaceably

from Assyrian control to the control of another party by
means of a land grant.

The discussion will focus on the

first two processes, since they are most frequently
represented.
In many repsects, the themes of seizure and annexation
are related.

Like other instances in these narratives, the

theme of enemy expropriation is stated in relation to a
military campaign.

Each act of expropriation requires some

form of restitution, which takes place in the course of the
campaign and is, in a sense, its justification.

That is, an

act of seizure creates an imbalance which must be rectified
through reconquest and restoration of the former status quo.
What happens to territory reclaimed in this way amounts to
an intricate literary web of territorial issues such as
annexation, province formation, and grants of territory, the
latter often associated with the language of regime
194
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establishment.

As a result, it is often difficult to

analyze the individual motifs within the tightly-knit fabric
of the narrative.

What can be demonstrated, however, is

that the inscriptions of Sargon provide a number of
intricate accounts of territorial issues surrounding the
various types of exchanges of territory.

The quantity and

intracacy of these narratives is not found in the
inscriptions of later kings .

The seizure of territory by an enemy is most often
1
expressed by a form of the verb eke•u.

A passage from

Sargon~s Cylinder Inscription, 2 which generally reports the
king~s military exploits in short participial epithets,
demonstrates many of the territorial issues surrounding the
hostile seizure of territory.

The passage names Mita of

Musku (Phrygia), then app l ies to the Assyrian king the

-

-

- -

..,

_..,,

epithet, •utir Vhalse
•at Gue ek•ute •urappisu pulungesun,
,
"the one who restores the s e ized fortresses 3 of the land of
Que, extending their borders."

4

This passage notes the role

of the Assyrian king as the restorer of expropriated
territory, while the phrase •urappi]u pulunge/un connects
the event with the issue of borders. 5
Many of the same themes appear in the expanded version
of affairs in Phrygia found in the Annals from Khorsabad,
where the account of the campaign of the seventh regnal year
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includes two variant versions of an encounter with Mita,
both of which refer to cities belonging to the territory of
the land of Que.

6

The second account qualifies the status

of the cities as hals~,
"fortresses."
V
•

Both versions refer

ta the past, during which Mita had seized the cities, using
the simple third person subjunctive, eki•u.

In the first

passage, the Assyrian king conquers and despoils the cities,
with no report of their ultimate political disposition.

In

the second passage, however, the role of the king as
~

vv

restorer is indicated by the phrase asrussun uterra, "I
(re)turned ta their (proper) place." 7

Seizure of Territory in Hannea
Like the language of political geography, the
complexity of these territorial issues in the inscriptions
of Sargon is best exemplified in the various narratives
involving the kingdom of Mannea in the northern Zagras
region, and its king, Ullusunu.

Territorial issues

involving the fragmented nature of Mannea has been discussed
in Chapter Three.

There, it was noted that Mannea consisted

of a number of districts, whose rulers often exerted
independent power.

This is mast apparent in the Urartian-

sponsored rebellion of several Mannean governors against the
pro-Assyrian ruler in Mannea.
It was also noted that the internal complexity of the
Mannean kingdom made it a suitable stage far the carrying
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out of the struggle between King Sargon and the Urartian
A major

ruler, Ursa, for control of the northern Zagros.

issue in Sargon's campaign narratives relating to Mannea is
the seizure of Mannean territory by Ursa.

8

The issue of the seizure of Mannean territory as
expressed by farms of the verb eke•u becomes a paint of
overlap among numerous inscriptions of Sargon.

Yet, while

the root term remains consistent, the form and structure of
the various usages differ.

A comparison of the various

versions of these events reveals a certain ambiguity as ta
the details of the transfer: which territory is seized from
wham and by wham.

Ultimately, this ambiguity may arise from

the internal complexity of Mannea, and the internal
territorial issues involved.
An early account o f affairs in Mannea appears on the
prism fragment from Ashur.

9

In this case, the account of

the sixth reganl year refers to events that are said to have
A
transpired iDa alak girriya
•ahri,
"in the course of my
v

previous campaign."

According to the prism fragment,

Ullusunu became subject ta Assyrian authority in the course
of that previous campaign, i.e., of the fifth regnal year.
The prism then goes on ta describe Ursa's undermining of the
defensive arrangements made in Mannea, which becomes the
pretext for the new campaign.

sa

•at

12 halsesu daDDati
eli •at Urarti
RDdia •at Ha iri aDa kadi Dad~ eki~t u•a
usahhir •assu
7

I

vV
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12 of his (Ullusunu~s> strong
fortresses, which were founded as
outposts against Urartu, Andia and
Na~iri, he <Ursa> seized from hiTo
reducing (the size of) his land.
It is important to note that the fortresses are clearly
under the control of Ullusunu.

Their seizure results in the

diminution of his territory.
So far, all of this material seems to be connected with
the former campaign, the fifth of the prism.

As the account

of the sixth reganl year resumes, the king proceeds to
conquer and despoil the outposts, stationing therein troops
of his own, as well as those of Ullusunu.

A certain sense

of balance is restored in the return of the seized cities to
Assyrian and allied control.
In seeking the parallels to this narrative in later
inscriptions, one must bear in mind that Sargon~s prism
inscriptions generally date campaigns one year earlier than
the corresponding narratives in the Annals from Khorsabad. 11
This would mean that the campaign of the sixth regnal year
in the Ashur Prism should correspond to the account of the
seventh regnal year of the Annals.

If the alak girrlya

•ahrf
of the prism refers to the campaign of the previous
V
regnal year, the fifth, this would correspond to the sixth
regnal year of the Annals.

12

However, the only correspondence between the account of
the "the previous campaign" in the prism and the campaign of
the sixth regnal year of the Annals is the report of the
submission of Ullusunu.

The account in the Annals reports
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Ullusunu's continuing anti-Assyrian activity following the
defeat of the conspirators and his own accession to the
Mannean throne.

It is the threat of the approaching

Assyrian army which ultimately induces Ullusunu~s
surrender.

13

The prism, at least the surviving remnants of

it, makes no mention of Ullusunu~s complicity in the initial
anti-Assyrian conspiracy involving Ursa and the faknuti of
Mannea, as reported in the Annals. 14

Ullusunu remains a

loyal ally in the prism account, and the fortresses appear
to be restored to something of their former status.
In the Annals from Khorsabad, the account of Ursa's
seizure of Mannean territory is assigned to the campaign of
the seventh regnal year.

15

This account involves the

conspiracy of Ursa of Urartu together with a certain
Dayaukku, called iakin

•at

Har>niiya,

and directed against Ullusunu.

"governor of Mannea,

11

Embedded within the terms of

this conspiracy expressed as acts of lying and slander, this
version of events includes the statement, 22 biratila 16
eki•ia,

"twenty-two of his citadels he (Ursa> seized from

him (Ullusunu)."

As in the Ashur Prism, tha cities were

presumably under the control of Ullusunu.

However, in this

case, the recapture of the cities does not lead ta the
restoration of the prior condition.

Rather, the strongholds

.
17
are conquered and apparen tl y annexed t o Assyr1a.

'
Sargon~s Haitie•e
Ca•pagne also refers to Ursaps
sei zure of Mannean territory.

The first reference involves
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the Assyrian king's initial march toward the territory of
Uishdish, called nag£ la •at Hannaya Xa Ursa ekiaas,
district of Mannea which Ursa seized. 1118

"a

The end of the

Uishdish section in this document describes the seizure in
A

V'

-

similar terms, with one additional phrase: naga sa •at
V
Hannaya sa
Ursa eki•a•a
ra•anasv atirra,

"a district of

Mannea which Ursa took and claimed (lit. turned) to
himself. 1119

In this case, the text goes on to describe the

destruction of towns in the region, whose provisions were
used to supply the Assyrian army.

20

There is no explicit

indication as to the final disposition of this territory.
The interesting feature of these episodes is the
ambiguity that they contain.

So far, each statement of

seizure has included the verb eke•a, in most instances
modified with some variation of the 3 m.s. dative suffix.
While the true dative meaning could be applied, i.e., he
(Ursa) seized for him(self), there remains a certain
ambiguity in that the suffix could be interpreted as an
ablative, i.e., he (Ursa) seized from him (Ullusunu).

The

one example that does not apply the suffix, the second

'

example from the Huitie•e Ca•pagne, substitutes the phrase
../

ra•anas atirra,

"he turned to himself."

Since this locative

phrase seems to substitute for the suffix in the first
example, the dative significance of the other suffixes seems
assured.
However, the analysis is further confounded by the
appearance of ekeaa in the account of the eighth regnal year
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of the Annals.

In this narrative, the pursuit of Ursa

between Mt. Uwaush and Mt. Zimur 21 includes a reference to
the district of Uishdish.

sa

•at Ui;idi~ •atu Dag~
•at HaDDaya
eki•a~~u•a aDa UllusUDU •at HaDDaya
addiD
Again, the use of the dative suffix results in a
certain ambiguity.

There are at least two ways to translate

this passage.
The land of Uishdish, a district of
Mannea, I seized from 2 ~im (and) gave to
Ullusunu the Mannean.
The land of Uishdish, a district of
Mannea, (which) he (Ursa) seized fro~ 4
him, I gave to Ullusunu the Mannean.
Each of these choices presents difficulties of its own.

The

first case would involve an ablative suffix, with the king
as subject and Ursa as object, as opposed to the dative
meaning determined for the earlier passage.

The ablative

significance of the suffix would also represent a rare
example of the Assyrian king~s seizure of territory
expressed in terms of eke•u, a term that seems to be
reserved for seizure of territory by foreigners.

Moreover,

it would mean a change of subject, an alternation that could
only appear with this class of verbs.

To assume the dative

meaning, as in the second choice, would relfect a situation
in which the king is granting land for which there is no
statement of conquest.
Unfortunately, the material dealing with the transfer
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of Mannean territory as reported in Sargon~s Display
Inscription only adds to the confusion.

What is described

here is not the seizure of the twenty-two citadels by Ursa,
but rather Ullusunu~s offering the cities as a bribe to
Ursa.

22 birati ki ta tiiti iddinl u
•
he gave him ursa) twenty-two citadels
as a bribe.
7

25

In this case, the transfer is connected with the initial
anti-Assyrian conspiracy, corresponding to events of the
sixth regnal year of the Annals.
However, the narrative proceeds with details found in
the account of the eighth regnal year of the Annals.

26

As

in the Annals, the pursuit of Ursa is interrupted by a
report concerning the transfer of territory.

This report

represents a blending, or dovetailing, of language found in
two separate narratives in the Annals.

22 birati sa Ullusunu •at #annaya
eki•aisu•a ana •ifir •at R~1ur utirra
Twenty-two citadels of Ullusunu the
Mannean I took from him <Ursa) and 27
(re)turned to the border of Assyria.
The form of the verb eke•u is exactly the same as that used
to describe the seizure of Uishdish from Ursa in the account
of the eighth regnal year of the Annals.

Yet, it involves

not the territory of Uishdish, but the twenty-two citadels,
which are annexed, as in the account of the sevanth regnal
year of the Annals.

Moreover, the passage displays much of
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the ambiguity found in the Annals, offering at least one
other interpretation:
The twenty-two citadels belonging ta
Ullusunu of Mannea, which he (Ursa> had
seize~,
restored to the border of
Assyria.

28

However, the matter does not end there.

The final

disposition of Ullusunu and Mannea in the Display
Inscription is described in a separate section which
includes the reinstatement of Ullusunu corresponding to tha
account of the sixth regnal year of the Annals.

In this

case, re-enthronement is accompanied by a land grant.

.ta

22 birati adi 2 alanilu dannuti
qati Ursa u #itatti eki•a addinru

ultu

Twenty-two citadels together with two of
his fortified cities, which I to2~ from
Ursa and Mitatti, I gave to him.
Several features of this passage connect it, at least at a
terminological level, to the grant found in the eighth
regnal year of the Annals.

The cities granted are said to

have been seized, eki•a, from Ursa of Urartu and Mitatti of
Zikirtu, just as Uishdish had been seized in the Annals.
The term of granting, nadiinu, is also common to the two
narratives.

30

Yet the territory granted is the twenty-two

citadels, not Uishdish.

Indeed, references to Uishdish in

the Display Inscription are restricted to the initial
conspiracy of the iaknuti and the punishment of Bagdatti.
It is neither seized nor restored, nor is it explicitly
connected with Ullusunu or Mannea.
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Thus, in each case in which territory is seized by the
Assyrian king, it does not remain under direct Assyrian
control, but is ultimately transferred to another party.

31

This further confirms the distinction between seizure,
largely applied to foreigners, and Assyrian annexation.
Vet, while the two inscriptions from Khorsabad offer much
the same terminology, subtle alternations of structure and
usage p r oduce two significantly different passages.

The

complexity of the analysis of these passages seems to
represent a concern for territorial issues; an attempt to
place complex territorial relations into a simplified
terminological framework.

Other Rcts of Seizure
That the word eke•u is largely restricted to instances
of illicit seizure by an enemy can be further demonstrated
by passages in Assyrian royal inscriptions referring to the
seizure of private property.

As in the instances of the

seizure of territory discussed so far, the seizure of
private property also requires a restitution.

In Sargon's

Annals and Display Inscription, the reference is to private
property belonging to certain citizens of the ancient
centers of northern Babylonia--Sippar, Nippur, Babylon, and
Borsippa--which had been seized by the Sutu tribe allied
with Merodach-Baladan.

u•e

eqlatl1unu Ya ultu
ull~ti ina e1lti
•ati Suti eki•a•a ra•anussun utirru
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Their fields, which in those days,
during (the period of) disorder in the
land, the Sutu people had se!~ed and
turned over to themselves •••
Note that the statement of seizure is the same as the one
'
applied to Ursa~s seizure of Uishdish in the Huitie•e

Ca•pagne.

While the two inscriptions from Khorsabad agree

with respect to the seizure of this property, the
discription each offers of its restoration to its rightful
owners varies.

The Annals offers an expression containing

features that are mostly familiar, but with one anomaly.

kisurr:funu ek•uti utir afrul'sun
their seized 3 ~oundaries I restored to
their place.
The border language presented by the term kisurr~ is
.
th ese 1nscr1p
.
. t·ions. 34
rare in

That it is explicitly

connected with eke•u is a feature of boundary language not
noted so far, although border issues were observed in
connection with the cities of Que seized by Mita as it is
described in the Cylinder Inscription.

In the Annals, the

phrase describing the restoration of the cities of Que is
the same *alru• turru seen here.
Somewhat surprising is the statement of restoration
found in the parallel passage in the Display Inscription.
.

~V

~A.

V

.

-

kisurresunu •asuti sa ina dilih •ati
ibba~lu usadgila panul'l'un
~
their forgotten boundaries, which had
been disregarded during (the time of)
troub
in the land, I reassigned to
them.

3~
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A new element is introduced in this passage in the form of
the statment of restoration, *panu• i udgulu, "to (re)assign,
hand over."

36

This vocabulary is found elsewhere.

Quite

A

similar to the Sutu seizure of private property in the
inscriptions of Sargon is the account of the seizure of
fields belonging to citizens of Babylon and Borsippa by
~

V

Samas-ibni, king of Bit-Dakkuri, as reported in the Nineveh
A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon.

Here, the seizure is

described in terms that seem to parallel the eke•a
expression found in connection with the seizure of private
property in the inscriptions of Sargon, though the term

eke•a is not used.
ta eqlet; •are Babilani a Barsip ina
parikte itbalii.a utirru ra•anuI
who carried off the plowed fields of the
citizens of Babylon and Borsippa
force and turned over to himself.

~Y

The restoration of this private property is stated in terms
reminiscent of the private-property passage in Sargon~s
Display Inscription.

eqleti s:tina utir•a pan •ar• Babili u
Barsip uTadgil
I returned these fields and assigned them
to t~e ci~~zens of Babylon and
Bors1ppa.
Thus, the seizure of private property also requires an
act of restitution on the part of the Assyrian king.

In
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the remaining examples from the inscriptions of Sennacherib
and Ashurbanipal, the act of restoration is expressed in
terms of the statement *ana •ifir •at R-:lur turru,
Cre)turn to the border/territory of Assyria."

11

to

The same

expression was applied to the twenty-two Mannean cities in
the inscriptions of Sargon.
In the Oriental Institute Prism of Sennacherib (H2>,
the seventh campaign against Elam begins with an account
concerning two cities which had previously been under
Assyrian control, but which had been seized by the Elamites.

al Bit-Ha iri al Ras~ alani la •isir •at
R~sur la ina tar~i ~bbeya Ela•u eki•u
- .V
d ananzs
7

Bit-Ha~iri <and) Ra~a, cities of the
border/ territory of Assyria, which in
the period of my fat~ 9rs the Elamites
had seized by force.
In this case, the cities were clearly considered part of
Assyrian territory, which the Elamites had seized.
Curiously, the Mannea passages in the Prism B
inscription of Ashurbanipa1, 40 which provide the sole
examples of the language of territorial exchange in the
inscriptions of this monarch, also present an interesting
combination of themes and expressions found already in
Sargon~s Mannea passage and in the Elam passage of
Sennacherib discussed above.

Here, the Manneans themselves,

under the leadership of Ahseri, are involved in two
instances wherein they are subjects of the verb eke•u.

The
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first case involves seizure described by means of language
reminiscent of the seizure of Mannean territory by Ursa in

'
Sargon's Huitie11e
Ca11pagne.
alani la li111et al Pattiri la ina tersi
sarrani abbeya 11at H~nnaya eki11u ana
raaani5unu utirru
Cities!~ the environs
Pattiri
which in the
kings, my fathers, the
seized and turned over

of the city of
period of the
Manneans had
to themselves.

In this case, i t is not clear whether the cities had
previously been under the control of Assyria or an
independent city of Pa~~iri.
A similar event takes place following the king's return
to Assyrian territory, as indicated by the expression akbusa

.

111isir 11at Rslur.. "I stepped across the border of Assyria."
That the cities listed are considered part of Assyrian
territory is explicit in the statement of seizure,
reminiscent of the statement of Elamite seizure in
Sennacherib's Oriental Institute Prism.

alani aahruti ;a 111isir 111at Rstur sa ina
tersi Ja;rani abbey~ eki•u 111at Hannaya
Cities formerly of the border of Assyria
which in the period of the kings my
fathers the Manneans seized.
In each of these passages, the sequel describing the
Assyrian king's actions in response to the seizure involves
-

v..,

some form of the expression *ana •ifir 111at Rssur turru,
turn over to the border/territory of Assyria."

"to

While this it

appears to be a simple statement of annexation, there are
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numerous difficulties encountered in connection with this
expression.
Whether turru should be translated "to return to" or
"to turn over to" depends upon the former status of the
territory in question.

If the territory is described as

having formerly been under Assyrian control, then the
statement amounts to an act of restoration or restitution.
If, however, the territory is said to have been under the
control of another party, then the statement would appear to
refer to an act of Assyrian expropriation and annexation.
While the two issues, restoration and annexation, may be
related in that irredentist claims are often used as a
pretext for conquest and annexation, the distinction should
not be overlooked.
In addition, the classification of the expression *ana
aisir a a t

nIXur turru as a statement of annexation can also

be questioned.

In the Display Inscription of Sargon, the

twenty-two Mannean cities, to which this statement is
applied, are eventually restored to the control of
Ullusunu.

42

In this case, the statement of annexation could

be considered a kind of propaganda device.

The king asserts

control over the cities, then, in an act of beneficence
grants the cities to Ullusunu.
More important, however, is the nature of control
implied in the statement.

That is, the expression itself

does not indicate the instruments of control and political
organization.

Thus, in order to fully understand this and
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similar expressions, the nature of Assyrian control of
conquered territory must be examined.
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ENDNOTES
1. CRD E, p. 65-66, s.v. eke•a, offers the translation 'to
annex, conquer~ in the heading to this section.
Vet none of
the individual examples are rendered this way.
While there
is some merit to this translation, it seems useful to
distinguish this expression from the specialized terminology
used to designate Assyrian annexation of territory.
As
noted in CRD, the term eke•a is also used in legal texts to
indicate private property that has been seized unlawfully,
and it is this meaning that seems to apply here.
2. Lyon, Keilschrifttexe Sargons, 1-12, 31-39.
The Cylinder
Inscription of Sargon is found in four copies written on
barrel-shaped cylinders. Commemorating the dedication of
the palace at Khorsabad, the inscription must have been
composed at roughly the same time as the wall inscriptions
from Khorsabad.
3. Von Soden, RHw, translates both aaif« (pp. 313-314, s.v.
!Jalf«C•J II> and birta (p. 129, s.v. birtaC•J I> as
"Festang," "fortress." CRD H, p. 51, s.v. tJalfa translates
halsa as "fortress," or "fortification," while in CRD B, p.
~61; s.v. birta A, birta is rendered "citadel, castle (as
part of a city)" but also "fort." Indeed, variants of
Sargon~s Annals (Lie, Sargon, 16:101) alternate the two
terms.
While an analysis of the two terms cannot be
undertaken here, it seems worthwhile to distinguish them in
translation.
4. Lyon, op. cit., 4:24.
5. In the more common form, *•ifri rappufa, this is a
standard epithet of Assyrian kings, found often in
introductory passages of royal inscriptions.
See CRD M/2,
p. 115, s.v. •ifra.
In both Annals (Lie, Sargon, 32:200)
and the Display Inscription <D. 31>, Ambaris of Tabal is
accused of sending messages described as sa ekeai •isriya,
"regarding the seizing of my borders/territory," to Ursa of
Urartu and Mita.
6. Lie, Sargon, 20:118-120; 22:125- 126.
A campaign assigned
to the thirteenth regnal year of the Annals (Lie, Sargon,
66:445 = D. 150> is undertaken by an official called
res'iya ¥akin sa •at Qae, "my courtier <acting as> the
governor of Que." B. Landsberger, Sa•"al: Stadien zur
Entdeckung der Rainenstatte Karatepe (Ankara: Druckerei der
turkischen historischen Gesellschaft, 1948), 77, apad E.
Forrer, Die Provinzeinteilung des assyrischen Reiches
<Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung 1920), 71, dates
the formation of the province of Que to the reign of
Shalmaneser V.
For the language of province formation, see
Chapter Seven.

sat
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7. In the introductory passage of the Nineveh A Prism
inscription, Esarhaddon describes himself as Ia ilani aatati
sallii.ti ultu qereb al R§sur ana a~rTsunu utirra, "who
returned all of the despoiled gods of the lands from the
city of Assur to their (proper) places."
8. The situation may be reflected in a letter <RBL 381) to
King Sargon from one of his agents describing an uprising
that was taking place among Manneans residing in Urartian
controlled cities along the coast of Lake Urmia.
Cf. Levine
Geographical Studies, 115, who identifies the district
referred to in the letter as Uishdish.
As noted in the
previous chapter, this territory seems to represent the
border land of Mannea facing Urartu •
9. E. Weidner,

.,,

"Silkan(he)ni,"
46:14-25.
..,

10. See also Huiti~•e Caapagne, 76, where the city of
Panzish is called birti~u rabiti ~a eli aat Zikirte aat
Rndia ana kadi nadat, "his (Ullusunu's) great citadel
founded as an outpost against the land of Zikirtu and the
land of Andia." The sequence ekeau:aatu suh!Juru seems to be
the semantic opposite of asru• turra:aarappi's' pulungu seen
in Sargon's Cylinder Inscription as applied to the province
of Que.
11. This discrepancy is a result of the attempt by the
scribes who composed the Annals to fill in material for
years in which the king did not campaign.
It is worth
noting, however, that while the campaign narrative of the
Ashur Prism itself is dated according ta regnal year, the
previous campaign is designated as girru, a dating system
used during the reign of Sennacherib in an effort, according
to Tadmar, to overcome the problems inherent in the dating
by regnal year.
See above, pp. 28-29.
12. Lie, Sargon, 12:78-14:89.
13. Lie, Sargon, 14:83-88.
14. One version that is dated earlier than the Ashur Prism
fragment is found in the Sargon stele published by L.D.
Levine, 5telae7 which was composed shortly after the
campaign of the sixth regnal year.
The role played by
Ullusunu in this rather fragmented account is difficult to
discern.
15. Lie, Sargon, 16:101-18:104.
16. The Annals account from Room V of Khorsabad has halse.
v
• .
"fortresses." See Lie, Sargon, p. 17 n9.
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17. The expression is ana •isir •at Assar atirra, "I
turned over to the border/te.:-ritory of Assyria." For
annexation, see Chapter Seven.

19. Haitie•e Ca•pagne, 163. The use of the word turra in
this expression connects it with others that also describe a
territorial exchange such as *alru• turru used in connection
with the restoration of the cities of Que seizured by Mita
of Musku in the account of the seventh regnal year of the
Annals, as well as some of the language of Assyrian
annexation.
In this regard, it may be said that eke•u is
annexation by an enemy, as suggested in the CAD translation.
20. Ibid.,

164-166.

....

21. This particular episode is described in the Haitie•e
Ca•pagne, 145.
22. Lie, Sargon, 24:136-137.
23. So Lie, Joe. cit., and CADE, p. 66, s.v. eke•u
24. This is the interpretation preferred by Levine,
"Contributions to the Historical Geography of the Zagros in
the Nee-Assyrian Period." Ph.D. diss., University of
Pennsylvania, 1969, 160.
His published account of these
affairs, Levine, Geographical Studies, 114, mentions only
the original seizure of Uishdish by Ursa.
25. D. 39.
26. Compare D. 42-43 to Lie, Sargon, 24:134.
While there is
no mention of Mt. Zimur, as in the Annals and the Huitie•e
Ca•pagne, much the same language is used in the two
inscriptions from Khorsabad.
27. D. 44.
28. This is the interpretation offered by Winckler, Joe.
cit.
29. D. 52.
30. This is the terminology used in the land grants
published by J.N. Postgate, Neo-Assyrian Royal Grants and
Decrees (Rome: The Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969).
31. A somewhat similar circumstance involving the Assyrian
king's seizure of territory from one party within the
context of the establishment of second party's regime can be
seen in the account of Tarhunazi of Meliddu assigned to the
tenth regnal year in the Annals from Khorsabad <Lie, Sargon,
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34:204 ff., restored from the inscription of Room Vat
l<horsabad).
In this case, the territory is placed under the
control of the new regime.
32. Lie, Sargon, 64:9-10; D. 135-136.
While the text of the
Annals is fragmentary, it appears to have included the same
material as the Display Inscription.
33. Lie, Sargon, 64:11.
34. CflD I<, p. 434, s.v. kisurr~, translates as both
"boundary" and "territory." Cf. flHN, p. 488, s.v. kisurrd.
While the kisurr~ article in CRD translates kisurr~ in this
passage as "territory," the term is translated "boundary" in
CflD B, p. 176, s.v. baialu, with regard to the related
passage in D. 136.
As kisurrd illustrates, the word is
frquently found in Babylonian boundary-stone inscriptions
and in Middle Babylonian royal inscriptions in contexts
relating to boundary-stones.
In the instances cited here,
we are dealing with Babylonian private property.
Therefore,
the term can be considered a Babylonian term.
35. D. 136.
36. See CflD D, p. 141, s.v. dilou, which translates
usadgila panus!un as "I reassigned to them." CflD D, p. 25,
s.v. dagalu defines the expression as "to hand over."
flHw,
p. 150, s.v. dagalu has "ubertragen." Both CflD and flHw
distinguish this meaning of the expression from the one
involving subjugation to a king.
37. Nin A,

III, 64-66.

38. Nin A,

III, 67-68.

39. DIP 2, 39:55-57.
40. There are two relevant passages in this inscription: B,
III, 52-56; B, III, 71-81.
These details of the campaign
are omitted from the later inscriptions.
Otherwise, the
various naratives are much the same, and contain many of the
other themes found in the Mannea passages of Sargon.
These
include internal rebellion, which becomes a popular theme in
the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.
In the case of Ahseri,
the rebellion includes the abandonment of the rulers corpse
by the insurgents, a theme applied to the pro-Assyrian Aza
in the inscriptions of Sargon (Lie, Sargon, 12:81; D. 38.
41. In the Nimrud inscription of Sargon, Winckler,
Keilschrifttexte Sargons, 170:12, Mannea is mentioned with
l<arallu and Pattiri.
Since Sargon~s Annals mentions A~~urle~u of l<arall~ and Ittf of Allabria in connection with
0
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Ullusunu~s anti-Assyrian activity (Lie, Sargon, 14:84- 85),
we may assume that Pattiri is equivalent to Allabria.
42. D. 52.

CHAPTER 7
THE STATUS AND ORGANIZATION

OF
CONQUERED TERRITORY
The subject of Assyrian organization of conquered
territory is complex.

To begin, one confronts

a number of theoretical issues involving the expansion of
any state and the development of empire.
caught in a web of definitions.

Here, one becomes

Terms such as "state,"

"imperialism," and "sovereignty" are not to be treaty
lightly.

Yet, it is not our purpose to treat such

theoretical topics as the nature of the state, centerperiphery relations, institutional restructuring, to mention
but a few of the issues treated by sociologists,
anthropologists, and political scientists. 1
While it may seem simplistic, the definition of
imperialism offered by George Lichtheim offers a good
perspective on the nature of the Nee-Assyrian Empire:
" ••• the relationship of a ruling or controlling power to
those under its dominion. 112

In royal inscriptions, the

Assyrian king~s relationships with foreign rulers and
territories is generally described in terms of the latter~s
subser vience.

However, the inscriptions themselves reveal

var i ous levels and methods of control or coercion in foreign
territory.

This ranges from the delivery of "tribute" by an

otherwise independent ruler to Assyrian annexation of
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foreign territory and its incorporation into the Assyrian
provincial system.
In this chapter, we will present a survey of issues
relating to the nature of Assyrian control of conquered
territory in various regions of the empire.

The survey will

demonstrate that the level and methods of control in foreign
territory as they are reported in Assyrian inscriptions
display certain regional variations.

Both Assyria's ability

to control certain regions, as well as the underlying policy
goals and motivations, engendered various institutions of
control.
As noted in Chapter Three, Sargon's Display Inscription
contains a summary passage apparently reflecting the king's
perception of the borders, as it were, of his domain.

This

is not to say that the passage is meant to delimit borders
in any technical sense, but to define a border or peripheral
zone.

In general terms, one could say that this summary

represents the Sargonid ideal of the extent of Assyrian
dominion.

That is, beyond the rather rough peripheral area

defined by Sargon's summary passage, Sargonid kings tended
to avoid direct Assyrian political control, relying instead
on nominally independent vassals.

Inside the peripheral

area, conquered territory was subject to incorporation into
the Assyrian provincial system.
The study will begin with an examination of those areas
which seem to lay outside the sphere of direct Assyrian
political control.

The focus of the discussion, however,
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will be on the language of annexation and province
formation.

The ways in which the language of annexation and

province formation are combined, as well as the concomitant
instruments of control in annexed territory, will be
examined.

We will then be in a position to analyze some of

the regional issues as they relate to annexation and
province formation.

Finally, we will attempt to show that

some of the language commonly associated with annexation,
particularly the expression *ana •isir
•at R~ fur turru, "to
,
turn over to the border/territory of Assyria," in fact
expresses a more generalized conception of Assyrian control
in conquered territory.

Peripheral Territory: The #est
The patterns of Assyrian expansion reflect a certain
reluctance on the part of Assyrian kings to bring territory
west of the Euphrates under direct Assyrian control.

While

direct control of the mountainous regions west of the
Euphrates was eventually undertaken by Assyrian kings, the
desire to avoid direct involvement in the political
structure of territories located along the coast of the
Mediterranean, particularly the Phoenician and Philistine
city-states, persisted.
The primary function performed by the states along the
Mediterranean coast was maritime trade.

Living in a land-

locked country, the Assyrians were ill-equipped to exploit
the Mediterranean trade, which brought luxury items from
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Egypt, as well as precious metals from the western
Mediterranean, into western Asia.

In addition, the overland

trade routes which linked Egypt with western Asia traversed
the Sinai desert region, forcing a dependence on the Arab
tribes which possessed the skills and equipment needed for
such an expedition.
These factors engendered a number of different patterns
of Assyrian domination in this region. 3

The first Assyrian

king to attempt any form of organized control of the
Mediterranean coast was Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727 B.C.E.)
In 738 B.C.E., the Assyrian king supressed an uprising
staged by a coalition of Syrian states.

Pressing his

campaign to the coast, the king conquered several important
cities in the northern part of the Mediterranean littoral.
These he organized into Assyrian provinces. 4
However, during the years 734-732 B.C.E., TiglathPileser faced another serious threat to his domination of
territory west of the Euphrates.

A coalition of western

kings, including Aram-Damascus, the kingdom of Israel, as
well as the kingdom of Tyre, was supressed in a sweeping
campaign which brought virtually all of Syria and Palestine
under Assyrian domination.

While much of this territory was

brought under direct Assyrian control through incorporation
into the Assyrian provincial system, the coastal states
remained independent, forced only to provide Assyria with
substantial tribute. 5
As noted, Assyrian interests along the Mediterranean
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coast involved the lucrative trade which passed through this
region.

Recognizing their dependence on the well-

established economic institutions of the Phoenicians,
Assyrian kings, nonetheless, attempted to maintain a certain
level of control over trade.

A correspondence between

Tiglath-Pileser III and a certain Qurdi-A~~ur-lamur, who
apparently occupied an important position within the
provincial administration of the northern Phoenician cities,
reveals an attempt to establish trade agreements with the
city of Tyre which would serve Assyrian interests.
document makes reference to

bi~

The

karani, apparently trading

stations, wherein the Tyrian traders buy and sell.

Assyrian

influence extended to the imposition of taxes on the felling
of cedar logs, as well as a ban on trade with Egypt. 6
Assyrian interest in controlling trade along the
Phoenician coast can also be demonstrated from the reign of
Esarhaddon (680-669 B.C.E.>

A treaty between Esarhaddon and

Baal, king of Tyre, demonstrates the nature of institutional
control of trade imposed by Assyrian kings. 7

The treaty

states that all goods arriving by ship in the Tyrian port
technically belong to the Assyrian king. 8

The treaty also

stipulates the specific coastal areas with which the Tyrians
were entitled to trade. 9

Moreover, the treaty stipulates

that no correspondence between the Assyrian king and the
Tyrian king should be opened except in the presence of an
Assyrian official, who is given the title qepa, literally
"trustee."

10

Apparently, the qipa served as a kind of
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diplomatic official who represented Assyrian interests in an
otherwise independent state. 11
Esarhaddon's focus on trade relations in this region is
further confirmed by the steps undertaken following the
defeat of King Abdi-milkutti of Sidon. 12

The Assyrian king

commissioned the building of a rival city in the vicinity of
Sidon, calling it Kar-Esarhaddon <Kar-Rllur-ahu-iddina>.
V

The element kar in this place name is related to the b i t

karrani mentioned in the correspondence between TiglathPileser III and Qurdi-Assur-lamur mentioned above.

The karu

or bit kari, of which bit karrani is the plural form, refers
to a port of trade or trading station.

By building a

separate port of trade and naming it after himself,
Esarhaddon was apparently attempting to exercise complete
control over Sidonian trade.

This would appear to be the

only occassion on which an Assyrian king attempted to
exercise such direct political control in the southern
portion of Phoenicia.
The situation was much the same along the southern
coast, where the Philistine city-states played an important
role in maritime trade, as well as the overland trade
between Egypt and western Asia.

The importance of this

region as a trading center is demonstrated by a rather
unusual arrangement conducted by King Sargon II in the year
716 B.C.E.

13

The account preserved on a clay prism from

Nimrud <Calah) describes the establishment of a karu on the
~

Egyptian border, wherein Egyptians and Assyrians were
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encouraged to mingle and engage in trade.

14

Furthermore,

the Ashur Prism fragment describes the appointment of an
Arab sheikh to oversee Assyrian interests in this region. 15
Thus, the area was not formally incorporated into the
provincial administration of the empire, but the trading
interests of Assyria were overseen by a loyal ally.

16

Further evidence from the reign of Sargon suggests that
this Assyrian king made certain attempts ta exercise mare
direct political rule in Philistia, capturing Hanun, king of
y

Gaza, 17 and appointing Assyrian officials aver the city of
Ashdad.

18

However, reports concerning the third campaign of

Sargan~s successor, Sennacherib, list independent kings
along the entire coast,

19

a situation which is maintained

even after the reported Assyrian conquest of the rebellious
c1·t·1es. 20
Aside from Esarhaddan~s attempt ta exert direct control
aver the city of Sidon, the Assyrian tendency ta maintain
nominally independent states along the Mediterranean coast
continued through the reign of Ashurbanipal.

Reporting an

the first Egyptian campaign, the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal mention twenty anonymous kings of the seacoast
who provided aid ta the Assyrian army. 21

Thus, throughout

the Nee-Assyrian Period, Assyrian kings remained satisfied
with exerting a certain level of control aver trade in this
coastal region, while maintaining nominally independent
native rule.

Peripheral Territory:

The Soath

It could easily be argued that the territory to the
south of Assyria in Babylonia should not be considered a
peripheral zone outside the area of direct Assyrian
political control.

However,

the special nature of Assyrian

rule in the south places Babylonia on the edge of Assyrian
political control in the sense that it was not simply
incorporated into the Assyrian provincial system.

Assyrian

kings faced a multitude of confounding political, social,
and cultural factors in Babylonia which made Assyrian rule
??

complicated and, therefore, tenuous.--

To begin, the status of Babylonia as a religious and
cultural center was not lost on Assyrian kings.

They were

well aware that the ancient Mesopotamian traditions to which
Assyrians fell heir had been originally nurtured in the
south.

The Akkadian language, of which their own Assyrian

language was a dialect, as well as the cuneiform writing
system, were originally developed in southern Mesopotamia.
Southern cities housed ancient shrines wherein were
worshipped some of the same gods revered by the Assyrians.
Also complicating affairs in Babylonia were the rather
complex geographic and demographic circumstances.

The

northern part of the alluvial plain, including the city of
Babylon itself, was inhabited by native Babylonians,
themselves part of a polyglot people, which included

~-

Sumerians, Akkadians, Amorites, and Kassites.L~

The swampy

south, however, was home to a number of Chaldean tribes
alongside an even more diverse Aramean tribal population.
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While the Assyrians could, on occasion, exert control over
the northern segment of the country, their inability to
pacify the tribal south made any kind of permanent rule in
Babylonia virtually impossible.
Throughout the Nee-Assyrian Period, Babylonia was
- 24
divided into provincial districts called pihata.

The

V

nature and distribution of these provinces reflected the
diverse geography and demography of the country.

Some of

the provinces reflected tribal divisions, while others
consisted of territory surrounding the ancient urban
centers.

More often than not, however, the tribal

territories remained outside the jurisdiction of the central
. . t ra t·10n. 25
a d m1n1s

Indeed, the Chaldean tribesmen were

frequently able to control the urban centers of the south
and even to assume sovereignty over the entire country.
The first Assyrian attempt to exert direct political
control over Babylonia occurred during the reign of TiglathPileser III.

From that point forward, Assyrian kings

utilized three basic methods of control in the south, at
least during those periods when Assyrian control was
effective: Assyrian kings ruled Babylonia directly, in a
kind of dual monarchy, they appointed loyal natives as king
of Babylonia, or they appointed members of the Assyrian
ruling family to that position.
In the year 729 B.C.E., Tiglath-Pileser III defeated
Ukin-zeri, an Aramean claimant to the Babylonian throne, and
had himself declared king of Babylonia.

In the year
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722 B.C.E., however, the internal turmoil facing Assyria
following the death of Tiglath-Pileser's successor,
Shalmaneser V, and the accession of the usurper, Sargon II,
gave Merodach-Baladan, chief of the Chaldean tribe known as
Bit-Jakin, the opportunity to assume the kingship of
Babylonia.
Merodach-Baladan was able ta maintain his rule of
Babylonia through much of the reign of Sargon and was even
able ta reassert his authority for a brief period at the
beginning of the reign of Sennacherib (703 B.C.E.>.

He

continued ta harass Assyrian rulers until his apparent death
in 694 B.C.E.
Upon his defeat of Meradach-Baladan in 709 B.C.E.,
Sargon fallowed the lead of Tiglath-Pileser III by
personally assuming the throne of Babylonia.

Though the

documentation far the beginning of the reign of Sennacherib
is sparce, 26 it can be assumed that upon his succession ta
the throne in Assyria, Sennacherib also assumed the kingship
of Babylon.

However, beginning almost immediatley,

Sennacherib was farced to respond ta a series of revolts in
the south.

Two rivals, Marduk-zakir-~umi II, and the

Chaldean arch-rival, Meradach-Baladan, were able ta assume
brief reigns, bath during the year 703 B.C.E.
The suppression of these rebellions culminated in the
installation of an Assyrian puppet, the Babylonian Bel-ibni.
This method of rule proved unsuccessful.

In the year

700 B.C.E., Bel-ibni was removed by Sennacherib, who then
appointed his awn son, Ashur-nadin-~umi, as king of
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Babylonia.

Six years later, the Elamite king, Inshushinak

I, invaded Babylonia, capturing Ashur-nadin-;umi and
installing the Chaldean Nergal-u~ezib as king.

While

~- . he was unable
Sennacherib was able to capture Nergal-usez1b,
to prevent the accession of the Babylonian Musezib-Marduk.
In 689 B.C.E., Sennacherib besieged and conquered the
city of Babylon.

The complete devastation wrought by the

Assyrian king apparently resulted in an eight year period
during which there was no king in Babylon.

With his

accession in Assyria in 680 B.C.E., Esarhaddon also assumed
the kingship of Babylonia and proceeded to restore the
shattered city.
As noted in the Introduction, Esarhaddon provided for
his succession during his reign, such that upon his demise,
his son, Ashurbanipal succeeded him as king of Assyria,
"
v ti
while another son, Samas-sum-ukin
assumed the Babylonian

throne.

This situation prevailed until Ashurbanipal~s

supression of revolt in Babylon led by his brother.

While

there is evidence in the royal inscriptions of Ashurbanipal
for the appointment of officials in the conquered south,

27

those inscriptions are not clear as regards the issue of
ultimate royal sovereignty in Babylonia.

28

Following the

death of Ashurbanipal in 626 B.C.E., Babylonia reverted to
Chaldean rule, ushering in the era of the Nee-Babylonia
Empire.
Details of the nature of the internal administration in
Babylonia during the period of Assyrian domination are not
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particularly c lear and would take us well beyond the scope
of this work.

Suffice it to say that, in theory, it would

seem, the native provincial structure of the Babylonian
kingdom remained intact, with the provincial governments
.
.
k.1ng. 29
responsible to whomever was the officia 11 y re1gn1ng

In practice, it would appear that Assyrian kings preferred
to maintain a pretext of preserving native government,
though the royal inscriptions reveal certain attempts to
intervene in the provincial structure of the kingdom.
That Assyrian kings attempted to control territory in
the south by installing native puppets is not unusual, as
the study of Assyrian control in the west has demonstrated.
The notion that an Assyrian, whether the Assyrian king
himself or a member of the Assyrian royal family, could rule
as king in Babylonia is unique.

Perhaps even more

remarkable is the fact that, at least in some official
.
. 1 ces, th·is was consi"d ere d I egi·t·ima t e. 3 o
Ba b y 1 on1an
cir

Thus,

while Assyrian kings did exert powerful political control
over Babylonia, a semblance of independence was maintained.
When the Assyrian king ruled, he ruled as king of Babylon,
i.e., as the head of a Babylonian polity, not as the head of
an Assyrian provincial structure.

Peripheral Territory: The Northern and Central Zagros
With regard to the northern Zagros, the rather loose
political configuration of the Mannean state was treated in
the previous chapter.

It has also been noted that the
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summary of conquests in Sargon 7 s Display Inscription fails
to mention Mannea.

Like the city-states of the

Mediterranean coast, Mannea remained an independent vassal
despite numerous rebellions against Assyria and pro-Assyrian
parties.
In the central Zagros, the territory occupied by the
nascent Median nation, the situation is even more complex.
In general, the Medes seem to have been organized into
tribal units, with each tribe attached to a particular urban
center.

31

Yet, it appears that we must distinguish between

the Median tribes occupying the Iranian plateau and those
which had infiltrated into the Zagros Mountains.

The former

are often referred to as dwelling in •at Hadaya ruqati,
distant land of Media. 1132

"the

Assyrian kings appear to have

been reluctant to bring this territory under direct
political control.

On the other hand, Median territory in

the Zagros Mountains, specifically, the cities of Kisheshim
and Harhar,
~

~
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was subject to annexation during the reign of

Sargon.
Recently, Stuart Brown has made some valuable
observations on the purpose and effect of Assyrian control
.
Mdin
e ian t erri· tory. 34

Brown s basic thesis is that the
7

period of Assyrian control in the central Zagros witnessed
the development of the Median political structure from one
of kinship to one of kingship, that is, from a tribal
conglomoration to a territorial state.

Furthermore,

according to Brown, the Assyrian method of control in this
region was one factor in this development.
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Assyrian concern was with what Brawn refers ta as the
"economic symbiosis of the Iranian mountains and the TigrisEuphrates basin."

35

In places such as Mannea, which , while

somewhat fragmented, had attained a degree of centralization
in terms of a nominal kingship structure, a system of loyal
vassals enabled the Assyrians to achieve their symbiosis. 36
In the central Zagros, however, the smaller, kinship-based
political structure was less conducive to the kind of
internal manipulation of conflicting parties that was used
effectively in Mannea.
The solution was annexation and province formation.

In

this manner, Assyrian kings were able to affect the kind of
political centralization needed to exploit the economic
resources of the country.

In so doing, however, the

Assyrians offered the Medes a model of centralized political
development, which, according to Brown, precipitated the
rise of the centralized Median kingdom.

By the end of the

seventh century B.C.E., this Median kingdom was powerful
enough to participate in bringing down the Assyrian Empire.

Rnnexation in Theory
In modern theory, the term annexation largely involves
the question of sovereignty.

Annexation is defined as an

••• act of state whereby territory not
previously held under the sovereignty of
that state is acquired.
Annexation
confers all powers of use, exclusion,
alienation, titles to public property
rights, etc., on the annexing state.
Allegiance of the inhabitants of the
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annexed territory is automati 3,11y
assumed by the new sovereign.
As this definition suggests, the extension of
sovereignty naturally involves the adoption of legal and
administrative functions in the annexed territory by the new
sovereign.

In the nee-Assyrian Empire, this would involve

the incorporation of the annexed territory into the existing
provincial system.

Indeed, in one study of the Assyrian

administrative system, annexation is defined in terms of
province formation.
This distinction between tributary
states, which still retained some local
identity, and those lands which were
fully annexed, is often described in the
historical texts.
As soon as an area
was to be incorporated, it was placed
under the a~~hority of a provincial
governor •••
Ultimately, therefore, the determination of the
language of annexation must occur as part of a broader
examination of political organization of conquered
territory.

In order that a term be considered an expression

of annexation, it must occur within the context of other
instruments of control which are more explicit as regards
the extension of Assyrian provincial adminstration to
conquered territory.
In order to test this principle, however, we will begin
by offering examples of what could ostensibly be considered
the terminology of annexation.

We can then examine the

terminology of provincial organization, determining thereby
the extent to which the putative terms of annexation fulfill
the criteria noted above.
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Ter•inology of Rnnexation and Province For•ation
Assyrian royal inscriptions of the Sargonid period
offer four expressions which could tentatively be assigned
One of these refers to the

to the language of annexation.

status of people in conquered territory: *itti nil'e • a t
J\

Vv'

Rssur •anu, "to count with the people of Assyria," i.e., to
That is, the people

consider part of the Assyrian people.

of conquered territory acquire the status of Assyrian
"citizens," apparently bringing these citizens under direct
Assyrian control.
Three other expressions refer to the Assyrianization of
territory rather than people.

The most common of these is

*ana •ifir •at Rliur turru, "to turn over to the
border/territory of Assyria."

-

A variation of this

.,v

""

expression, *eli •i:rir •at Rssur ruddu,

"to add to the

border of Assyria," is found in the inscriptions of
Also found in one passage from the

Sennacherib.

inscriptions of Sennacherib is the expression *ana kudurri

-

..,.,

-

•at Rssur abaku, "to carry off to the boundary (stone) of
Assyria.
Related to the Assyrianization of people expressed as
*itti ni~e •at Rs sur •an~ is the imposition of certain

obligations on conquered peoples which are characterized as
Assyrian obligations.

In certain instances, this involves

,,,

the obligation to deliver corvee labor, termed ilku
.,..
"'"'
.J\
tupsikku, which is characterized as ki- sa
Rssuri,
"as

(imposed on) Assyrians. 1139

There are even instances in
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which tribute, described as biltu and aaddattu, is qualified
in this manner.

40

As for the organization of Assyrian provinces, there
were actually a number of methods employed by Assyrian
kings.

Most often, conquered territory was organized into

new provinces governed by newly appointed provincial
officials.

Officials appointed to oversee Assyrian
v-

_., _

provinces are referred to as sut resz,

"courtiers,"

41

who

are usually appointed with a status described in terms of
some other station, generally that of bel pahati.

4..,

"

~

The

terminology of appointment is generally in the form of the

.,

-

verb sakanu,

"to appoint (lit. set in a position)."

Thus,

the most common expression of provincial organization is 't"at

reii bel paha ti a-;kun,
~

"I appointed courtiers (acting as)

provincial governors."
Alternatively, Assyrian kings employed the option of
aggrandizing existing provinces.

As we shall see in the

detailed regional study, this practice was employed mostly
in the south and southeast, as well as in the region of the
central Zagros.

In the south and southeast, the terminology

involves the authorization of officials from a neighboring
province over the newly conquered territory.

Most

frequently, the officials are given the title fat re~i

sakin, "courtiers (acting as) governor."
authorization is •ina q~te •an;,
of," i.e., to authorize.

The term of

"to count into the hand

Thus, we frequently encounter the

expression •ina qate fut reITya sakin GH aan~,

"I authorized
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my courtier (acting as) governor of GN."
With regard to the central Zagros, the territory in
which the Assyrians encountered the politically diffuse
Medes, aggrandizement of existing provinces is expressed in
different terms.

Here, the language involves the actual

addition of territory rather than the authorization of
officials.

This addition of territory is expressed by the

I\

verb ruddu, "to add."
Another expression relevant to province formation is
.

.

Y~-

.

-

the rather generalized expression *ana essut2 rabatu,
usually taken to indicate a political and administrative
.
t ion
·
reorganiza
a f conquere d t erri·t cry. 43

This phrase most

often precedes the statement of the appointment of
provincial officials.

In addition, there are other, less

frequently employed expressions accompanying province
formation in various instances, including such issues as
tribute, the seating of gods, offerings to the gods, the
erection of steles, the resettling and renaming of conquered
towns and territories.

These will be examined in the

proceeding section.
One of the striking features of the distribution of the
language of annexation and province formation in Sargonid
royal inscriptions is its prevalence in the inscriptions of
Sargon as compared with those of later kings.

The

inscriptions of Sargon include the language of annexation
and province formation for territory encompassing virtually
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every region in which Sargon campaigned: Samaria and Ashdod
in the west; Tabal and Gurgum in the Taurus Mountains;
Mannea and Urartu in the northern Zagros Mountains; Niksam,
Kisheshim, and Harhar in the central Zagros; in Babylonia.
In contrast, this terminology is sparsely attested in the
inscriptions of later kings, and seems to be more regionally
restr i cted.
However, while annexation and province formation are
attested for various regions in the inscriptions of Sargon,
the bulk of the evidence pertains to territory east of
Assyria in the Zagros Mountains, as well as the territory of
Babylonia.

In the inscriptions of Sennacherib, the language

of annexation and province formation focuses almost entirely
on the region of the south-central Zagros, while the few
examples from the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal pertain to
Mannea in the northern Zagros.

Distribution of Ter•inology: The Hest
The inscriptions of Sargon include accounts of the
king~s subjugation of the territory of Samaria at the
.
.
b eg1nn1ng
of

h.is reign.
.
44

Relevant material can be found in

a badly mutilated passage in the Annals from Khorsabad,

45

in

the Display Inscription from Khorsabad, 46 and in the roughly
contemporaneous account of the king~s campaigns as reported
in the Nimrud Prism. 47

While the passage in the Annals is

broken, both the Display Inscription and the Nimrud Prism
refer to the appointment of officials. 48
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However, the three passages differ with regard to the
language accompanying the appointment of officials.

In

this case, as elsewhere, the terminology seems to overlap.
That is, each expression contains elements found in one of
Yet, the arrangement of elements is

the other passages.

different, resulting in rather significant variations.
Both the Annals and the Display Inscription from
Khorsabad refer to tribute imposed on the territory.
each case , the tribute is characterized.
-

V

In

The Annals

,'\

mentions 11addattu ki sa Rssuri, "tribute as (imposed on)
Assyrians," while the Display Inscription reports the
imposition of biltu ;'arri 11ahrf,
"the tribute of the former
.,
king."

The latter could be construed as tribute imposed on

an independent vassal state, while the former suggests
annexation in that the obligations imposed are characterized
as the same obligations imposed on Assyrians.

Like the

Annals, the Nimrud Prism explicates the status of the people
of the territory, but without reference to tribute: itti
,,_

-

..,..,,

-

V

-

•

nise 11at Rssur a11nusunutz, "I counted them part of the

Assyrian people."

This variation of terminol.ogy seems to

reflect a certain ambivalence with regard to the status of
conquered Samaria.
Located amid the inland mountain region of Palestine,
Samarian territory had been subject to Assyrian annexation
since the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III.

As noted, however,

the coastal region of Syria and Palestine was generally not
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annexed by Assyrian kings, but maintained as independent
vassal kingdoms.

Sargon's treatment of the Philistine city

of Ashdod appears to be an exception.
With regard to Ashdod, the passage in Sargon's Annals
is the best preserved, though the Display Inscription seems
to have contained much the same text.

After describing the

conquest of three cities in the area, Ashdod, Asdudimmu, and
Gimtu, the text proceeds with the disposition of this
territory.
ilini

lunUti ana e;IUti asbat niSe

•atati kisitti qateya i~i Iibbi alesib
~ut resiyCaJ bel./'ahati
ellsanu askun
itti ni~e •at Rfsur~ a•nusunuti•a

These cities I reorganized.
I settled
(in them) peoples of the lands, the
conquest of my hand.
Courtiers (acting
as) provincial governors I set over
them • . 1 5 5ounted them with the people of
Assyria.
Here, a separate theme is introduced, namely, the
resettlement of conquered peoples, presumably deportees,
into territories that are described in the language of
51
.
.
f orma t ion.
·
annexa t ion
an d province

This is the extent of the provincial organization of
territory in the west under Sargon.

Under Sennacherib, the

Mediterranean coastal region is described mainly in terms of
vassal kingdoms, as is the inland kingdom of Judea.

The

Nineveh A Prism inscription of Esarhaddon, however, reports
the conquest of the city of Sidon, employing the expression

.

*ana •isir •at Rssur turru within the context of province
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formation.

The passage represents the only example of

province formation in this inscription.

Following the

flight and capture of Abdi-Milkutti, king of Sidon, the
narrative describes what appears to be the building of a
rival city.

sarrani •at Hatti u ahi t~•ti• kali;unu
ina asri san1•• a ala ~sepil•a al Kar~slur-agu-iddina attabi niblssu
I had the kings of the land of Hatti and
the sea coast, all of them, build a
c~ty on another 52 ite, and I called it
Kar-Esarhaddon.

/

This is followed by the conquest of a list of cities,
described as sa li•et ~idunni, "in the environs of Sidon,"
whose final disposition is narrated as follows:

nise hubut qa;tiya la Iadde u t~•ti• sit
Sa•si u ina libbi uselib•a ana •isir •a~
~ilur utTr nag~ ~uatu ana essuti a~bat
sat resiya ana paguti elilunu askun
biltu u •andattu eli fa •a9ri utir•a
e•issu
People, plunder of my bow, from the
mountains and the sea of the rising sun
I settled there. I turned (it) over to
the border/ territory of Assyria.
This
district I reorganized, setting my
courtiers as provincial (governors) over
them.
I restored their tribute and
gifts more t~~n before, imposing it
(upon them).
The passage, thus, represents thorough political
reorganization, including the language of annexation,
renaming, resettlement, and the appointment of officials.
Moreover, this passage also displays the rare juxtaposition
of these themes with that of tribute imposition, which is
generally reserved for independent vassal states.
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In addition to this arrangement in Sidon, Esarhaddon~s
Zenjirli stele describes the king~s political arrangements
following his initial conquest of Egypt.

54

This represents

Assyria~s first attempt to affect direct control over
affairs in Egypt, an historically

powerful but, at this

time, somewhat amorphous kingdom on the periphery of
Assyrian expansion.

In this instance, the arrangement

involves the appointment of numerous officials, including

larrani, "kings,

II

laknii.ti, "governors,

II

patJati, "provincial

governors," as well as qepani, "trustees," who, as noted,
were often appointed to oversee Asyrian interests in nominally independent states.

In addition, the verb of

appointment is paqadu, a term rarely used in province
formation, reflecting, perhaps, a somewhat unusual
arrangement.
In fact, the list of appointed officials seems to
reflect the entire internal political apparatus of the
Egyptian regime.

-"~
reszya,

It should be noted that the term

"my courtiers," is absent from the list.

lut
This

suggests that the king was not appointing Assyrian
provincial officials, but native government officials,
exercising control over the internal affairs of Egypt
without actually incorporating the territory into the
Assyrian provincial system.

The attempt to maintain this

method of control was undertaken by Esarhaddon~s successor,
Ashurbanipa1. 55
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Distribution of Ter•inology: The Northwest
The language of annexation and province formation
appears in the inscriptions of Sargon relating to two
countries located in the Taurus Mountain region of Asia
Minor: Gurgum and Tabal.

The Tabal passages
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present a

number of territorial issues bearing on the political
structure of Tabal.

In the Display Inscription, the

protagonist, Ambaris, is called simply "the Tabalean."

In

-

the Annals, he is called "the Tabalean, king of BitBurutis,"
" while the Nimrud Prism refers to him by the sole
title "king of Bi t-Buruti ~ ."

All three passages make

reference to an apparent land grant involving the territory
of Cilicia (Hilakku),
which was given to Ambaris by Sargon
V
when Ambaris assumed the throne of Tabal.

Thus, there is

some ambiguity as to what exactly constituted the kingdom of
Tabal and the extent of the territory ruled by Ambaris.
The ambiguity regarding the political structure of this
territory carries over into the passages describing the
final political arrangements following Sargon's defeat of
Ambaris.

The Display Inscription describes the organization

of territory without mentioning specifically which territory
fell subject to Assyrian political organization.

The Annals

and the Nimrud Prism, on the other hand, list Bit-Burutis
and Hilakku as the territories which Sargon subjected to
Assyrian provincial control.
All three passages mention the appointment of officials
in the conquered territory: fut rellya bel pahati
eliiunu
,J
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V

askun, "I appointed my courtiers (acting as) provincial
governors over them."

However, as in the case of Samaria,

the concomitant material involves a variety of terms
expressing certain overlapping themes.
In the Display Inscription, Assyrians are settled in
the conquered territory and assigned tribute obligations:

biltu •addattu ukin elil un, "I imposed tribute obligations
upon them."

These themes of settlement, Assyrian status,

and obligations also appear in the Annals, but with some
significant variation.

In the Annals, the territory is

settled not with Assyrians, but with other conquered
peoples, who are obliged to provide tupfikki Rlfuri,
"Assyrian corv~e labor," i.e., corvee labor generally
supplied as the obligation of an Assyrian.

While the Nimrud

Prism does not mention settlement, it employs the expression
abarril usarbif,

"[the lands] I caused to dwell in

(peaceful) pastures."

This is followed by the expression

.

- .,

.

. v-

-

.., "

-

.

zttz nzse •at Rssar a•nasanatzaa,

"I counted them (part

of) the people of Assyria," thereby omitting the language of
imposition while maintaining the Assyrianization of the
territory.

Thus, while the issues of who was settled in the

territory and which obligations were imposed are treated
differently in each passage, the notion of the
Assyrianization of the territory is maintained.

The

conquered territory was annexed and incorporated into the
Assyrian provincial system.
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The language of annexation and province formation is
also applied to the territory of Gurgum.

Here, the Annals

and the Display Inscription appear to contain parallel
passages:

~- -

-~

-

nise •at Gargu•e ana pat gi•risa ana
essuti asar sat resiya beI pahati
elisanu askun•a itti nise •atv Rssar
a•nusanuti
The people of Gurgum in its entirety I
mustered again.
I set my courtier
(acting as) provincial governor over
them and counted t~ 7m (part of) the
people of Assyria.~
While Assyrian kings who followed Sargon fought
campaigns in this region, there is no reference to

.
.
f orma t·ion. 58
annexa t ion
or province

Indeed, during the

reign of Ashurbanipal, Tabal and Hilakku appear to have been
~

two separate kingdoms ruled independently by Assyrian vassal
kings.

Distribution of Ter•inology: The Northern Zagros
With regard to the northern Zagros, the language of
annexation and province formation is applied to the
territory of three states: Urartu, the city-state of
Musasir, and Mannea.

Perhaps the clearest example is the

depiction of Sargon's conquest of Musasir as reported in the

'
Huitie•e
Ca•pagne.

~

The coup de grace of the battle depicted

in this document involved the attack on the city of Musasir,
a major urban center protecting the southern flank of the
Urartian sphere of influence. 59

So important was this city

to the kingdom of Urartu that its defeat is said to have
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occasioned the suicide of the Urartian king, Ursa.

60

Following the defeat and despoliation of the city, the text
describes a new status imposed on the inhabitants.

ni l e nag i l a a l Husasir itti ni se • a t ~
Rssur a•na»a ilku tup~ ikku k i 5a Rs suri
e •issunute
The people of the district of Mu~a~ir I
counted (par t of) the people of Assyria.
I imposed u p on them the corvee s 51 vice
as (though t h e y were) Assyrians.
The passage would appear to reflect a thorough
Assyrianization of Mu~ a 7 ir, with the residents considered

.,,

Assyrians obliged to provide corvee services like other
Assyrians.

Oddly, however, there is no reference to the

appointment of officials.
Less clear is the report in Sargon's Annals from
Khorsabad concerning the final defeat of Ursa of Urartu,
which includes a statement regarding the organization of
conquered Urartian territory.
A
v'
.
.
vV
nagu
su[aJtu
an[a •2s2r
•at
Rssur
utirra••aJ [ina q a teJ [sat r esiyJa nagir
ekal[liJ aan u c f uJ

This district I turned over to the border
of Assyria and placed it under the
authority of my cour~;er (acting as)
chief of the palace. L
Here we have what appears to be a clear example of
annexation and the appointment of officials.
appointment of a n a gir ekalli is unique.

However, the

The nagiru or

nagir ekalli was an official who served to call up those
ob l iged to perform various public services, such as the ilku
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or tuplikka services. 63

In this sense, the arrangement may

be related to the Assyrian obligations imposed upon the
citizens of Mu~a~ir, the fulfillment of which this nagir

ekalli was meant to insure.
On the other hand, this version of events, which
describes the demise of Ursa and the total control of
Urartian territory by Assyria, is generally called into
question by scholars.

64

It is doubtful that Sargon ever

actually gained prolonged control of Urartian territory.

In

this regard, the claim of annexation is dubious.
In Mannea, the issue of annexation involves the twentytwo cities which were transferred from the control of
Ullusunu of Mannea to Ursa of Urartu.

This matter has been

treated in detail in the previous chapter.

Curiously,

despite the many contradictions between the Annals and the
Display Inscription from Khorsabad with regard to these
citadels, they both apply the expression *ana •isir
~v

Rssur turru.

•at

65

What is most striking about the Mannea passages in the
inscriptions from Khorsabad is that while the terminology is
the same in each passage, structurally they are so
disparate, a circumstance observed with regard to the issue
of the seizure of Mannean territory as well.

The example in

the Annals, assigned to the seventh regnal year, appears in
the context of the conspiracy initiated by Ursa against
Ullusunu, wherein the citadels were seized. 66

As noted, the

closest parallel in the Display Inscription has Ullusunu
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handing over the citadels to Ursa as a bribe, making it part
of the continuation of the initial conspiracy in Mannea,
corresponding to the account af the sixth regnal year af the
Annals. 67
There is also a discrepency between the two
inscriptions from Kharsabad with regard ta the final
disposition of the twenty-two cities, a circumstance noted
in connection with their seizure by Ursa.

The Display

Inscription reports the granting of the twenty-two cities ta
Ullusunu as part of his rehabilitation and reenthronement.

68

This raises the question as ta the exact

meaning af the expression *ana •isir •at R~;ur turru.
•

Would

the Assyrian king have granted annexed territory--territary
which had been formally incorporated into the Assyrian
Empire--to another king?
Moreover, even in the Annals, in which the granting af
territory to Ullusunu involves the province af Uishdish
rather than the twenty-two cities, 69 the statement af
annexation applied ta the twenty-two cities stands alone.
There are no concomitant themes indicating the appointment
af officials or the imposition of obligations.

Indeed, it

is add, given the penchant far restoring seized territory to
its former status noted in the previous chapter, that these
cities were not also restored to their former status as
Mannean cities.
In this regard it should be recalled that, according to
the Ashur Prism fragment, the twelve fortresses seized by
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Ursa were simply reoccupied by Assyrian and Mannean
troops.

70

Thus, in the case of the twenty-two Mannean
vv

cities, the classification of the term *ana •ifir •at Rssar

tarra as a statement of annexation is not certain, since it
is not clear that the twenty-two cities were at any time
actually incorporated into the political system of the
Assyrian Empire.
The two passages regarding territory seized by the
Manneans as reported in Prism B of Ashurbanipal also display
certain discrepencies regarding the true meaning of the

.

expression *ana •isir •at Rslar tarra. 71

The first passage

involves cities in the environs of the city of Pat~iri.

In

the course of the campaign, the cities are retaken.

aksud ina girri aq•a aslala lallassan
alani satana ana •isir
•at Risar
.
atir(ra)
I conquered, I burned, I despoiled.
These citie72 I turned over to the border
of Assyria.
This passage raises a number of questions.

The absence

of language regarding the nature of the organization of
these cities within the Assyrian administrative system
raises doubts as to whether they were actually annexed.
Moreover, it makes little sense for the Assyrian king to
destroy and despoil cities whose productivity within the
Assyrian provincial system he wished to maintain.

Moreover,

if the cities had originally been considered within the
environs of the city of Pattiri,
why were they not restored
, .
to their original status, just as the fortresses seized by
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Mita of Muski were restored to the province of Que?

73

The second account regarding cities seized by Mannea is
much clearer in terms of the political assignation of the
territory in question.

The cities are explicitly

.

characterized as alani •ahrii.t.i
1a •isir •at. Rssur,.. "cities
..,
which had formerly been part of the border/territory of
Assyria. 1174

Moreover, the account is introduced by the rare

-

.,.,

formula akbasa •ifir •at. Rssur, "I stepped across the border
of Assyria," clearly indicating that the king considered the
·
t o b e par t o f Assyr1an
·
t err1·t ory. 75
c1· t 1es

Indeed, the

sequel is expressed in the familiar language of annexation
and province formation.
alani ~~t.ana ana eisat.i a~bat. ut.irra ana
•isir •at. R'IIur

7

These cities I reorganized, re grning
them to the border of Assyria.
While there is no account of the appointment of
officials, the expression *ana esiati sabat.u is often
associated with province formation expressed in terms of
appointment.

The lack of explicit reference to province

formation expressed in terms of the appointment can be
viewed as a general feature of the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal. 77

What this analysis reveals, however, is

that while the language of annexation expressed in terms of
*ana •isir •at. Rsiur t.arra is applied to territory in the

northern Zagros, there appears to be a lack of clear
reference to province formation .
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Distribution of Ter•inology: The Central Zagros
As noted, the language of political organization of
conquered territory in the central Zagros more often
involves the aggrandizement of pre-existing provinces rather
than the establishement of new povinces.

With regard to

this region, Sargon s Annals and Display Inscription from
7

Khorsabad offer three examples in which territory is added
to either newly formed or previously formed provinces.

In

these instances, however, the terminology is unlike anything
discussed thus far, indicating an attempt to experiment with
new patterns of organization.

All of these passages are

assigned to the campaign of the sixth regnal year in the
Annals and are paralleled in the Display Inscription.

In

each case, the terminology is much the same, utilizing the
A

word ruddu, "to add," or "aggrandize."
In the first case, 78 territory of the land of Niksam,
as well as the city of Surgadia are conquered and added to

.

the province of Parsuash: eli pihat •at Parsuas uraddi, "I
added to the province of Parsuas."

The next two cases,

involving the cities of Ki ~esim and Harhar
respectively,
,J
..,
begin as examples of province formation expressed in the
familiar terms of the appointment of ~ut resi bel pahati
•
.,,
This is followed by further conquests in the region,
culminating in the attachment of the newly conquered
territory to the newly formed provinces.

With regard to

Kitesim, the addition of territory is expressed as eli
- -- - v
pihatisu
uraddi, "I added to his/its province."
V

With regard
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to ..,
Harhar,
the Annals has a simpler elisana araddi, "I added
V
to them. 1179
Both of these examples contain references to the
renaming of the cities.

As in the case of Sidon under

Esarhaddon, the new place names include the kara element,
Kitesim is

indicating their importance as trading centers.

named Kar-Nergal, while Harhar
is named for the king, Kar.., "

.,

-

Sarru-kenu.

Certain religious or quasi-religious

obligations are also imposed on these territories, including
the seating of Assyrian gods and the erection of steles,
similar to the treatment of Egypt by Esarhaddon.

BO

passage includes the resettlement of
Moreover, the Harhar
., ...
conquered peoples.
In addition, the Annals inscription contains a
reference to further rebellion in the Harhar region in the

"

,/

account of the campaign of the seventh regnal year.

This

account first reviews the events of the previous campaign.

nile3 narti eliti a 1apliti %a ina
girrCi3ya •ahri
ti itti Cnise3 al VHarhar
V
V
People of the upper and lower (Zab)
rivers, whom, during my previous
campaign, 8 counted with the people of
Harhar •••

J

In this case, terminology previously seen as referring

. V - •a
- t nssar
A "V
A
t o annexation, name l y, *i. tt i. nise
is being
•ana,
used to describe the attachment of territory to a newly
formed province.

This tends to confirm the notion that

annexation and province formation are two aspects of a
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single political process, the Assyrianization of conquered
territory.
The supression of the rebellion in the Harhar province
again involves the conquest of more cities in the region.

al Ki;esla a l Kindaa al AnzCariJa al
~
V
V
VV•
V
B2t-Gabaya
sa
aksada
Cana essutJ2
epas
al Kar-Habu al Kar-Sin al Kar-Bdad al
Kar-Istar suasana abbi
Ki~e~lu, Kindau, Anzariya, Bit-Gabaya,
which I conquered, I rebuilt and named
Kar-NabB~ Ka r-Si n, Kar-Adad, KarIshtar.
While this passage lacks detail as to the status of these
.,.
cities vis-a-vis province formation, the importance of the
Harhar region as a trading center is again indicated by the

kara element contained in the new place names.

-

Ironically,

-

"
the new name, Kar-Sarru-kenu,
which had been given to the
city of Harhar as part of the provincial organization of the
V

""

sixth regnal year is ignored in this narrative, as it is in
a province-forming narrative found in the inscriptions of
S ennac h er1. b • 83

There is one more passage in the inscriptions of Sargon
relating to province formation in the central Zagros.

The

account of Sargon~s eighth campaign contained in the

...

document known as the Haitieae Ca111pagne begins with a sweep
through territory south of the upper Zab River.
passage

84

One

refers to the submission of Zizi, of the city of

Appatar, and Zalaya of the city, of Kitpataya, called bel
V

~

alani sa 111at Gizilbandi nag2, "city rulers of the Gizilbundi
province."

The passage includes the two rulers~ offer of

gifts (igis~) to the Assyrian king presented in the Mannean
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city of Zirdiakka.

The section concludes with both the

appointment of an official and the authorization of
officials from another province, as well as a statement of
the king~s beneficent motivation in this circumstance.

ana sala• •atilun qepu e1T:unu apqid•a
ina qate sut resiya sakin •at Parsuas
a•nalunuti
In order to
the land, I
placed them
my courtier
Parsuash.

establish the well-being of
appointed a trustee and
under the authority of
(acting as) the governor of

There are several unusual features of this passage.

As

we shall discuss shortly, the title, sakin, applied to a
provincial official is rare in Sargonid royal inscriptions.
Most of the examples are confined to provinces in the south.
Moreover, the official designated as qepu is usually
regarded as the Assyrian representative in an independent
vassal state.

Indeed, the term of appointment, paqadu, is

the one used in Esarhaddon~s Zenjirli Stele to describe
arrangements for the internal political structure of a
nominally independent Egypt.

Yet, as we have seen, the

authorization of officials from an existing province over
newly conquered territory is clearly an act of annexation.
Parsuash was apparently formed into an Assyrian province in
744 under Tiglath-Pileser III. 85

Whatever the precise

nature of this arrangement, the tendency to deal with
conquests in the central Zagros by means of adding territory
to existing provinces is further revealed in this passage.
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There is, however, one apparent anomaly to this
pattern.

Sargon's Display Inscription contains the

following statement applied to Median territory.

ana •isir • a t RI ~ur utirra nadan sis;
sattl.Fa. elis unu uktin
I turned Cit) over to the border of
Assyria.
The yearly giving ofBgorses I
imposed Clit. set) upon them."
The second part of this statement implies some form of
tribute,B 7 in this case, in the form of horses needed by the
Assyrian military.

The tribute language immediately raises

suspicion as to the qualification of this passage as a
statement of annexation.

Throughout the Sargonid period,

Assyrian kings seem to have avoided any direct involvement
in territorial issues concerning the Medes, particularly
those residing in the more remote regions of the Iranian
plateau.

Instead, they appear to have remaining satisfied

with the exaction of tribute from the various local
rulers.

BB

It is, therefore, doubtful that this territory

ever came under direct Assyrian control.

Distribution of Ter•inology: The South-central Zagros
In both frequency and complexity, the language of
territorial exchange decreases considerably in the
inscriptions of Sennacherib.

In fact, the language of

annexation and province formation in the inscriptions of
Sennacherib focuses mainly on territory in the south-central
Zagros.

The terminology employed is interesting in that it

represents a sort of overlapping, or dovetailing of elements
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found in the terminology employed in the inscriptions of
Sargon.
For instance, the various accounts of the second
campaign against the lands of Ka~~i and Yasubigallaya in the
south-central Zagros include the appropriation of certain
cities to officials in the province of Arrapva.

89

While

Arrapha
., is not involved in province formation in the
inscriptions of Sargon, the language of appropriation, ina
.
'II'-'II' .
.
_.,.
•
qatz
sat
resz
bel
pahatz
Rrrapha
a•nasunutz,
"I placed under
V
.,

the authority of my courtier (acting as) provincial governor
of Arrapt)a," is reminiscent of Sargon~s appropriation of the
territory of Gizilbundi to the province of Parsuash.

90

As

will be demonstrated in the next section, this terminology

is frequently employed in the inscriptions of Sargon with
regard to territory in the south.

However, the passages in

the Bellino Cylinder (B1) and the Oriental Institute Prism
CH2) of Sennacherib include descriptions of stele erection

similar to the erection of steles in newly formed provinces
in the central Zagros in narratives assigned to the sixth
regnal year of Sargon~s Annals.

91

Thus, various elements

employed in the inscriptions of Sargon are recombined in the
inscriptions of Sennacherib.
Another example of this kind of weaving of terminology
in the inscriptions of Sennacherib is the account involving
the reorganization and redistribution of the land of BitBarru, which had apparently been part of Ellipi, in the
south-central Zagros, before the defeat of its king,
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Ispabara.

92

The Bellino Cylinder (B1>, the earliest of

these documents, records the event as follows:

•at Bit-Barra nag~ ana gi•irtls u ultu
qereb •at isu abtuq•a eli •i~ir •at R11ur
uraddi a l Elenzas ana al sarruti u
4"
"'
..,
dannat nage
suatu afbataa Y.J ~u•su
•aora"
¥

anakkiraa

nibissu

al

-

Ka r-Sin-ahhe-eriba
attabi
,JI)

The land of Bi t-Barru, the district in
its entirety, I detatched from his
(Ispabara~s) land and added it to the
border of Assyria.
The city of Elenzash
I organized as a royal city, the
stonghold of this district, removed its
former name f}~d called it l<arSennacherib.
The word raddd was used in the inscriptions of Sargon to
indicate the appropriation of territory to provinces formed
from cities in this region, including Harhar.

"

"

Here, the

same terminology is apparently used to indicate simple
annexation, that is, the transfer of territory to Assyrian
control.

Yet, there is no indication that the cities were

incorporated into the Assyrian provincial syst em in terms of
the appointment or authorization of officials.

What is

present, however, is the theme of renaming, seen
consistently in the inscriptions of Sargon with regard to
cities in the central Zagros.

Again, the place name

includes the element k a ru, indicating its significance as a
trading center.
The Bull Inscription CF1) and the Oriental Institute
Prism (H2>, while preserving this version of events, added
new material to the account that creates a more explicit
connection between these narratives and passages in the
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inscriptions of Sargon regarding the organization of
provinces in the central Zagros.

n!!~ _•a~ati ~i ! ist~ _qat~t~ i~g libbi
bel
usesib ina qate
sutQ7esiya
pahati
al
Harhar
a•nu'
v
~

~

Peoples of the lands, conquest of my
hands, I settled in Cits) midst (and)
placed Cit) under the authority of my
courtier (acting as) Pij§vincial governor
of the city of Harhar.
V
V
The two later inscriptions explicate the incorporation
of this territory into the Assyrian provincial system, as
indicated by the authorization of officials.

Once again,

however, the terminology of authorization is more closely
related to that used of the south in the inscriptions of
Sargon, rather than that used of the vHarhar region in those
~

inscriptions.

Thus, while the inscriptions of the two kings

make use of the same vocabulary, there is a kind of
rearranging and regional redistribution of terminology.
One further example of annexation of territory in this
region under Sennacherib involves the disposition of the

.

Assyrian cities of Bit-Ha~iri and Rasa which had been seized
by Elam.
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In this case, the sequel includes the

authorization of an official.

However, as in the case of

Urartu, the language of appointment is familiar, but the
title of the appointed official is unique.

akfud aslula sallassun fabe sulatiya
userib qerebsun ana •isir •at Rssur
utirra••a qate rab hal~u Deri a•nu
v

•

I conquered, I despoiled, I settled my
garrison troops within them and turned
them to the border of Assyria, counting
them into the han~ O8f the fortress
commander at Der.
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It is worth noting that the other examples of the title
rab halsu in Assyrian royal inscriptions are found in
"
It is applied in
passages associated with border issues.

.

Sargon~s Annals to the rulers of the cities of Sam~una and
..,

\r

"'

Bab-duri, which are called ..,halse
sa Sutur-Nahundu
Elaau
,
...,

.,

eli •at Yadburi irkusu,

"fortresses which Sutur-Nahundu
the
V

Elamite established against the land of Yadbur. 11101
-

¥'

It is
I\

also applied in Prism B of Ashurbanipal to Rayadisade of the
V

city of Arsianis in the northern Zagros.
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That these were

border territories has been demonstrated in the analysis of

. l ogy. 103
b or d er t ermine

Likewise, the city of Der was the

scene of struggle between Assyrians and Elamites,
particularly in the year 720, when a battle was fought
between Sargon and the Elamite ruler, ~umbaniga§, the
. d ec1s1ve.
. .
104
. h was 1n
ou t come a f wh 1c

The arrangement in this

passage apparently reflects a military regime established to
defend Assyrian-held territory from invading Elamite armies,
as opposed to a provincial regime.

Distribution of Ter•inology: Babylonia and the South

The inscriptions of Sargon contain numerous passages
dealing with the political organization of conquered
Babylonia following the king~s extensive campaigns of the
years 710-709 B.C.E.
province formation.

This involves both annexation and
However, as noted, King Sargon
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personally assummed the throne of Babylon as the culmination
of his conquests in the south.

Presumably, the internal

political structure of the kingdom remained intact.

It is

our contention that the language of province formation in
these passages reflects a native Babylonian provincial
organization, or at least the attempt to maintain a
semblance of native political organization.
With regard to territory in the south, Sargon s Annals
7

inscription refers to districts of the land of Gambulu with
the unique expression ana kudurri •at Rssur abuk, "I carried
(them) away to the boundary of Assyria," a statement of
annexation perhaps reflecting the southern tradition of
boundary formation. 105

In this case, there is no reference

to reorganization, resettlement, appointment of officials,
or any of the other surrounding expressions that have been
noted thus far.

The statement of annexation stands alone.

However, in a passage placed shortly after the
annexation of Gambulu, a number of tribal sheikhs submit to
the Assyrian king in the city of Dur-Athara.
~

The passage

includes the treatment of the supplicants.

biltu •addattu ki la R1surf e»issunuti
ina qate lat resiya sakin •at Ga•bali
CaJ•nusunuti•a sibit alpesunu senesunu
ana Bel •ar Bel akin latti¥a • .
0

Tribute and gifts 106 as (though they
were) Assyrians I imposed upon them.
I
placed them under the authority of my
courtier (acting as) governor of
Gambul~ 07 The seizing of their herds and
flacks
for Bel (an~b8 the son of Bel I
set upon them yearly.
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In this case, there is no statement regarding the
appointment of officials.

Rather, the territory in question

is assigned to what appears to be an already existing
province.

Thus, while the Gambulu passage contains no

reference to the appointment of officials, this passage
presumes that such an appointment had been made.

However,

the title, 5aknu, applied in this passage, suggests a
traditional Babylonian provincial system, rather than an
Assyrian provincial system, which, from the time of TiglathPileser III, employed officials called bel paaati. 109

The

obligation to supply offerings to the god Bel, presumably
referring to Marduk, whose central shrine, Esagila, was
located in the city of Babylon, is further indication that
Sargon meant to impose a Babylonia regime on the conquered
Arameans.
The arrangement whereby a previously constituted
provincial regime is given authority over new conquests is
found elsewhere in Sargons Annals in passages dealing with
affairs in the south.

For example, Aramean territory along

the Karun River is said to be abandoned by its inhabitants,
who submitted to the king in fear.
ultu qereb Uqni CaJ;ar raqi
.
.
v- v
illCiJkun2•C•a
2fbatu
sepeJya
naguA suatu
eli 5a V •ahri
parganis u sarbis•a
ina qate
v.
•
Jut resi sakin CLU) Ga•bali a•nu
~

From the midst of the Uqnu River, a
distant location, they came to me and
seized my feet.
This district I caused
to lie in green meadows and placed it
under the authority of my courtier
(actingifo> the governor of the Gambulu
people.
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Once again, the reference is to territory being placed under
the authority of the 1aknu in the province of Gambulu.
Moreover, both the Annals and the Display
Inscription 111 describe the disposition of the territory of
Bi t-Yakin.

The arrangements include the resettlement of

people from Kummubu along the border with Elam and the
strengthening of defenses in the city of Sagbat.

112

The

section concludes with a division of this territory between
two provincial regimes.
.
vqate
sut
•atu luatu aal•ali~ azuzaa ina
_.,':'"
.,.
•
re11ya sakin Babili a sut resiya sakin
✓-

aat Gaabii.li aanu

"This land I divided equally and placed
it under the authority of my courtier
(acting as) the governor of Babylon and
my courtier (acting as) the governor of
Gambulu."
This territory is also assigned to previously existing
provinces under the authority of the taknu in each province.
The special treatment of Bit-Yakin in this passage, i.e.,
the division of its territory between two separate
provincial regimes, may be related to the distinction drawn
between Bit-Yakin and the other Chaldean tribes in the
summary of Sargon s campaigns found in the Display
7

. t ion.
·
113
I nscr1p

While passages relating to these other

tribes are poorly preserved,

114

there appears to be no

evidence for their incorporation into the Babylonian
provincial system, and it may be presumed that they
maintained a degree of official independence.

However, the

territory of Bit-Yakin was, in effect, separated from the
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rest of Chaldea and incorporated into the Babylonian
provincial system.

115

Thus, the language of province formation applied to the
south in the inscriptions of Sargon focuses mainly on the
incorporation of territory into an already existing
provincial structure.

V

The title, saknu, applied to

provincial officials suggests a desire to maintain the
native Babylonian provincial structure.

This appears to

have been the intention of Ashurbanipal following his
suppression of the revolt in Babylonia fostered by Samassum-ukin.

The account in Cylinder A of Ashurbanipal

includes a statement regarding the political organization of
conquered Babylonia.

saknati qepani likin qateya aitakkana
elisun
Governors and trustees, chosen (lit.
estab}i 6hed) by me, I appointed over
them.
Evidence from the city of Ur reveals a continuity of
administration in the city before, during, and even after
V

~

V

-

the Samas-sum-ukin rebellion.

117

As in Egypt, Ashurbanipal

attempted to control Babylonia not by extending Assyrian
rule to the territory, but by attempting to maintain control
over a nominally independent internal political structure.

Rnalysis of Regional Distribution
As noted, the evidence regarding annexation and
province formation in Sargonid royal inscriptions derives
mainly from narratives concerning territory to the east and
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south of Assyria.

Since the dearth of evidence pertaining

to other regions renders any general analysis somewhat
hazardous, we shall confine the current discussion to those
subjects for which there is adequate evidence.

Once again,

the evidence demonstrates that Assyrian kings exercised
various methods of control in various regions.
Throughout the previous chapter and, again, in this
chapter, the point has been made that territorial issues in
the northern Zagros, particularly involving Mannea, were
complex.

This was due primarily to the somewhat amorphous

political structure of the Mannean state.

During the reign

of Sargon, local Mannean rulers were able to exert a certain
independence by exploiting the struggle for control of this
region undertaken between Sargon and the Urartian king,
Ursa.
With the defeat of Urartu, Sargon was in a position to
apply his own solution to the Mannean question.

Vet, an

analysis of the terminology of political organization, at
least as it is applied to the territory of Mannea, is
ambiguous.

~~

The expression *ana •ifir •a-t Bssur -turru "to

turn over to the border/territory of Assyria," is ubiquitous
in passages involving Mannea.

In both Sargon~s Annals and

Display Inscription from Khorsabad, it is used of the
twenty-two Mannean cities, which had come under the control
of Ursa. 118

It is used again in Prism B of Ashurbanipal

with regard to cities which had been captured by
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Manneans.

119

As noted, however, these passages fail to

mention the details of political control, such as the
appointment of officials, Assyrian obligations,
resettlement, etc., which were seen to be features of
Assyrian annexation and province formation.

Their status

within the provincial structure of the Assyrian Empire is
left unexplicated.

In fact, in the Display Inscription, the

cities are returned to the control of Ullusunu, who is
restored to the throne of Mannea by Sargon.
This last point is most significant in terms of
Sargon's political organization of Mannea.

The sources make

it abundantly clear that, despite his complicity in antiAssyrian activity, Sargon chose to uphold the regime of
Ullusunu.

120

While the tendency to maintain native regimes

in certain peripheral regions has been noted, it seems
unusual that such an arrangement would be applied in a
region directly bordering Assyria.
only be surmised.

The reason for this can

Perhaps Sargon preferred to rely on a

loyal vassal in this treacherous mountain region, where
direct Assyrian control may have been problematic.

In any

case, it appears that part of Sargon's plan for the region
involved the centralization of the internally diffuse
kingdom of Mannea under the rulership of a single vassal
king.
As noted in the opening section of this chapter,
however, this method was not conducive to controlling the
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small, kinship-based political structures of the Medes in
the central Zagras.

This required the kind of

centralization which only incorporation into the provincial
structure of the Assyrian Empire could provide.

What is

important ta note, however, is that Assyrian province
formation in the central Zagras consistently involved not
only the appointment of officials, but also the
aggrandizement of territory.

Whereas a city-state such as

Ashdod on the Mediterranean coast could simply be
incorporated, as is, into the provincial structure of the
empire, city-states in the central Zagros required further
centralization through the consolidation of territory.

This

was apparently necessitated by the particular circumstances,
namely, the fragmented nature of the indigenous political
structure.
A different policy prevailed with regard to Assyrian
political organization in Babylonia.

The point was made in

the opening section of this chapter that Assyrian kings,
whether they ruled Babylonia directly or through a proxy,
appear to have maintained the idigenous internal structure
of the Babylonian kingdom.
revealed several paints.

The terminological study has
Of the examples of province

formation applied ta the south in the inscriptions of
Sargon, only one, referring ta the initial conquest of
Gambulu, applies a statement of annexation: ana kudurri
v~
Rssur
abuk,

Assyria."

"I carried (them) away ta the boundary of

•a~
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While this would suggest annexation to Assyria, the use
of the term kadarra implies a Babylonia tradition of border
formation.

Moreover, the two narratives which describe the

provincialization of Aramean tribes refer to the
authorization of the 1akin of Gambulu, which, as noted,
seems to relect Babylonian provincial administration, as
opposed to Assyrian provincial territory, which is generally
placed under the authority of a bel pahati.
.,

The

distribution of the territory of Bit-Yakin between the takin
of Babylon, as well as the fakin of Gambulu, is further
evidence for the notion that whatever province formation
Sargon undertook in the south, the provincial administration
remained an indigenous Babylonian administration, i.e.,
under the ostensible control of the king of Babylon.
While there is no evidence for province formation in
the south in the inscriptions of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon,
the Nineveh A Prism Inscription of Esarhaddon describes an
attack undertaken by Nabu-zer-kitti-li~ir, the son of
Merodach-Baladan, who is called l'akin -.'at t~ti-.,

"governor

of the Sealand," against Ningal-iddina, called sakin Uri,
"governor of Ur."

As noted, the documentary evidence from

Ur reveals a continous governorship of Ur held by members of
Ningal-iddina~s family through much of the reign of
Ashurbanipal. 121

-

Ashurbanipal~s report of the appointment

.,,.
of saknati,
"governors," following his supression of the
V

V

,/

-

Samas-sum-ukin rebellion is further indication of the
tendency to maintain a semblance of idigenous rule in
Babylonia.
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Thus, Assyrian control of conquered territory expressed
in terms of annexation and province formation was not
monolithic.

Assyrian kings responded to varying

circumstances, formulating policy in keeping with specific
goals and motivations in different regions of the empire.
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CHAPTER 8
RESTORING ORDER AND BALANCE
The study of the language of annexation and province
formation covered in the previous chapter left one important
problem unresolved; that of the true significance of the
expression *ana •ifir aat Rffur turru.

At the beginning of

the previous chapter, this expression was classified as a
statement of annexation.

However, many of the passages in

which this statement appears, in particular, those passages
describing Assyrian conquests in Mannea in the northern
Zagros, fail to mention any of the other instruments of
control which were associated with province formation.
Since the definition of annexation includes the
extension by the annexing power of governmental authority
and administration over the annexed territory, the failure
to mention province formation in passages containing the

.

expression *ana aisir aat Rllur turru casts some doubt on
its classification as a statement of annexation.

Other

reasons for doubting this classification have also been
offered.

It is applied, for instance, to Urartian

territory, though it is doubtful that direct Assyrian
political control extended for any protracted period over
this territory.

The expression is also used in Sargon's

Display Inscription with regard to the twenty-two Mannean
cities, which eventually reverted to the control of the
Mannean king, Ullusunu.
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This raises the question as to whether there were other
aspects of Assyrian control in conquered territory not yet
discussed.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine these

other aspects.

It is our contention that the expression

*ana •ifir aat Rssur
"""' turru has a range of meaning which does
not always include formal annexation, but rather points to
other effects of Assyrian control in conquered territory.
In this regard, the treatment of the kingdom of Mannea in
the inscriptions of Sargon offer a number of useful
insights.
There are numerous expressions in the inscriptions of
Sargon that seem to relate to the king's attempt to restore
a sense of order and balance in an internally fractured
Mannea.

Like the terms of seizure, these expressions also

appear to be points of overlap between the various Mannea
passages, including the relevant passages in the Huiti~•e

Ca•pagne.

It will be our contention that the effect of

Assyrian control in Mannea as implied by the expression *ana

•ifir •at Rssur turru involves the benefits of Assyrian
control expressed in terms of the restoration of order in
Mannea.
An example of terminology expressing the benefits of
Assyrian control in conquered territory can be seen in the
Cylinder Inscription of Sargon.

This short inscription

retains the participial-epithet style throughout much of
what would correspond to the campaign narratives of the
Annals from Khorsabad.

In one passage, the king is called
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•upahhir »at Hannaya saphi autaqqin •at
Ellipi sarrat •atati kil;llan ukinnuaa
One who gathers the scattered land of
Mannea, who restores order to the land
of Ellipi, ystablishing the kingship of
both lands.
Here, the expressions are connected with regime
establishment, a feature also applied to Ullusunu in the

..,
Display Inscription.

4

The true meaning of these expressions can be elucidated
when one bears in mind that the appearance of Mannea
together with Ellipi is based on similar political
circumstances in the two countries.
experienced internal discord.

Like Mannea, Ellipi

Both the Annals and the

Display Inscription report the struggle between Nib~ and
Ispabara of Ellipi following the death of their father,
Dalta. 3

Nib~ sought the support of Shutur-Nahundu of Elam,
~

while his brother appealed to the Assyrian king.

The latter

came to the rescue of his suitor, defeating Nib~.

While the

two inscriptions from Khorsabad disagree with regard to the
final political arrangement in Ellipi, both employ an
expression regarding the restoration of order.

The Display

Inscription makes use of a virtual duplicate of the
expression applied to Ellipi in the Cylinder Inscription
quoted above: »at Ellipi dali9tu utaqqin, "I restored order
to the disturbed land of Ellipi. 114

The Annals applies a

different expression to Ellipi, but the sense is much the
same.

nile •at Ellipi ana pat [gi3•rila
v
\,l'-v .
4
Csubat3 nehtu
uses2b
,J
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The people of the land of Ellipi unto 5
its entire border I settled peaceably.
Since there appears to be no territorial issues in
Ellipi, only political ones, the language of restoring order
and balance must also relate to internal political
relationships.

As we have seen, the disorder in Mannea

involved political issues in terms of the rival parties and
the overall loose political structure of the Mannean state,
in addition to the territorial issues.

The nature of rule,

who rules and in what capacity, is also an aspect of the
meaning of the expressions which describe the restoration of
order.
It is, however, the territorial issues that seem to be
of most significance in the inscriptions of Sargon.

That

the question of restoring order and balance to a troubled
land of Mannea is connected to the larger territorial issues
can also be detected in the relevant passages from the
inscriptions from Khorsabad.

For instance, the Annals sums

up affairs in Mannea during the seventh regnal year, which
includes the territorial issue of the twenty-two citadels
seized by Ursa, as well as what appears to be an internal
conspiracy, with the following series of statements.

22 birati J~tina al•e aksud ana
•isir C•at ~ssuJr utirra Dayaukku adi
ki~tisu assuha
•at Hannaya dalhu
utaqqin
v
V
These 22 citadels I besieged and
conquered, I turned them over to the
border/territory of Assyria.
Dayaukku
and his family I deported.
I restored 6
order to the disturbed land of Mannea.
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Thus, the resolution of the issue of the twenty-two cities
amounts to the restoration of order in an internally divided
Mannea.

Likewise, the regime-establishment passage applied

to Ullusunu in the Display Inscription makes use of the same
terminology regarding the restoration of order.

7

In this

case, the expression immediately follows the granting of the
twenty-two citadels to Ullusunu, indicating the relationship
between the statement of the restoration of order and the
disposition of the citadels.
It was noted with regard to the Ashur Prism fragment
that the return of the twelve fortresses seized by Ursa to
Assyrian and allied control seemed to suggest a sense of
balance in that the fortresses were restored to their
previous status. 8

In fact, the notion of restored balance

is made explicit in that passage by way of a statement of
the king~s purpose in the campaign expressed as ana turri

gi•illi Ullusuni,

"in order to avenge Ullusunu."

9

The

expression *gi•illu turru can mean "to avenge," or "to
return an act of kindness," depending upon whether the
action for which it is meant to compensate was positive or
10
nega t xve.

In this respect, it has the broader meaning of

restoring a previous balance.

This expression represents

another point of overlap between the various accounts of
Mannea in the inscriptions of Sargon.
A similar purpose is stated with regard to the campaign
of the sixth regnal year according to the Annals from
Khorsabad.

Once again, there are territorial issues
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involved.

After describing the initial conspiracy,

involving the action of the ;aknuti of Mannea against the
pro-Assyrian Aza, the statement of purpose includes a clear
reference to borders and territory.

Cana turrJf 1 gi[aiJlli aat #annaya ana
isir (sic)
•at Rllur turri
'

to avenge/restore a balance in Mannea,
to resto1~ the border/territory of
Assyria. Here, the restoration of balance is clearly connected to the
larger issue of Assyrian territorial control.

Indeed, this

passage could be alternatley translated:
to avenge/restore a balance, to turn
Mannea over to the border/territory of
Assyria.
Yet, there is no indication that Mannea was to be annexed.
v~

The statement *ana •i~ir aat Rssur turru simply refers to
the extension of Assyrian control in restoring order.
That this is the case can be further demonstrated from
the account of territorial issues in Mannea according to the
Nimrud Inscription published by Winckler. 13

These issues

are first reported in the form of a participial epithet
describing the Assyrian king as autaqqin aat Hannaya

dalhati.
V
•

"one who restores order to the disturbed land of

Mannea," which is followed by the common epithet aurappif
YV
Difir •at
Rssur,
"one who extends the border/territory of

Assyria. 1114

In a sense, this might be viewed as the

fulfillment of the king~s purpose as stated in the Annals.
By r~storing order in Mannea, the king effectively extends
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Assyrian territorial control.

Several lines later, the

subject of Mannea is taken up once again.

kasid •at H~nnaya •at Karallu •at
-v
Pa~~iri •utir gi•illi •atisu
One who conquers Mannea, Karallu, and
Pattiri, r~enging/restoring a balance to
his land. ~
The two places mentioned alongside Mannea in this
passage can be connected to the anti-Assyrian activity dated
to the sixth regnal year of the Annals.

In the Ashur Prism

fragment, we find a reference to A~~ur-le~~ of Karalla and
Itti of Pattiri. 16

The latter corresponds to Itti of

Allabria, who, along with At~ur-le~~ of Karalla, was part of
the intial anti-Assyrian conspiracy in Mannea. 17

In this

respect, the reference is to the political upheaval in
Mannea.

However, as the study of the language of

expropriation has shown, the struggle in Mannea also
involved territorial issues.

Restoring order and balance in

an internally troubled Mannea included the resolution of the
territorial issues.

Yet, there is no reason to conclude

that this resolution amounted to the annexation of Mannean
territory and its incorporation into the administrative
system of the Assyrian Empire.
The connection between the theme of restoring order and
balance in Mannea and the broader territorial issues is well
documented in the Huiti~•e Ca•pagne.

There are two passages

relating to Ullusunu and Mannea in this document, both of
which depict Ullusunu as a loyal vassal, on an equal footing
with the highest officials of the realm.

18

In the first
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passage,

19

Ullusunu marches forth from his royal city of

Izirtu to greet the king in the course of his campaign.
This passage is introduced by a statement that appears to
serve as an explanation for the Mannean ruler's action.
allu ana turri gi•illi la lattila•
A
A
laparakku
Because of my yearly acts of kindness/
restoring balance, (which) never cease.
Whether the Assyrian king's actions are interpreted as
vengeance against a common enemy or acts of kindness on
behalf of Ullusunu, the Mannean ruler's display of loyalty
is in response to the king's previous efforts to assure
stability in Mannea, stated in the same terms as those used
in the Annals and the Ashur Prism fragment to describe his
motivations in Mannea.
In a separate passage,
to greet the king.

20

Ullusunu again marches forth

Like Ispabara of Ellipi, Ullusunu,

together with his courtiers, make certain requests from the
king, including a request for aid against the arch-rival,
Ursa of Urartu.

The requests include one concerning the

land of Mannea itself.
V

-~

aat Hannaya saphu
ana asrisu turri
V
to restore the dispersed people 2 ~f
Mannea to their (proper) place.
This is reminiscent of the epithet in the Cylinder
Inscription, aupa~~ir •at Hannaya sapgi, "who gathers the
dispersed people of Mannea," an apparent reference to the
internal political disorder in Mannea.

However, the
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expression *ana a1ri turru is equivalent to the statement
regarding the restoration of the cities of Que, which had
been seized by Mita of Muski. 22

This would tend to link the

subject of restoring order to a troubled land with the issue
of the distribution or exchange of territory.

In his

response to Ullusunu~s request, the king agrees to a number
of items, including the defeat of Ursa.

s akap •at Urartu turri •isrisun nife •at
V
V
h .
. -.,
Hannaya
dalpati• supsu
2 aqbisunutiaa
irhisU libbu
v

-

.

I promised to force back the land of
Urartu, restore their borders, and quiet
the harasseg 3 people of Mannea, and they
trusted me.Here, restoring calm and order involves the territorial
integrity of Mannea and the issue of Mannea~s borders.

It

amounts to Mannean control over its territory.
The connection between the restoration of order and the
territorial issues in Mannea is further confirmed in a short

'
passage in the Uishdish section of the Huitieae
Caapagne .

...

This is the territory which the Huitieae Caapagne describes
as forming the border between Urartu and Mannea,
. .
25
.
Ursa is
accuse d o f seizing.

24

and which

After forcing the flight of

Ursa and defeating his ally, Metatti of Zikirtu, the king
reports:

sepe nakri leani ultu qereb •at Ha~naya
aprus•a libbi Ullusunu beli~unu upib•a
ana nilelu dalpate USefi nuru
I forced out the wicked enemy from the
land of Mannea, making Ullusunu happy
and she~ging light over his harassed
people.
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In a sense, this passage represents the fulfillment of the
Assyrian king~s promise to the Manneans noted above.

By

eliminating Urartian control in Uishdish and restoring the
borders, the Assyrian king was, in effect, restoring a sense
of balance, order, and well-being to the land and its
people.
None of this material in any way suggests Assyrian
annexation of Mannean territory.

The principal issue

pertaining to Sargon~s activity in Mannea was his struggle
with the Urartian king Ursa for influence in the northern
Zagros.

Clearly, Ursa meant to exploit the internal

problems in Mannea as a means of gaining influence in the
region.

This is most clearly demonstrated by the Urartian

king~s attempts to incite rebellion among the Mannean
governors.

By forcing the Urartian king out and restoring

order and unity in Mannea, the Assyrian king was reasserting
control in Mannea in terms of securing a stable and
trustworthy ally on his eastern flank.

It is this type of

influence and control that, at least in the case of Mannea,
is meant by the expression *ana •ifir •at R~~ur tarra, which
can be translated "I

(re)asserted Assyrian control."
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CHAPTER 9
SURVEY
OF THE THEME OF
FOREIGN SOVEREIGNTY
The analysis of the language of territoriality in
Sargonid royal inscriptions has revealed, among other
things, a distinction between the inscriptions of Sargon and
those of later kings.

The language of territoriality in all

of its dimensions--political geography, the seizure of
territory, annexation and province formation, as well as the
concept of restoring a balance and its territorial
ramifications--have been seen to be far more prevalent in
the inscriptions of Sargon than in those of his successors.
Indeed, the language of territoriality, particularly the
subjects of annexation and province formation, are rare in
the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.
To grasp the true significance of this feature, it
seems worthwhile to contrast the language of territoriality
with some other prominent subject in these inscriptions.
This would serve to bring the the language of territoriality
into greater relief.

It would also demonstrate that

Assyrian royal inscriptions do not reflect a simple reshuffling of formulas, but that each monarch confronted the
issues of foreign affairs from a particular perspective.
In contrast to the language of territoriality, the
inscriptions of Ashurbanipal tend to focus on the issue of
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legitimate sovereignty in foreign territory.

This is

demonstrated in the consistent use of royal titles applied
to foreign rulers.

More significant, however, is the

propensity toward maintaining independent native regimes in
conquered territory.

This is in marked contrast to the

inscriptions of Sargon, where royal titles are less
prevalent, and where there is a tendency to describe
annexation and incoporation of conquered territory into the
provincial system of the Assyrian Empire.
While royal titles are applied in the inscriptions of
Sargon, more often the foreign ruler is identified by a
simple gentilic statement, for example, Ullusunu aat
Hanniya,

"Ullusunu, the Mannean."

The Appendix to this work

supplies a listing of rulers mentioned in Sargon's Annals
and Display Inscription.

The first list consists of

references to foreign rulers which include the gentilic
only.

The second list contains references to foreign rulers

wherein a royal title is applied.

It is clear that with few

exeptions, gentilic statements predominate. 1
Perhaps the most profound example of the lack of royal
titles in the inscriptions of Sargon is the case of Ullusunu
of Mannea.

Both the Annals and the Display Inscription from

Khorsabad describe this ruler in terms of royalty in two
passages, one refering to his self-enthronement following
the death of Aza
kA ssyrian
,1ng. 3

2

and again when he is re-enthroned by the
Yet, he is consistently identified by

gentilic only and never supplied with a royal title.

This
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could be attributed to a certain ambivalence toward
Ullusunu, who was at first implicated in anti-Assyrian
activity according to these two inscriptions.

Yet, the

Ashur Prism fragment, which is wholly favorable toward the
Mannean ruler, also avoids the use of a royal title applied
to Ullusunu.

4

'
Likewise, the Haitie•e
Ca•pagne is wholly favorable
toward Ullusunu.

The promises made by Sargon to Ullusunu

regarding the elimination of the Urartian enemy and the
restoration of order in Mannea, as well as the fulfillment
of those promises, were discussed in the previous chapter.

5

One such passage includes promises made by Sargon combined
with a confirmation of Ullusunu~s kingship, all of which
appears to be consecrated in some form of public ceremony. 6
Unlike the Annals and the Display Inscription, the
....

\I

.

Haitie•e Ca•pagne twice refers to Ullusunu as sarrz

bel I;ana,
father,

"the king, their lord,

Iranzu, in the Annals.

11

the ti tie used of his

In both instances, the

antecedent is Mannea itself, or the Mannean people.

7

In a

separate passage, Mitatti of Zikirtu is accused of
slandering Ullusunu, who is called %arri belisa, "the king,
his lord,"

B

a circumstance apparently related to the

internal divisions in Mannea. 9
Thus, while the Annals and the Display Inscription
consistently fail to apply a royal title to Ullusunu, the

'
Haitie•e
Ca•pagne is more consistent in recognizing
Ullusunu~s sovereignty.

However, it should be noted that
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neither Ullusunu nor his predecessors are ever called sar
aat Hanna,

"king of Mannea."
v

The title applied to Iranzu and Ullusunu, *sarru bela,
"king, lord," indicates another significant feature of the
use of titles in the inscriptions of Sargon.

The occurence

of the element bela in the title applied to Iranzu in the
Annals and Ullusunu in the Haiti~•e Ca11>pagne suggests a
connection with the Medes and other states occupying the
central Zagros south of Mannea.

These rulers are most often

accorded the title bel ali.
The literal translation of the term bel ali,

"lord of

the city," suggests perhaps "city ruler," or "mayor."
Indeed, the title is applied to the rulers of two cities in
\I_

-

V

the central Zagros, Sepe-Sarru of Surgadia and Kibaba of
Harhar. in both inscriptions from Khorsabad. 10

"

,/

.

Another

passage in the Annals 11 begins as a campaign to the lands of
Mannea and Media and includes receipt of tribute from Mannea
and Ellipi, as well as from two minor figures,

Zizi and

Zala, who are called bel alani ta al GizCilbandi,
rulers of the city of Giz[ilbundi."

"city

In the Huiti~•e

Ca•pagne, however, these two rulers are mentioned with their
respective cities, Appatar and Kitpataya, and are called bel
.
V
•
.
.
12
alanz
sa
•at
Gzzzlbandz.

This would indicate that

individual lords ruled in various towns, but were united in
some intra-urban political unit.
It is clear that there were, in fact, political units
larger than the city to which the bearers of the title bel
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ali belonged.

This applies particularly to the Medes.

The

Annals contains three passages describing receipt of tribute
from the Medes.

Two instances involve the formation and

strengthening of the newly reorganized territory surrounding
the city of Harhar.
V

13

Another is in connection with tribute

"

received from Ullusunu the Mannean, Dalta the Ellipean, and
Bel-apla-iddina the Allabrian. 14
generically to 28,

The three passages refer

and 45 rulers respectively with the

title bel al ani fa »at Hadaya danniiti,

"the powerful city

rulers of Media."
The term appears in two passages in the Nineveh A Prism
inscription of Esarhaddon.

Again, the reference is to

territories in the central Zagros, specifically the region
of Media.

One passage

15

lists several personal names each

followed with a title in the form of bel ali la 6H, "ruler
of the city of GN," and subsumed under the generic •at
V
Madaya sa asarsunu
ruqu,
-

""'

distant."

V

"the land of Media whose places are

The second passage lists two rulers who are

called bel al ani dannuti,

"powerful city rulers.,. lb

This

episode opens as a campaign to the land of Patushari, which
is said to be qereb •at Hadaya riiqiite,

"in the midst of the

distant land of Media."
In a section that also refers to Ullusunu and Bel-apla-

'
iddina, Sargon~s Huitie•e
Ca•pagne refers to bel alani sa
Y'

aat Ha»ri aat Sangibuti »at Bit-~bdadani u aat Hadaya
dann~ti,

"powerful city rulers of Namri, Sangibuti, Bit-

Abdadini, and Media. 1117

In the same section, Dalta of
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Elippi is mentioned with three others who are referred to as
bel alani

la

narti, "city rulers of the river," presumably

referring to the region of the lower Zab. 18

This would

indicate that the region was occupied by political units
internally organized in the same manner as the Merles, that
is, tribal groups associated with various urban centers. 19
Regardless of how we describe the nature of this larger
structure, tribal or otherwise, the fact remains that in the
inscriptions of Sargon, the non-royal title bel ali is
rather consistently applied to rulers of territories in the
central Zagros.
The same consistency can be seen in the use of another
non-royal title that also seems to be related to a tribal
structure.

Th e t erm nas2. k u,

.
" s h ei. kh , 1120 is
. d to
app 1 ie

various Aramean rulers who submit to the Assyrian king
during his sweep through southern Babylonian territory
during the campaign of the twelfth regnal year.
In the first passage, eight nasikate are said to have
surrendered to Sargon following the conquest of Merodach21
Baladan's stronghold of Dur-At~ara.

Several lines later,

in a passage which Lie has restored from an inscription
found above door

•,

??

room V of t<horsabad,-- the flight and

eventual surrender of four parties is described.

The

,,,

parties are each preceded by the determinatve LU, followed
by the place names: Ru'a, ~indaru, Yadburu, Puqudu, i.e.,
the man of Ru'a, etc.
This apparently prompted the submission of more
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The suppliants are presented my means of two

lists of five and four personal names respectively in the
form PH fa al GH,

"PN of the city of GN. 1123
-

Each list
V

.,.

concludes with the collective title nasikati sa LU GH,
sheikh of the citizens of GN,

11

"the

mentioning Puqudu and Hindaru
V

respectively.
In certain respects, this political arrangement seems
to resemble the situation in Media: individual rulers
holding sway in particular territories or urban centers, but
united, perhaps along ethnic or tribal lines. 24
Nevertheless, the two groups are distinguished politically
in terms of the titles applied to the leaders.

The ruler of

a city in the Puqudu land is not called bel ali, but nasika.
Thus, it is not as though the inscriptions of Sargon
fail to use titles.

There is, in fact, a certain

consistency in the use of the non-royal titles bel a li and

nasika with regard to tribes occupying the central Zagros
and southern Mesopotamia.

It is rather a tendency to avoid

the use of royal titles, substituting simple gentilics in
connection with rulers for whom a royal title is expected.
We might point out one glaring exception.

In the

inscriptions of Sargon, the Chaldean arch-rival, MerodachBaladan is generally provided with a royal title.

In the

introduction to the campaign of the twelfth regnal year in
V'
the Annals, he is called •ar
Yakini sar
»at
Kaldi,

Yakin, king of Chaldea. 25

"son of

The first part of this title also

appears in a broken passage derived from the inscription of
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Room Vat Khorsabad. 26

The title far

•at

Kaldi,

"king of

Chaldea," is used in the Nimrud Prism. 27
One passage in Sargon~s Annals refers to MerodachBaladan with the title 'Xar
of Karduniash, 1128

•at

Kardunia~,

"king of the land

This is the title of preference in the

.
. t ions
·
1nscr1p
o f S ennac h eri.b • 29

The account of Merodach-

Baladan~s mustering of troops according to the earliest
account of Sennacherib~s first campaign includes a reference
to Nippur, Borsippa, and Cutha described as giair aat
Kardunial,

"all of the land of Karduniash. 11

At this time,

the toponym, Karduniash, apparently referred to territory
connected with some of the northern Babylonian urban
centers.

.,

-

v'

The title sar •at Kardunias, therefore, has the

effect of extending recognition of Merodach-Baladan~s
sovereignty to parts of northern Babylonia.

One title which

is not applied to Merodach-Baladan is far Babili, "king of
Babylon."
As noted, the consistent application of a title of
royalty to Merodach-Baladan remains an anomaly in the
inscriptions of Sargon, where gentilic titles are far more
prevalent.

The situation is otherwise in the inscriptions

of Ashurbanipal.

There, not only are royal titles applied

to nearly all of the foreign rulers mentioned, but they are
applied frequently, if not universally, even to a defeated
and deceased enemy.

The titles become formulaic in that

once a title is applied, it remains with the bearer in most
subsequent references.

While this may not seem terribly
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unusual, it is in marked contrast to the inscriptions of
Sargon.
A good example of the consistent use of a royal title
in the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal is the case of Yakinlu
of Arwad on the Phoenician coast.

This ruler is mentioned

once in an early inscription of Ashurbanipal, the Harran
Tablet inscription, 3O and is named on several occasions in
su b sequen t

.
. t·ions. 31
inscrip

In every case, he is provided

with h i s proper royal title, sar fJruadda,

"king of Arwad."

The royal title is also consistently applied to Baal of
Tyre,

32

.

Gyges of Lydia,

33

Nadnu of Nabatea,

34

va~uta/Uate~

of Arabia/Qedar, 35 Tarqu of Egypt/Ethiopia, 36 and A~sheri of
Mannea.

37

The last ruler provides an especially glaring

contrast with Sargon~s inscriptions, where Ullusunu of
Mannea is consistently referred to by means of a gentilic.
As noted, the tendency to supply royal titles to
foreign rulers extends even to those enemies of Assyria who
have been overthrown.

Elam is case in point.

During the

reign of Ashurbanipal, Elam was ruled by a succession of
regimes involving various family ties and sometimes ruling
from different urban centers.

One of the earliest accounts

of affairs in Elam, Prism B, reports a major action against
.
d t o th e six
. th campaign.
.
Ur t a k, i· 38 assigne

The name is

mentioned eight times in the course of that narrative and
once in the introduction ta the narrative of the seventh
campaign.

On five of those occasions, including the

inititial reference announcing the opening of the sixth
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campaign, the ruler is assigned the formal title sar aat

Ela•ti, "king of Elam." 39
Indeed, the three sons of Urtaki, Ummanigash,
Ummanappa, and Tammaritu, are mentioned twice by name
following the report of Urtaki~a death and the succession of
Teumman.

In both cases, they are called •aru Urtaki far mat
"the sons of Urtaki, king of Elam."

40

Thus, while

the narrative reports the death of Urtaki and the overthrow
of his dynasty,

41

he is still accorded his formal title.

This tradition continues in Prism F and Cylinder A, which
exclude the Urtaki narrative, but refer to Ummanigash as •ar
~

Urtaki sar •at Ela•ti.

42

Moreover, the consistent use of royal title can be
observed with regard ta Teumman, the successor of Urtaki. 43
This ruler was a bitter enemy of the Assyrians, called
v-

A

ta•sil galli, "image of a demon."

44

Nevertheless, even

after his death and dismemberment, 45 even after the
succession of several subsequent regimes, Teumman continues
to be referred ta as lar •at Ela•ti. 46
The situation grows mare complex as the narrative of
the eighth campaign in Prism B continues with the ouster of
Ummanigash by a certain Tammaritu, who assumes the thrane. 47
Tammaritu is, in turn, deposed by one of his servants,
Indabigash.

Immediately fallowing the initial announcement

of the accession of Indabigash, the text of Prism B reports
the flight of Tammaritu, calling him far •at Elaati. 48
However, the conclusion of the narrative in Prism B includes
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a statement reviewing the succession of Indabigash, 49 as
well as a subsequent reference wherein the royal title is
applied to Indabigash. 50

Thus, Tammaritu s title persists
7

despite the fact that his throne had been seized by a rival,
who is also accorded an official royal title.
The accession of Indabagash and the flight of Tammaritu
mark the end of the Elamite material found in Prism B.

When

the account resumes in the later inscriptions, there is no
mention of Indabigash as king.

Instead, the various

narratives refer to a certain Ummanaldash, whose origin is
unclear.

The narrative opens as a campaign against

Ummanaldash, who is provided with a royal title. 51

The

Assyrian king reports that he was accompanied on the
campaign by Tammaritu, for whom a royal title is also
. ed . 52
supp 1 i

Indeed, the narrative describes the conquest of

the Elamite city of Bit-Imbi, including the seizure of the
sons of Teumman, who is also called ~ar »at Ela•ti. 53

The

nature of rulership in Elam as it is reported in the
inscriptions becomes extremely confused at this point, with
different rulers assigned to various places.

The Elamite

material concludes with the sacking of Susa.

Throughout,

however, Ummanaldash is consistently supplied with a royal
title. 54
The Elamite material reveals a powerful inclination in
these inscriptions to accord foreign rulers their proper
royal title, in marked contrast to the inscriptions of
Sargon, where Elamite rulers are identified by gentilic
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only.

The tendency within the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal

to focus on issues of legitimate royal sovereignty in
foreign territory can also be demonstrated with respect to
the continuing effort to establish and maintain local
dynasties.

This is not to say that King Sargon did not

engage in regime establishment in conquered territory.
There are examples in which Sargon enthroned native kings,
in some cases even hostile kings who had become submissive.
Yet, the examples are far less frequent than in the
inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.
Moreover, the instances of regime establishment in the
inscriptions of Sargon display features which distinguish
them from those of Ashurbanipal.

In many cases, the regime

appointed by Sargon fails, and the territory is incorporated
into the empire, whereas Ashurbanipal repeatedly attempts to
maintain a native regime .

A number of examples from the

inscriptions of Sargon also include some sort of transfer of
territory accompanying the establishment of the regime, a
feature connected with Sargon~s concern for issues of
territory.
The case of Ullusunu of Mannea is an example of the
transfer of territory accompanying the establishment of his
regime.

Admittedly, this does not occur in the account

found in the Annals from Khorsabad, where the submission and
re-enthronement of Ullusunu is assigned to the campaign of
the sixth regnal year, 55 while the granting of the territory
of Uishdish occurs in the narrative of the eighth regnal
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year.

56

However, in the Display Inscription, the re-

enthronement of Ullusunu is announced at the very end of the
narrative and is accompanied by the granting of the twentytwo citadels seized from Ursa. 57

In this case, the

establishment of the regime appears successful in that
Ullusunu remains a loyal vassal.

58

This is also the case

with regard to Ispabara of Ellipi, whose regime, supported
by Sargon, survives into the reign of Sennacherib. 59
However, the inscriptions of Sargon include references
to regime establishment which eventually fail.

Both the

Annals and the Display Inscription describe the Assyrian
king's enthronement of Ambaris of Tabal, which includes the
granting of the territory of Hilakku to the new Tabalean
V

60
.
k,ing.

Unlike the case of Ullusunu, the arrangement in

Tabal fails.

Ambaris is defeated and his realm incorporated

into the Assyrian provincial system.

61

Likewise, the

establishment of the regime of Ahimitti
in Ashdod fails when
.,
the Assyrian vassal is deposed and replaced by
Yadna/Yamani. 62

This leads to the reconquest of Ashdod and
.

its incorporation as an Assyrian province.

63

Whereas the inscriptions of Sargon often report the
failure of regime establishment, the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal display a persistent effort to maintain native
dynasties.

One simple, but graphic, example of this is the

account of the succession to kingship in Arwad following the
death of Yakinlu. 64

Yakinlu had submitted to the Assyrian

king and was required to fulfill certain tributary
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obligations.

Upon his demise, his sons travelled to Assyria

to perform obeisance to the king.
the group and made king.

One son was chosen from

However, the other sons were not

ignored, but were provided with gifts from the Asssyrian
king consisting of variegated tunics and gold bracelets,
symbols of their status. 65

Thus, the larger royal family

received the beneficence of the Assyrian monarch.
In the case of Arwad, Ashurbanipal was simply
acknowledging the legitimate succession in a friendly state.
In Mannea, however, the Assyrian monarch faced a hostile
V

king, Avseri.

Nonetheless, while the Mannea passages in the

inscriptions of Ashurbanipal do not describe the Assyrian
~

king~s actual enthronement of A~seri~s successor, the new
66
.
regime is acknow 1 edged and sanctionedb y A ssyr1a.

Moreover, a theme is presented in the Mannea passages
which proves to be quite common in the inscriptions of
Ashurbanipal.

The enemy king is not defeated and deposed by

the Assyrians, but falls victim to an internal rebellion.
This results in the assumption of kingship by Aoseri~s son,
Uwalli, who dispatches the new crown-prince, Erisinni, to do
obeisance in the Assyrian court, much like the sons of
Yakinlu.

The embassy is accepted, messages of peace are

sent back to Mannea, and Uwalli is established as a loyal
tributary king.

Thus, despite the hostilites faced in

Mannea, Ashurbanipal sought to legitimize the native
dynasty.
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Perhaps the most graphic example of this tendency to
establish and/or maintain native dynasties can be seen in
Ashurbanipal's handling of affairs in Elam.

Repeatedly,

members of the ruling regime in Elam, apparently considered
to be members of the legitimate dynasty, flee to the
Assyrian court in the face of internal opposition, appeal to
the Assyrian king for support, and are reinstated.

This is

the case despite the fact that certain members of this
ruling dynasty carry out hostilities against Assyria.
The earliest account of affairs in Elam appears in
Prism B, where the Elamite king, Urtaki, is said to have
intitiated hostilities against Assyria. 67

He is overcome by

what is described as a punishment inflicted by the gods of
Assyria, becomes ill, and dies.

Indeed, so angry are the

gods, that Urtaki's entire dynasty is said to have been
overthrown, and his throne is then occupied by Teumman.
Apparently seeking to eliminate any rival claims to the
throne, Teumman proceeds to plot the murder of all members
of the previous dynasty.

The sons of Urtaki, Ummanigash,

Ummanappa, and Tammaritu, together with other members of the
royal family, flee to Assyria and submit to the Assyrian
king.
The following campaign is undertaken against Teumman,
who is defeated, killed, and beheaded.

The Assyrian king

then proceeds to reinstate the regime of the sons of Urtaki,
placing Ummanigash on Teumman's vacant throne and
establishing Ummanigash's brother, Tammaritu, as king of the
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"
68
city of Hidalu.
V

This was accomplished despite the fact

that the father of these rulers had been an enemy of
Assyria.
Ummanigash subsequently falls out of favor with the
Assyrian king when he joins the rebellion of the king of
V

V

V

-

Babylon, Ashurbanipal~s brother, Samas-sum-ukin.

He is then

deposed by a rival named Tammaritu, who is also charged with
V

V

V

-

conspiracy in the rebellion of Samas-sum-ukin, and is, in
turn, deposed by one of his servants,

Indabigash.

Like the

sons of Urtaki, Tammaritu, together with his retinue, flees
ta Assyria and seeks refuge by submitting ta the Assyrian
king.

Tammaritu is eventually returned ta Elam and

enthroned in the city of Susa.
Despite Ashurbanipal~s repeated attempts to maintain
native sovereignty in Elam, the kingdom continued ta be a
source of trouble.

Yet, when the Elamites are finally

defeated by the Assyrians and the city of Susa is sacked and
destroyed, the rubble is simply left as an example of the
Assyrian king~s power.

There is no effort to incorporate

Elamite territory into the Assyrian provincial system.
The language of foreign sovereignty is far more complex
than the simple use of royal titles and statements regarding
the enthronement of native regimes.

Throughout the survey,

other themes have been noted in connection with regime
establishment; the continuous appearance of submissive
claimants at the Assyrian royal court; the language of mercy
and beneficence applied when a claimant~s submission is
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recognized; the imposition of tribute, or the lack of it,
connected to the various acts of enthronement.

All of these

would require careful examination in any thorough study of
the language of foreign sovereignty in Assyrian royal
inscriptions.

What the survey does reveal, however, is that

whereas the language of foreign sovereignty is rather sparse
and tenuous in the inscriptions of Sargon, it becomes a
highly elaborate theme in the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.
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35. B, VII, 93-94; A, VII, 82-83; VIII, 24-25, 93; Weippert,
"Kampfe," 75: I, 3 and 17.
For a treatment of the variant
forms of the name and the alternating association with Qedar
and Arabia, see Eph'al, Rncient Rrabs, 51-52, 113-114, 146147, 165-166.
36. The dual title "king of Egypt and Ethiopia" appears in
the following passages: B, I, 52, 71; A, I, 53, 78; The
title "king of Ethiopia" appears in the following passages:
HT, obv. 15, 30, 38, 66; A, I, 123.
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37. B,

III, 16; F,

II, 21; A,

II, 127.

38. According to the Babylonian Chronicle, Grayson,
Chronicles, 84:11-13, Urtaki was the brother of HumbanHaltash II, who died during the reign of Esarhaddon.
Cf.
Carter, Ela•:, 49.
39. B, IV , 18, 32, 54, 80, 90.
He is mentioned by name only
at B, IV, 33, 75, 76, 78.
On one occasion, he is referred
to as Ela•aya, where no name is mentioned.
40. B,

IV, 79-80; 89-90 (introduction to seventh campaign).

41. It was Teumman~s attempt to wipe out the family of the
previous r u ler that led to the flight of the sons of Urtaki.
See B, IV, 79-86.
42. F, II, 67; A, III, 44.
This formula seems to substitute
for a royal title, which is, anomalously, never applied to
Ummanigash.
43. According to I.M. Diakonoff, "Elam," in The Caabridge
History of Iran, Vol. 2, ed. Ilya Geshevitch, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 22, Urtaki and Teumman
were rival kings both ruling from Susa.
44. B,

IV, 74.

45. B, VI, 1-3; F, II, 61; A, III, 36.
In Prism B, this and
subsequent references actually refer to the severed head of
Teumman as qaqqad Teu•aan sar •at Elaati.
46. B, VI, 50, 58, 69; VII, 13, 32 .
v, 7.

See also F,

III, 58; A,

47. B, VII, 43-46; F, III, 10-13; A, IV, 1-4.
The origins
of this ruler are unclear, but it can be presumed, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, that he is not the same
Tammaritu who is called the son of Urtak, the brother of
Ummanigash.
48. B, VII, 56-58.
Prism F, III, 19-21, includes the
statement of the succession of Indabigash, but omits the
royal title applied to Tammaritu.
In contrast, Cylinder A
excludes the statement of accession, referring to Tammaritu
as Sar
Ela•ti.

aa~

49. B, VII, 77-78.
50. B, VII, 87.
51. F, III, 35 (fifth campaign); A,
campaign).

IV, 112-113 (seventh
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52. F,

III, 37; A,

IV, 114.

c-..,..:i,_
F, III, 58; A, V, 6-7.

54. F, III, 62; IV, 18, 22, 42, 53-54; A, V, 2,
69, 91, 111; VII, 9; X, 6.
55. Lie, Sargon,

11, 64-65,

14:89.

56. Lie, Sargon, 24:137.
57. D. 51-52.
58. In addition to his offer of provisions to the Assyrian
army in the Haiti ~ ae Ca•pagne, 53, the receipt of tribute
from Ullusunu is reported in the account of the ninth regnal
year of the Annals, Lie, Sargon, 30:191.
59. D. 119-120.
Admittedly, the Annals, Lie, Sargon, 74:78, apparently does not include the enthronement of Ispabara,
though the text is fragmentary.
Moreover, the event
occurred in the year 709, late in the reign of Sargon.
However, Ispabara was still reigning in Ellipi at the time
of Sennacherib~s second campaign (702).
See 0IP 2, 28:12
CH2).
60. Lie, Sargon, 32:198; D. 30.
The account in the Annals
is somewhat fragmentary and appears to have varied from the
account in the Display Inscription with regard to some
aspects of the historical background provided in the
narrative.
However, the regime-establishment passage seems
to have been much the same in the two inscriptions.
61. See above, pp. 239-240.
62. Lie, Sargon, 40:252-255; D. 94-95.
The usurper is
described as l a b e l kassi', "not entitled to the throne." He
is called Yadna in the Annals and Yamani in the Display
Inscription.
For an anlysis of the name, see z. Kapera,
"Was Yamani a Cypriot?" Folia Orientalia 14 (1972-1973):
207-218, who claims that he was a local commoner "raised to
authority due to the support of the strong anti-Assyrian
opposition." Tadmor, "Campaigns of Sargon," 80 n217, claims
that the name Yamani can be construed as a local Palestinian
name.
63. See above, p. 236.
64. B,

II, 71-92; F,

I, 70-II , 9; A,

II, 63-94.

65. The account of Sennacherib~s eighth campaign mentions
Elamite noblemen (LU.GAL.MES= rab~ti), who are said to have
been wearing heavy, gold bracelets.
See 0IP 2, 45:84-87 CH2).
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66. B, III, 82-IV, 2; F, II, 32-52; A, III, 4-26.
67. B, IV, 18-86.
68. B, VII, 1-9; F, II, 61-71; A, III, 36-49 .

CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The study of the language of territoriality in Assyrian
royal inscriptions of the Sargonid period has revealed three
major points.

The first point involves the abundance of

language related to issues of territory in the inscriptions
of Sargon as compared to those of later kings.

The second

point is the significance of topographic characterizations
as aspects of political geography.

Finally, our study has

demonstrated that Assyrian royal inscriptions were not
composed of dry formulas arranged haphazardly.

Rather, they

reveal an ongoing effort to develop what might be called an
Assyrian foreign policy.
With regard to the comparison between the inscriptions
of Sargon and those of later kings, the study of generic
characterizations of topography does not adequately reveal
the discrepancy.

Generic expressions describing the

topography of maritime regions such as the coast of the
Mediterranean and the watery terrain of southern
Mesopotamia, as well as alpine and desert terrain, are well
attested in the inscriptions of the four Sargonid kings
presented in this study.
In most other respects, however, the inscriptions of
Sargon show a far greater emphasis on territorial issues
than those of later kings, particularly Esarhaddon and
Ashurbanipal.

The language of borders, prevalent in the

3 09
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inscriptions of Sargon, is scarce in the insciptions of
later kings.

The focus on particular border issues found in

the inscriptions of Sargon, specifically the Elamite and
Urartian borders, has no parallels in subsequent reigns.
While the inscriptions of Sennacherib follow those of Sargon
in depicting the riverine boundaries in southern
Mesopotamia, this sort of territorial delimitation is not
found in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal.
Concerning issues surrounding the exchange of
territory, the inscriptions of Sargon display both greater
frequency and complexity.

The greater complexity is most

apparent in the treatment of the seizure of Mannean
territory as reported in the various inscriptions of Sargon.
What these passages reveal is an ongoing attempt to confront
the intricate political and territorial issues which
confronted the Assyrian king in the rather fragmented
Mannean kingdom.

By comparison, the treatment of

territorial seizure in Mannea as reported in Prism B of
Ashurbanipal is rather terse, if not particularly
straightforward.

Indeed, the issue is omitted in subsequent

inscriptions of Ashurbanipal.
The subject of province formation provides the best
example of the abundance of territorial issues in the
inscriptions of Sargon as compared ta those of subsequent
kings.

The language of province formation in the

inscriptions of Sargon is applied frequently and covers
virtually every region of the empire.

In addition, there
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appears to be a certain regionalization of the language of
province formation in the inscriptions of Sargon.

That is,

special terminology is reserved for certain regions.

While

there are a few examples of province formation in the
inscriptions of Sennacherib, the subje~t is virtually
ignored in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal.
Like the generic topographic characterizations, the
graphic depictions of topography offer a diminished
opportunity for comparative study.

This is due to the fact

that much of the evidence comes from one particular genre of
royal inscriptions, the so-called "Letters to Gods."

Our

study has focused on the account of Sargon~s eighth campaign
known as the Huitie•e Ca•pagne, a classic example of this
genre.

Yet, the same kind of topographic detail can be seen

in an inscription of this type from the reign of
Ashurbanipal

(Weippert, 1973-74).

Indeed, a similar version

of events covered in his "Letter to the God" has been
incorporated into Ashurbanipal~s Cylinder A inscription <A,
VIII, 78 ff.).

The literary background of the graphic

descriptions of topography presents a confounding factor in
any attempt to analyse the comparative distribution of this
terminology.
However, the study of topographic characterizations has
led to another important conclusion regarding the
significance of topography as it relates to political
geography.

Specifically, our study has revealed the

boundary-forming quality of topography, particularly rivers
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and mountains.

This was first observed with regard to the

land-sale contracts and the Babylonian boundary-stone
inscriptions wherein topographic features served to delimit
the boundaries of private property.
The discussion regarding the boundary-forming quality
of topography in Assyrian royal inscriptions has focused on
two features: riverine boundary formation in southern
Mesopotamia and alpine boundary formation in the northern
Zagros.

We have noted the tripartite riverine division of

southern Mesopotamia in the inscriptions of both Sargon and
Sennacherib.

In addition, the inscriptions of Sargon

contain riverine locations pertaining to a number of Aramean
tribal groups in the region.
With regard to the northern Zagros, the inclusion of
topographic features in the itinerary formulas of the

'
Haitie•e
Ca•pagne, particularly mountain and river
crossings, have been cited as evidence for the boundaryforming quality of rivers and mountains.

That is, since the

itinerary formulas represent the movement of the king from
one territory to the next, the rivers and mountains crossed
serve to delimit the boundary between the two territories
mentioned in the formula.

Other graphic depictions of

geography in the Haiti~•e Ca»pagne, includ i ng topography,
meteorology, resource and ethnic geography, were seen to be
related to the issue of what constituted the boundary
between the Assyrian and Urartian spheres of influence in
the northern Zagros.
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All of the issues covered in this study point to the
fact that Assyrian royal inscriptions reflect the
development of an Assyrian foreign policy.

This is not to

say that we have uncovered any particular evidence in
Assyrian royal inscriptions for an institutionalized foreign
policy, complete with ministers, secretaries, and embassies.
Rather, we have found that the inscriptions often seem
designed to address particular policy issues.
The study of border terms in the inscriptions of
Sargon, including topographic borders, has revealed the
desire to deal with certain important border issues, in
particular, the Elamite and Urartian borders.

Both Elam and

Urartu presented serious challenges to Assyrian hegemony.
While the king must have realized that complete conquest of
these two powerful kingdoms was not within his grasp, he
seems to have been determined to establish borders which
guaranteed the protection of his sphere of influence.
Likewise, the discussion of province formation in the
inscriptions of Sargon has revealed certain regional
variations.

The policy of territorial aggrandizement, part

of the king's province-forming activity in the central
Zagros, was discussed in terms of the need to apply a more
centralized system of control over territory occupied by the
politically diffuse Medes.

Province formation in southern

Mesopotamia was designed to separate the territory of BitYakin, home of the arch-rival, Merodach-Baladan, from the
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larger Chaldean tribal alliance, while otherwise maintaining
a semblance of native Babylonian provincial administration.
Even the rather ambiguous territorial issues involving
the fragmented kingdom of Mannea reveal a desire to
implement a policy specific to the region.

Unlike the

policy in the central Zagros, where Assyrian provinces were
established, Sargon chose to maintain an independent Mannean
kingdom in the northern Zagros.

However, this policy

involved the establishment of a centralized, pro-Assyrian
regime in Mannea, whose control was apparently extended to
the rebellious province of Uishdish.

This was clearly meant

to alleviate the situation whereby the Urartian ruler, Ursa,
could exploit the internal divisions in Mannea in order to
extend his sphere of influence.
Finally, the different use of language in the
inscriptions of Sargon as compared to those of Ashurbanipal
also has implications with regard to our understanding of
the development of Assyrian policy.

As we have seen, the

inscriptions of Sargon reveal an emphasis on territorial
issues, while those of Ashurbanipal focus on the subject of
foreign sovereignty.

While it may seem logical to view this

discrepancy in terms of an expanding empire under Sargon as
opposed to a declining empire under Ashurbanipal, this
explanation fails to take into account other significant
issues.
While the modern historian may detect the seeds of
Assyrian decline in the reign of Ashurbanipal, it would be
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an exaggeration to describe Assyria during this period as a
declining empire.

Ashurbanipal~s ability to exert effective

military pressure on Egypt, to march through the Arabian
desert, to destroy the kingdom of Elam and sack its capital
city, Susa, can hardly be considered signs of decline.
Rather, the distinction in the use of language must be
considered in terms of the nature of the two kings~ reigns.
While it is true that Sargon came to the throne during a
period of renewed Assyrian expansion, it must also be borne
in mind that he was a usurper.

To Sargon, legitimate

sovereignty was something to be overcome.

Legitimacy had to

be achieved, as it had been achieved in the past, through
conquest and expansion.
Ashurbanipal, on the other hand, assumed the throne
under somewhat unusual circumstances, involving issues of
legitimate sovereignty and succession in Assyria.

His

father, Esarhaddon, was forced to contend with his own
brothers, rival claimants to the throne.

The nature of

Ashurbanipal~s succession, arranged by his father in the
face of a certain amount of internal opposition, tended to
bring the issue of legitimate sovereignty into sharp focus.
It is, therefore, not suprising that his inscriptions
reflect this concern with legitimate sovereignty.
The language of foreign territory is, therefore, not a
haphazard array of stock formulas.

Assyrian kings not only

viewed the world in terms of political and topographic
regions, but also developed specific policies in various
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regions, policies which reflected their own understanding of
hegemony and sovereignty.

APPENDIX
The following is a list of enemies and other protagonists
whose names are followed by simple gentilic statements in
Sargon~s Annals and Display Inscription.
Ambaris, Tabal
D. 29-30.
In the Annals. Ambaris is called Tabalaya
sar aat Blt-Buratal (Lie, Sargon, 32:194; 201).
Assur-le~u, Karalla
Lie, Sargon, 14:84; D. 55.
Bagdatti, Uishdish
Lie, Sargon, 12:79; D. 49.
Bel-apla-iddina, Allabria
Lie, Sargon, 30:192 •

.,

Bel-sar-usur.
. . Kisesim
Lie, Sargon, 16:93; D. 59.
Dalta, Ellipi
Lie, Sargon,

16:97; 30:192; D. 70

Iranzu, Manna
D. 36.
Iranzu of Manna, mentioned in the Annals in
connection with the revolt of Shuandahul of Durdukka
<Lie, Sargon, B:58-59), is called Iranzu »at Hannaya
..,
sarri
belisanu,
"Iranzu the Mannean, the king their
lord."

-

It~amara, Saba~
Lie, Sargon, 22:123; D. 27.

,,..

Itti, Allabria
Lie, Sargon,

14:85; D. 55.

Kiakki. Sinuhtu
Lie, Sa~gon,

10:68; D. 28.

Matti, (A) tunu
Lie, Sargon,

10:71; D. 29.

Mita, Muski
Lie, Sargon, 66:446; 68:452; D. 31,151,152.
Mitatti, Zikirtu
Lie, Sargon,

12:79; 22:131; D. 45.

Muttallum, Kummu~u
Lie, Sargon, 36:221; 70:467; D.
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Pisiris, Carchemish
Lie, Sargon, 10:72;74.
V

Sutur-nahundu, Elam
Lie; Sargon, 52:15; 54:367; D. 119.
Tarhulara.
Gurgum
V
.
D. 83.
Tarhunazi. Meliddu
v
Lie,-Sargon, 34:204; D. 79.
Telusina, Andia
Lie, Sargon,
Ullusunu, Mannea
Lie, Sargon,
40, 44, 50.

18:107; D. 45.
14:87; 16:101; 24:137; 30:191; D. 38-39,

Ummanigash, Elam
Lie, Sargon, 42:265; D. 23, 123.
Ursa, Urartu
Lie, Sargon 14:84; 16:101; 24:133; 26:149; D. 37, 39,
42, 73.
Urzana, Mu~a~ir
Lie, Sargon, 26:149; 152; D. 72.
Yanz u ._ Na~iri
.
,
V
D. 54.
Lie, Sargon, 18:104 reads Ia-an-zu-u s[ar •at
Ha-~i-iJ-ri and justifies the restoration based on 1.
54 of the Display Inscription, which reads Ia-an-zu-u
Dat Ha-~-i-ri.
Yau/Ilubi~di, Hamath
Lie, Sargon, 6:23; D. 33.
This can be compared to the list of those supplied with a
royal title:

-

~

Ambaris, Bit-Burutas
Lie, Sargon, 32,194; 32,201.
The Annals provides
Ambaris of Tabal with a unique title, calling him the
Tabalean, king of Bit-Burutas.
According to Forrer,
Provinzeinteilung, 73. the name Tabal was an ethnic
d~ signation and consisted of various kingdoms, of which
Bit-Burutas was one.
Eventually, the latter could be
applied to Tabal in a narrower political sense.
This
view was accepted by Landsberger, Sa•al, 19.
Argi~ti, Urartu
D.113
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Azuri, Ashdod
Lie, Sargon, 38,249; D.90
Dalta, Ellipi
Lie, Sargon, 72,13 (restored from Display Inscription);
D., 117
Gunzinanu, Kammanu
Lie, Sargon, 34,206; D. 83
Hanunu, Hazitu
~
D. 25,26.
The passage that would give the title is
missing from the Annals.
In the concluding section,
Hanunu is referred to by name only.

"

Iranzu, Mannea
Lie, Sargon, 8 , 59
Merodach-Baladan, Kaldu
Lie, Sargon, 42,293; perhaps also 58:13;
D. 122.
Elsewhere in the Annals (Lie Sargon, 54:9), he is
called Iar Kardunia1 .
Mita, Muski
Lie, Sargon,

10,72; 20,120; 22,125; 32,199

Pir"i, Mu~Cu)ri
Lie, Sargon, 22,123; D. 27.
In the same passage, Samsi
is called ! arrat a a t flribi, "queen of Arabia." Queens
ruling in Arabia are quite common in these
inscriptions.
For instance, Yati"e in the account of
Sennacherib"s first campaign (Smith, 28.) and
Ismakallatu in the Nineveh A Prism inscription of
Esarhaddon CNin A, IV, 4).
Uperi, Dilmun
Lie, Sargon, 66,14; 68,454; D. 144.
Display Inscription.
Ursa, Urartu
Lie, Sargon, 28,162; 32,199; D. 76
Yanzu, Na"iri
Lie, Sargon, 26,14

Restored from
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